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Preface

The annual Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux, which has been held
since 1980, brings together every year the various researchers in information theory from
the Benelux.
This symposium is traditionally
held at the end of May, and lasts two
days. During the ten years of its existence, the Symposium has always been organized
by volunteers belonging to various institutions
in the Benelux (these being the T.U.
Delft, T.U. Eindhoven, U. Twente, Philips Research Laboratories Eindhoven, and K.U.
Leuven). These institutions then typically lend also their support or sponsorship to the
symposium, which is usually organized in' a neighbouring site. Since 1984 the (Dutch)
Werkgemeenschap
voor Informatie- en Communicatietheorie,
which emerged from the
early symposia, has played an overall sponsoring and coordinating role for the organization of these Benelux Symposia. This year the symposium is held again in Belgium (for
the second time) and organized again by members of the Department
of Mathematics
and the Department of Electrical Engineering of the K. U. Leuven.
As Dr. K.A. Schouhamer Immink rightfully pointed out in his preface last year, the
discipline of Information Theory is currently receiving a great deal of attention due to
its impact on the efficient utilization of communication
systems. And also: "Communication is not confined to the transport
of information
form one place to the other.
Information transport can also take place from one moment in time to the other." These
words, true last year, still hold this year, and sum up quite well the importance
and
character of information theory as it is viewed today.
During the previous symposia the central areas of information theory have always
been well represented on the technical program. These include Shannon theory, coding
theory, multi-user information theory, coding techniques, detection and estimation, signal processing, and cryptography.
This year these areas are again well-represented.
In
the past, occasionally other areas were on the program as well, thereby always trying
to adhere to the typically information theoretic viewpoint. This year we witness for the
first time a full session on neural networks, thus keeping in par with the recent surge of
interest in this subject.
At most (but not all) of the previous symposia the organizers arranged for an invited
speaker on the program. This year's organizers felt that, at the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the Benelux Symposium series, it would be appropriate to aim again for two
guest speakers, as was the case in 1983 in Haasrode (Belgium). Thanks to the financial
support of N.F.W.O.-Belgium,
this goal could be realized.

We feel particularly privileged to have Professor R. Ahlswede (from the Department
of Mathernaties of the University of Bielefeld, West-Germany) and Professor T. Ericson
(from the Department of Electrical Engineering of the University of Linköping, Sweden)
as our guest speakers at this tenth symposium. Professor Ahlswede is one of the world's
leading information theorists, and will offer us new thoughts on the concept of information transfer. Professor Ericson is a leading expert in communication, information,
and coding theory, and will present to us a survey of recent developments in the field of
concatenated codes. We are most grateful that both Professor Ahlswede and Professor
Ericsou accepted our invitation to be guest speaker at this symposium.
Most of the organization of this symposium was carried out by Dr. ir. A. Barbé
from ESAT, K.U. Leuven. He was the person who made the local arrangements, put the
program together, corresponded with the authors and participants, handled the finances,
and edited these Proceedings. I should like to thank André very much for his many efforts
in this regard, without which this symposium could not have been realized.

Edward C. van der Meulen, May 1989
Department of Mathernaties
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Belgium
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SOME IDEAS ABOUT A GENERAL THEORY OF INFORMATION

TRANSFER

R. Ahlswede*

We live in a world vibrating with "information"

and in most eases we don't know

how it is processed or even what it is at the semantic
multitude

of challenges to information

particular,

have stimulated

and to investigate,
"messages",

communicators.

A

They, in

us to reconsider the basic assumptions of Shannon's Theory

are elements

is broad enough.

of a prescribed

This theory deals with

set of objects,

The receiver wants to know the true message.

occurring in all engineering work on communication
very special communication

levels.

theory comes from computer science.

whether its formulation

which

and pragmatic

situation.

known

to

the

This basic model,

channels and networks addresses a

More generally they are characterized

by

(I) The senders prior knowledge
(II) The prior knowledge of the receivers
(Ill) The questions of the receivers concerning the given "ensemble", to be answered by
the senders.
We build up an understanding
outline a general theory of information

by considering
transfer.

formulated by Shannon and the identification

first specific problems and then

The classical transmission

problem as

problem are known special cases.

*The author is with the Fakultät für Mathematik
Bielefeld, Universitätstrasse
1, West Germany.

der Universität

Bielefeld, D-4800
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SHANNON STRATEGIES

J.P .M. Schalkwijk

REVISITED

*

We consider equal rate R=R1=R2 transmission over the binary
multiplying channel (BMC). Shannon derived a lower and upper
bound of O.61695 and 0.69424, respectively, for the rate R in bit per
transmission. Schalkwijk gave a simple coding strategy that yields
R=0.61914 in excess of Shannon's inner bound 0.61695. By a
technique called bootstrapping the author later improved on his
original strategy now obtaining R= O.68056. Zhen Zhang, et al., and
Hekstra. et al. lowered Shannon's outer bound to, respectively,
0.64891 and 0.64628. It appears that the remaining discrepancy
between 0.68056 and 0.64628 can only be resolved by studying the
so called Shannon strategies in detail. In this paper we make a start
with such a study using the authors unit square representation of
these strategies.

HISTORY
Blackwell's

BMC is a deterministic

two-way

channel

(TWC)

defined

[1] by

Y1 =Y2=Y=X1

X2' where Xl and X2 are the binary input variables, and Y 1= Y2=Y is
the common binary output variable. The BMC is thus an AND-gate. In 1961 Shannon
[1) derived an inner and outer bound to the capacity region of the TWC. For the BMC,

for equal rate RI =R2=R

transmission,

the inner and outer bound are, respectively,

equal to 0.61695 and 0.69424. Shannon [1) also derived an expression for the capacity
region of the TWC as the limiting rate (normalized
N) of optimum strategies
expression

for the capacity

impossible to find optimum

*

which respect to the block length

of increasing block length N. He remarked, however, that his
region was of no great practical

use, as it is virtually

strategies of large block length N.

. Eindhoven University of Technology, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
P.O. Box 513,5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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In 1982 Schalkwijk [2] gave a simple coding strategy for the BMC that yielded an
equal rate point of 0.61914 bit per transmission,

in excess of Shannon's

inner bound

rate 0.61695. In this paper [2] Shannon's coding strategies are represented
for subdividing
strategies

the unit

square.

It was unit

square

representation

that made this progress possible! In 1983 Schalkwijk

original strategy by a technique

called bootstrappig

as strategies
of Shannon's

[3] improved

on his

thus boosting his equal rate point

up to 0.63056, see also [4] and [5]. Up to now this is the best lower bound on the equal
rate point for the BMC.
Aside from the improvement
also been an improvement

of 0.61695 to 0.63056 on the lower bound, there has

on the BMC upper bound, i.e. on 0.69424. In 1986 Zhen

Zhang, Toby Berger, and J.P .M. Schalkwijk [6] improved on the Shannon outer bound
region by restricting
probability

the TWC input distribution

distribution

equal rate transmission

as in the derivation

P(X1,X2)

not allowing any joint

of Shannon's outer bound. Specializing to

over the BMC one thus obtains

the new and tighter

upper

bound of 0.64891. Finally, Hekstra and Willems [7] obtained a further improvement
the Zhen Zhang, et al. outer bound for the special class of common output
T-channels

(TC's).

on

TWC's or

As the BMC is a TC they obtained the best outer bound yet, that

is 0.64628.
Summarizing,

it is known that the optimum equal point C in bits per transmission

of the BMC is bounded by
0.63056 ~ C ~ 0.64628.
It appears

resolved

that this remaining
by studying

Shannon's
nevertheless

remark

discrepancy

between 0.63056 and 0.64628 can only be

the so called Shannon

strategies

in detail.

In the light

of

above this might be an impossible task. In the next section we

make an attempt

equal rates RI =R2=R

to start such a study, specializing

and using the unit square representation

has proved so useful in finding constructive

strategies.

to the BMC with

introduced

in [2] that

5

STRATEGIES

- UNIT SQUARE REPRESENTATION

As the BMC is a symmetric
transmission.

we conjecture

channel and as we consider equal rate RI =R2=R

that the resulting

optimum

mixed strategy

will also be

symmetric. However, we emphasize here that for fixed and finite block length, n=I,2, .. ,
this has never been proved! Thus let us start out by considering strategies

[2], [3J for

which the initial thresholds
respectively,

tI' 0 ~ tI ~ I, and t2, 0 ~ t2 ~ I, at terminals 1 and 2,
are equal to tI =t2=t, 0 ~ t ~ 1. The L-shape [2], [3J that remains upon

receiving y=O at the first BMC transmission

will be indicated by L1 (t), see Fig. 1.

t,

Fig.1 The first and second order L-shape.
The subscript

"1" indicates that the L-shape

we are studying is the rim that pertains

upon receiving a single zero. By L2(t,t1,t2), 0 ~ tI ~ l-t, 0 ~ t2 ~ t , we refer to the
L-shape or rim that remains (of the unit square) after receiving y=OO, i.e. after
receiving two zero's, etc. As an example, in the next paragraph,
strategies

where the superscript

will investigate

All twenty
representation

refers to the block n=2 of these strategies.

strategies of fixed length n=2 in the L-shape
four LF)(t)

strategies

of [2J and [3J. Let

we study the LF)(t)
Thus we

LI (t).

are shown in Fig. 2, using the unit square

6

Fig. 2 The LF) (t) strategies.
a = (al' ~, .. ,a12) and p = (P!, P2,···,P12) be the probabiltiy weights of the twelve
rows and columns (strategies) in Fig. 2, respectively. Note that these probability
weights could also be shown [2], [3] in the unit square representation
and columns of variable width, the probability

by having rows

of a row c.q. column being its relative

area. We have chosen not to do so here as our primary emphasis in Fig. 2 is on the
number (i.e. two times twelve) of strategies. Let 11 be the entropy per column averaged
over the column weights, p, andI2 the entropy per row averaged over the row weights,
a. Then, to find the optimum equal rate point, one wants to maximize the function

For all t, 0 ~ t ~ 1, one finds for the optimizing parameter
symmetric
optimum

mixed strategy.

Having found

equal rate point of K(3),

(mixed strategies oflength

values a (t)=

max [f (2)( a,P/t)],
1

i.e. of Shannon's

p (t), i.e. a

it is easy to obtain the

[1] derived channel of order 3

3 on the unit square). It turns out to be

Our formidable problem is to find the global maximum
for the L~n)(t) strategies! This function f (n)( a,P/t)
1
vise versa. However, f1(n)(a,p/t)

is not convex-u

of f1 (n)( a,P/t),

is convex--fl in a for given

as a function ofboth

it has many local maxima. For example, the number of LP)(t)
the number of local maxima is so large that starting

n=1,2, ... ,

aand

strategies

f3, and

p. In fact,
is 168 and

a search at 'random (a,p) leads

nowhere! In order to find the global optimum of f (3\ a,P/t) we have to proceed wi th
1

7

great care, i.e. we have to first maximize f (2)(a,p/t,t1,t2)·TO
2
consider the L (2)(t,t ,t ) strategies of Fig.3. The function
2
1 2
one for each row C.q. column of Fig. 3.

derive f2(2)(a,p/t,t1,t2)

S(2)(a,p/t,t1,t2)

has 48

parameters,

(2)
Fig. 3. The L2

(t,t1,t2)

strategies.

Finally, having optimized f (3)(a,p/t)
one can find the optimum equal rate point of
1
Shannon's derived channel K4' This task can still be accomplished with a reasonable
amount

of effort. The solution of K5' however,

seems virtually

impossible.

determine the optimum equal rate point of even the simplest non-trivial
outer

bound

understanding

region

differ)

TWC,

Le. the

BMC,

Yet, to

(i.e. inner and

we will have

to gain

some

of these Shannon strategies!
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Noiseless Broadcasting for
Identification
B. Verboven and E.C. van der Meulen
Abstract
We derive a direct identification -result for the deterministic broadcast channel (BC) characterized by its channel function (Y1, Y2) =
F(X) = (FI(X), F2(X)).
We also establish a soft converse in the
sense of [1], hereby solving the identification problem for this channel.
Surprisingly, the region of the achievable ('second order') identification rates, is much larger than the region of transmission rates for
the deterministic BC, in contrast to the one-way channel situation
investigated by Ahlswede and Dueck [1].

1

Introduction

In their pioneering papers [1]and [2], Ahlswede and Dueck have introduced
a new communication model, called Identification. The receiver's task is
now not to reconstruct whichever message was sent, but to decide whether
one specific message was sent or not.
It turned out in [1] that, for the discrete memoryless (d.m.) one-way
channel, one can achieve a dramatic, read exponential, increase in communication capacity, when simplifying the receiver's actions to this task.
The number of thus identifiable messages can equal (asymptotically) any
Af satisfying M :S 22nR, for any achievable transmission rate R.
More precisely, the result can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1 (Ahlswede & Dueck [1]) For a d. m. one-way channel) there
exists, for any input random variable X ) for any>. E (0,1) ) (3 > 0 and
sufficiently large n) an (n, M, >') ID-code with
1
-loglogM>
n

I(X

1\

Y) - (3

where Y i.!! the output corresponding to X via the channel.

(1)

<>

Both authors are with the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Departement Wiskunde,
Celestijnenlaan 200B, B-3030 Heverlee, Belgium.
Bart Verboven is a research assistant of the Belgian National Fund for Scientific Research (NFWO, Brussels).
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Ahlswede and Dueck have also proven a sojt converse to this result,
stating that any ID-code for the d.m. one-way channel, having error probabilities tending to zero exponentially fast, cannot have an ID-rate exceeding
C = m8.Xp(x) I(X 1\ Y).
We have used the prefix ID- to distinguish identification codes from
ordinary transmission codes, the latter being referred to as TR-codes in
the sequel.
For a deterministic BC, the transmission capacity region has been established by Pinsker [3]. We state his result as the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Pinsker [3]) For a deterministic BC with channel function
(FI' F2), the capacity region for transmission is given by the following set
of rate pairs:
Ra

d;J

{(RI,R2):

RI ?: O,R2 ?: 0 and:3 random variable X on X:

s,

S H(YI)

R2

< H(Y2)

n, + R

2

where}î

S

(2)
(3)

tur., Y

= FI(X) and

(4)

2)

Y2

= F2(X)}

. 0

It can be easily seen from the proof in [2] that for any (MI,M2)
2

satisfying

nR

Mi S 2 " for some (Rl, R2) E Ra, an ID-code can be constructed for the
deterministic BC, identifying Mi messages at receiver i = 1,2. However, it
will turn out that one can do much better.

2

Statement of the Result

The deterministic broadcast channel produces from an input symbol X E X
the output symbols FI(X) E YI and F2(x) E Y2. For sequences, we write
Yi = Fr(xn) d;j (Fi(XI)' ... ' F;(xn)), i = 1,2.
For a d.m. one-way channel, it was shown in [1]and [2], that the identification rate of codes can be largely increased by randomized encoding, in
contrast to the transmission rate, which is not affected by randomization in
the encoding. For a deterministic BC, we therefore also use a randomized
identification code (ID-code).
For two messages, mI and m2, one for each destination (1 S mi S Mi), a
codeword z" E xn is chosen by a stochastic encoder. Both receivers identify
their respective message by.using an.identification.function, deciding upon
receiving the channel output Yi, whether message mi was sent or not.
The performance of the ID-code is studied by examining the error probabilities. For identification problems, there are two kinds of errors: the

11

error probability of the first kind denoting the probability of not identifying
the message sent, and the error probability of the second kind denoting the
probability of identifying a different message than the one that was sent.
If all the error probabilities are upper bounded by À E (0,1), then the above
ID-code will be denoted (n,M1,M2,À).
We now formulate our result by the following two theorems.
Theorem 3 (Direct Part) For the deterministic BC defined above, there
exists, for any random variable X on X, for any À E (0,1) , /3 > 0 and
sufficiently large n, an (n,M1,M2,À)
ID-code with
1

-loglogM1
n
1

-loglogM2
n

> H(Y1)-/3,

(5)

> H(Y2)-/3,

(6)

Theorem 4 (Converse Part) For any, > 0 , /3 > 0 and n large enough,
any (n, M1, M2, 2-n-y) ID-code for the deterministic BC must sati.!Jjy
1

-log log M1
n
1
-loglogM2
n

< H(}])

+ /3 ,

(7)

< H(Y2)

+ /3 ,

(8)

where}] = F1(X) and Y2 = F2(X)
input alphabet X. 0

for some random variable X on the

As one can see, (5) - (8) contain no equivalent for the rate-sum constraint (4) of Pinsker's transmission result. This is a surprising difference
due to the particular nature of the identification problem. For the Blackwell BC, for instance, the region of achievable ID-rate pairs equals the unit
square.

3

Proof of the Result

In this section, we provide an outline of the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4.
Direct Part: Fix some input distribution. Denote the input random
variable by X, and the corresponding outputs by }] and Y2•
Regardless of the message pair (m1, m2) that should be communicated,
the encoder first chooses a sequence pair (yf, Yi') from the set 7[Y1'Y2] of
jointly typical sequences, according to a uniform distribution. This uniform
selection of (yf, Yi') in 7[Y1'Y2] results in a uniform selection of yf from 7[Yl]
and Yi' from TrY2]·

12

The first part of the codeword will consist of a sequence z" for which
= YÏ and F2n(xn) = Y2'
Let us also assume that the encoder has at his disposal a TR-code
Ci for each channel X --+ y;, having blocklength Vn, positive rate and
sufficiently small error probability.
As in [2], one can establish the existence of mappings h~ : TrYi] --+ Ci,
1 :S mi :S Mi such that any two of them are well-distinguishable (i.e.
they overlap on at most a small fraction of TrYi]) and with Mi satisfying
~ 22nH(Yi) •
1.......
M.,.......~ 2ITrY,.]I

Ft(xn)

The encoder, encoding message pair (mI, m2), now completes his codeword by sending two tail pieces, h~~(yï) and h~~(y2). On sending the total
( n) h(2) ( n))
.
.
.
(n
vin vin) ,say.
cod eword ( x,n h(I)
mI YI , m2 Y2
,reCeIVer
t receives Yi' Yi,I 'Yi,2
At both channel outputs, the decoders can perform identification in the
following way. Suppose receiver 1 wants to decide whether ffil was sent or

Yt, Yt) ,
Yt.

not. Upon receiving yn+2v1n = (YÏ,
as well as the first tail piece

he can decode YÏ accurately,

He decides positively on ffi] if both

pieces match according to the ffil-concatenation rule, i.e. if h~(yï) = yri
mI
otherwise ffi] is not identified as the intended message. Decoder 2 behaves
similarly for identifying 1Ti2.
Since the mappings h~~ (resp. h~D are very different, and since the
code Cl (resp. C2) has small error probability, the ID-error probabilities
of both kinds for receiver 1 (resp. 2) can be made arbitrarily small. This
completes the outline of the proof of Theorem 3.
Converse Part: Parallelling the arguments in [1], one can transform a
given ID-code into a code in which the stochastic encoders choose codewords
uniformly from a subset of sequences of a particular type P only. This
transformation exists if the original code has error probabilities tending to
zero exponentially fast with increasing blocklength. For the new code, (7)
and (8) must of course hold. 0
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A proof of the coding theorem for the additive white Gaussian
noise channel in terms of jointly typical sequences
Frans M.J. Willems*
Achievabilityproofs
for additive white Ga'USsian noise channels are often
proved by handwaving. Here we give a rigoro'US achievability proof for the
single-input
single-output
channel in terms of typical sequences. This
approach is generalizable to multi-'USer situations.

I. DEFINITIONS
An

additive

memoryless

white

Gaussian

noise

CAWGN)

channel with input X e IRand output

channel

is

a

Y e IR.The conditional

time-discrete
probability

density function of y given x is given by
1
= --·expHy-x)

PYlx(Ylx)

2
2
/2(7 ),

(1)

j2;;1
hence Y-X is Gaussian,
memorylessness
~:=

(xl,x2,

0

with mean 0 and variance

(72 (and independent

of the channel follows from PYIX(yl~)
0

0

of X). The

=nJLl,N PYIX(Yn1xn)'

,xN) is an input sequence and y := (Yl'Y2'o

0

where

o'YN) the corresponding

output sequence.
An (M,N) code for the AWGN channel consists of a message set {1,2,o. ·,M},
the codewords

~(l),

~(2),

000,

~(M),

one corresponding

to each message,

and a

decoding function D : !RN -+ {1,2,o o,M}. We assume that the messages are uniformly
0

distributed.

The average probability

of error Pe and the maximal

signal energy S of

the code are defined as
:=
.-

:lr ml1
max
m=l,M

,

(2a)

M Pr{D(Y)fml~(m)},
2
2
1~(m)l, where I~I := ngl
'

2
N xn'

*Eindhoven University of Technology, Electrical Engineering
P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

Department,

(2b)
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A rate R is said to be 1'-achievable

for the AWGN channel if, for every b

there exist, for all N large enough, (M,N) codes with M ~ exp(N(R-b»,
~ N1'(l+ó).

> 0

P e ~ b, and E

The 1'-capacity of the AWGN channel is the maximum of all1'-achievable

rates. In this contribution

we show that the 1'-capacity

is at least 1/2oln(1+1'/a2).

Our proof is based on the concept of Gaussian e-typicality which is developed here.

n. GAUSSIAN
Let

X and

respectively,

Y be jointly

f-TYPICAL

Gaussian

with

SEQUENCES
means

0, variaaces

a2 and

b2

and covariance )., i.e.

(3)

Then for the entropies h(X), h(Y), and h(X,Y) we have that
heX) := -In(pX(x»

= 1/2oln(2?rea2),

(4a)

heY) := =In(py(y»

= 1/2oln(2?reb2), and

(4b)

h(X,Y) := =Iïï(PX y(x,y»

DEFINITION:

(4c)

= 1/2oln«2re)2o(a2bL).2».

,

For a fixed N and e

> 0 the set ç (X,Y) of Gaussian jointly e--typical

sequences of length N is now defined as

ç /X,Y)

:=

N

((2£,Y) E IR

N

x

IR : 1-ln(PX(2£» - Nh(X) I ~ N e U
1-ln(Py(Y»

- Nh(Y) I ~ N ( U

l-ln(px_,_
y(2£,Y) - Nh(X,Y)I
The MAIN PROPERTY
Pr{(X,Y)

of

ç e (X,Y)

~ ç /X,Y)}

~ N(}.

(5)

is that

~ e for all N large enough.

(6)
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2
When U has density function PU(u) := exp(_u /2v2)/~,

PROOF:

u

E

IR(i.e. U

is Gaussian with mean 0 and variance v2), we obtain for the variance of -ln(PU(U))
= (U2/2v2

=

+ 1/2.ln(27fV2) - 1/2.ln(2?rev2))2

2 2
(U /2v - 1/2)2

= 3/4 - 1/2

4

lJ4/4v

is independent

and Pr{l--!n(py(y)

-Nh(Y)1

5 NE} 51/2Nf2.

Y_>.X/a2 is Gaussian,

have

1.

Pr{ I--!n(pX y(~,y))

-,-

PYIX( -I,)
:= heX)

-ln(PX(Xn))

applying

2

-ln(Py_>.x/a2(y->.x/a ))

Chebyshev's

function

random variable
PX(· )).

Let

as in (1). The mutual information

+ heY)

have variance

inequality

yields

1/2. By
must
that

RANDOM CODING ARGUMENT

Let the X be a Gaussian
density

=

of X. From (*) it

- Nh(X,Y) I $ N e] $ l/N f2. Using the union bound we finally get

m.

probability

Next observe that

2
and -ln(Py_>.x/a2(Y->.x/a ))

-ln(PX,Y(X,y))
Again

- Nh(X) I 5 Nf} 5 1/2Nf2

with mean 0, and independent

the independenee

to note that

of v2.

we find that Pr{l--!n(PX(:!))

variance

1/4
(*)

inequality

follows that both --ln(PX(Xn))

+

1/4 = 1/2,

Using Chebyshev's

and that

2

-lr/2v

U4 = 3v4 and U2" = v2. It is important

where the last step follows from
the variance of -ln(pU(U))

+

=

with mean 0 and variance

PX,y(x,y)

:= PX(x)PYlx(Ylx)

'P (and
with

between X and Y is defined as I(X;Y)

- h(X,Y). Note that Y has variance 1'+u2 and that the covariance of
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X and Y is equal to 'P. Therefore
1/2oln«2?re)2.('P{'P+u2)-r))

o there

nJh,NPX(xn).
transmitted.
E(X,Y),

The

encoder

1/2.ln(2?re'P)

2
+ 1/2oln(2?re('P+u ))

We will now show that for any

=

and P e ~ 2E.

0

exp(N(I(XjY)-4E))

-

>

E

from El Gamal and Cover [1)) : Fix N. Generate

CODING (adapted

M i.i.d, sequences ~(1),~(2),o

=

= 1/2oln(1+'P/u2).

exists an (M,N) code with M

RANDOM

ç

I(XjY)

o.~(M) of length
sends

N each with probability

sequence

~(m)

when

~essage

m

PX(~)

:=

is •to

be

The decoder upon receiving I decodes the unique m for which (~(m),:y) E

.

When there is no such m an error is declared.

We evaluate the average error probability

~

= anlcodes

Pr{code}

-k mL,M
= -k mII,M
s -k mII,M
=

0

anlcodes
Pr{E~

-k mII,M

Pr{YtD(m)!X(m)}

Pr{code}oPr{YiD(m)!X(m)}
U [m'~m Em']}

Pr{E~}

where the event Em := ((X(m),Y)

averaged over the ensemble of codes:

+

-k mII,M

E ç E(X,Y)},

m,tm Pr{Em,},

(7)

with Y generated by X(m).

From the main property of Gaussian e-typical sequences it follows that for all N
large enough Pr{E~}

~ E. Furthermore

using the definition of g E(X,Y) we obtain that

Pr{Em'}

=
=

=
=

J J J

J J

N
N
IEIR ~'EIR : (~' ,I)Eg iX,Y)

J J
J J

N
N
~EIR IEIR : (~,I)Eg /X,Y)

~EIRNIEIRN : (~,r)EgE(X,Y)

Px y(~,:y) PX(~,) ~d:y~'
-,0

~EIRNIEIRN ~'EIRN : (x' ,I)Eg E(X,Y)

Py(I)oPX(~')
PX(~)oPy(I)
P
(x IJ
X Y -.
-,exp(-N(h(X)-E))

dI~'

oPX y(~,I)
-,0

~dr

exp(-N(h(Y)-E))

exp(-N(h(X,Y)+

e))

. Px
-,-

y(~,r)

~dr
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f f

$ exp(-N(I(X;Y)-3é»'

Substitution

y(~,x)

Px

~EIRN ;yEIRN

(8)

~dX = exp(-N(I(X;Y)-3é».

-,-

in (7) gives us (for all N large enough)

s

$ é + (M-l).exp(-N(I(X;Y)-3é»

~

if M = exp(N(I(X;Y)-4é».

Inequality

e + expf-Ne)

(9)

(9) therefore implies the existence of (M,N)

2
= exp(N(1/2'ln(1+1'/a )-4é»

codes with M = exp(N(I(X;Y)-4é»

s 2é,

and Pe $ 2E for all

N large enough.

IV. 1-ACHIEV ABILITY
In section III we have demonstrated
small Pe and satisfactory

the existence of a sequence of codes with

values of M. However nothing was said about the maximum

signal energy E for such a code. A certain code may contain a number of codewords
with signal energy higher then N1'(1+2E).
denote the messages corresponding
sent?

Let

l

:= {m : 1~(m)12 > N'P(1+2E)I}

to such codewords. What happens when

From the definition of y [(X,Y) it follows that -ln(pX(~)

there is no I for which (~(m),l)

E y[(X,Y),

- Nh(X)

ID

* E)I. * is

> NE, hence

in other words Pr{D(Y)*ml~(m)}

= l.

Therefore

By expurgating
= M-Ill

the codewords corresponding

~ M(1-2f)

codewords that satisfy the signal energy constraint

N1'(1+2f) I. For the error probability

P'e

to messages in)l. * we get a code with M'

of this code we find that

L

=

1
M-IJl

.
* Pr{D(Y)*ml~(m)}
I m*Jl

=

1
M-IJl

I

.

[L

m=l,M

Pr{D(Y)*ml~(m)}

_ IllJ

1~(m)12 ~

18

We finally conclude that for any

l

> 0 there exist for all N large enough (M',N)
2
~ exp(N(1/2.ln(1+1'/u )-5l)),

codes with M' ~ (1-2l).exp(N(1/2.ln(1+1'/u2)-4l))
$ 2l and E S N1'(1+2l).

This implies that

1/2.ln(1+1'/u2)

is 1'-achievable

P~
for the

AWGN channel and that the ?'-capacity of this channel is at least 1/2.ln(1+1'/u2).

IV. CONCLUSION
Typical sequences are used in many achievability
Inspection

proofs for multi-user

channels.

of these proofs however (see e.g. El Gamal and Cover [1]), tells us that

this technique
the opposite.

does not work for the Gaussian
The reason for this is that

case, although

the cardinality

some author(s)

of the typical

claim

set in the

ease cannot be bounded. However as shown here, this difficulty

Gaussian (continuous)

can be overcome. Since the proof in section III does carry over to the discrete case,
the cardinality

bounds for the typical set must be secondary properties.

signal energy constraints
multi-user

channels.

way to incorporate

is left to the reader in most achievability

proofs for Gaussian

Our proof shows that with typical sequences there is a natural
these constraints.

report can be generalized

It is obvious that the proof technique

from the single--input single-output

channels as e.g. the broadcast
The first achievability

in this

channel to multi-user

channel and the multiple access channel.
proof for the AWGN channel was given by Shannon [2].

His approach

was geometrical.

the Gaussian

channel

capacity

Handling the

Gallager [3] showed that it is possible to approximate

by a channel with discrete input and output alphabets with
as close to 1/2.ln(1+1'/u2)
as desired. Both the geometrical and the

approximation

approach

have disadvantages

coding theorems for multi-user

that make them inefficient when proving

channels.
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Progress in Specific Models of Ordering
Jian-Ping Ye2

Abstract
In [1] and [2] we advanced many new models and problems about creating order under constraints on mind and matter. In tbis paper we discuss two conjectures
proposed in [1]- the case with a·timer and the case with order. We give a new strategy and an upper bound in the first case and prove tbe conjecture in tbe second case.

I

Introduction

In [1] and [2] we advanced a new theory of ordering in sequence spaces. One of
the most basic and important models is explained below.
Given an alphabet set X = {O,···,et -I} , consider the sequence x" E X". The
elements of X are called objects. Suppose that we have a box (or working area),
which contains (3 objects. A person, called organizer, works on the box. At every
time t an object x, comes into the box, and meanwhile he sends an object Yt out of
the box. The sequence x" = (XI,"',
xn) (resp. s" = (YI""
, Y n) ) is called input
(resp. output) sequence. The organizer can construct many strategies according
to his knowledge about the system to produce output sequences. His knowledge,
however, depends on the following factors.
a) The states in the box. The vector S=(80, ... , S",-I) , where Si is the number of
objects i in the box, i = 0,"', et - 1 , and 2:f::01 Si = (3. The set of all states is
denoted by S.
b) The ip future. At time t he knows x., ... , Xt+<p-1 .
c) The 7rpast. At time t he can remember Yt-l"",
Yt-1r .
d) The time, i.e., whether he has an extra timer or not. The case with (without) a
timer is denoted by T+ (T-) .
e) Order, i.e., whether he knows the natural order of the objects in the box (according
to which object comes earlier or later) or not. The case with (without) order is
denoted by 0+(0-) .
With these five factors of knowledge and constraints the organizer can construct
many strategies. We denote by F~(7r,(3, <Pi T-, 0-), for example, the set of all strategies for the case that he knows the 7rpast, the I.p future, without a timer and without
lThis work is a part of the author's doctoral thesis [2] done at the University of Bielefeld, West
Germany, under the guidance of Prof.R.Ahlswede .
..-·_2The author is currently-with
the Departement
Wiskunde, Katholieke-Universiteit
Leuven, Celestijnenlaan
200B, B-3030 Heverlee, Belgium, supported by a postdodoral
fellowship of the K.U.
Leuven.
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knowing the order. Any strategy f of this set is a map as follows:
f: 5 x

x

n

1---+

X".

(1.1)

(Of course not all such maps are strategies.)
We denote by yn(f) the image of 5 x X" under f. This is the-set of output sequences
produced by f. Let Mn(f) be the cardinality of yn(f) , that is, the number of output
sequences of f. The goal is to minimize this cardinality. Accordingly, we define the
size and the rate for the case (7r,(3,<p;T-,O-)
as follows.
The size for length n:
(1.2)
and the rate:
(1.3)
Here the letters N and v have been chosen to indicate the case (T-, 0-) . Analogously,
we use 0 and w for (T-, 0+) , T and 7 for (T+, 0-) and G and Î for (T+, 0+) as the
size and the rate in each case.
The purpose now is of course to calculate these two functions for as many cases
and parameters as possible. In [1] we solved many cases for N and v and we had
two conjectures about T, 7 and 0, w. We will discuss these two conjectures in the
following sections.

II

The Case With a Timer

In [1] we had a lower bound for 72(0,(3, 0) and showed that it is tight for (3 = 2,
that is,
1+
(2.1)
72(0,2,0) = log-2-.

v5

For 13 > 2, we conjectured that this lower bound is not tight and that a strategy fj3
given in [1]is optimal for any 13.
We now give an upper bound for 72(0,3,0), which has a rate smaller than the
rate of f3, and therewith disprove the conjecture.
Theorem 1.
1
(2.2)
72(0,3,0) S; 17 log'\o ~ 0.56966,
where '\0 is the largest root of the following equation,
,\2 _ 824>.+ 1044 = O.

(2.3)

But the rate of the conjectured strategy f3 is
1
R(f3) = slog <P3 ~ 0.57456,

(2.4)
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where </13 is the largest root of the equation

>.2 _

3>' - 1 = O.

(2.5)

Hence the new upper bound (2.2) is better than the rate of h given by (2.4).0
The details of the proof of this theorem are omitted here due to its length. We
sketch only the main st.eps of the proof. The proof consists of the definition of a
new strategy fa and the calculation of the rates of fa and h. In order to state the
definition clearly, we first analyze the general form of a strategy and the forms of
its output sequences. Each strategy can be therefore represented by a sequence of
ternary numbers, and the number of its output sequences can be calculated by a
series of matrices and vector multiplications.
The rate of the strategy can be directly
calculated by the eigenvalue of the matrix. In this way we can define the strategy fa
and calculate the rates of fa and h. Finally we compare the two rates and conclude
that the strategy fa is better than h.

III

The Case With Order

In [IJ we made a conjecture about 02'(0, fJ, 0), that is, the case where the organizer
knows the naturalorder
in the box but nothing about past and future. We can prove
that this conjecture is true by the following theorem.
Theorem
2.

W2(O, fJ, 0)

=

log 'lj;P-l

=

112(1, fJ - 1,0),

(3.1 )

where 'lj;P-l is the largest root of the equation
>.P-l = >.P-2

+ 1.

(3.2)

The optimal strategy fp for 02'(0, fJ, 0) is defined as follows.
First we distinguish among four kinds of states:

fp(O,
fp(O

,

fp( 1 ...

,

,0,1,' .. ,1,0)
0 1 ... 1 1)

S

1,0,'"

= (SI,

fp(s)

0,

'"
"
1 0 ... 0 1)
'"
"

fp(I,···,
For any other state

0, (last 0 out)

S2, ••• ,

=

1, (last lout)

,0,0)

1.

sp) we define

s, E {s,, s,

That is to say, for such states the strategy
the first one but net the first one itself.D

=

SJ,

i > I}.

sends out any object which is the same as
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The details of the proof are also omitted here due to its length. We only sketch the
proof. For the upper bound and direct part of the theorem, using a method similar to
the proof of Theorem 6 in [1], we can get the forms of all output sequences produced
by f{3. Thus it is easy to calculate its size and rate. The results are stated above.
For the lower bound and converse part of the theorem, we must prove that f{3 is
optimal. In order to do this, we try to analyze the forms of some output sequences of
an arbitrary fixed strategy f. We first classify the states in the box into four sets due
to the definition of f. Then we discuss the transitions of the states in these sets and
get a general form of some output sequences of f. The set of output sequences with
this form is denoted by Y", The rest of the proof involves only some mathematical
tricks. We construct two sets of series T'"; T; consisting of nonnegative integers, and
two injections from T" to yn and from T; to T"; and find out that the cardinality
of yn is not less than the cardinality of
which is just equal to the number of
all output sequences of f{3. Finally we get the conclusion that the number of output
sequences produced by f is not less than the number produced by f{3 and prove that
f{3 is the optimal strategy.O
As a complement to the above, we mention here the contents of an important
result., namely Theorem 6 in [1]:

T;,

(3.3)
The relationship between the results (3.1) and (3.3) is clear. The knowledge of order
in the box is equivalent to the knowledge of one past.
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WRITE UNIDIRECTIONAL

MEMORY CODES OVER ARBITRARY

W.M.C.J.

van Overveld

ALPHABETS

*

Write Unidirectional Memory codes can be used for storing binary
data on an optical disk, where writing is done in alternating 0- and
l=cçcles. Here this is extended to a larger alphabet, say with q
symbols. Hence we have c-cycles for cE {O,.. ,q-I}, and in a
c-cycle only c's can be written. We compute the capacity region,
assuming that the encoder knows the state of the disk before writing.

1. INTRODUCTION

In [IJ, the problem of repeated
recording is done in alternating

recording on optical disks was considered,

where

0- and l--cyc1es (writing only O's or only l's, respecti-

vely), and only the writer is allowed to look at the state of the disk before writing.
Write Unidirectional

Memory (WUM) codes were developed to enable efficient use of

such a disk. In [2] we generalized this to allow asymmetrical

operation:

the number of

words that can be written in a O--cycle (say MO) may differ from the number of words
in a l--cycle (say MI)' For this case, a WUM code with parameters
of message sets So i (0 ~ i ~ MO-I)
contains the words' 2!:
transmit

E

and SI i (0 ~ i

{O,l}N that can be ~ritten

(N,MO,Ml) consists
The set Sc i (c E {O,l})

s MCl).

on the disk if the w~ter wants to

message i in a c--cycle. The sets are chosen in such a way that for all c and i,

the encoder is able to find an 2!:

E

Sc i that can be written

on the disk in a c--cycle,

given the word that was on the disk aiready. Furthermore,
all c

E

{O,l} and i

=F

S . and S . are disjoint for
c.i
C,J
j, to ensure error free decoding. We assume the messages to be

equiprobable in each cycle. The rate pair (RO,Rl) of the WUM code is defined by:
Rc := log(Mc)/N,
CE {O,l}.
Here and in the sequel, logarithms are base 2. The capacity region for the WUM is
defined as the closure of the set of all rate pairs of WUM codes.
In [2] it was shown that the capacity region, '6"2'satisfies

*

. Eindhoven University of Technology, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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s

~2 = {( /3.h(~)
, a.h(I~/3) ) I 0 ~ a,/3 I, a+/3 ~ 1 }
where h( . ) is the binary entropy function. The largest R such that (R,R) E '82 is the
maximum rate of any symmetrical WUM code. It is the called the capacity, C2, of the
symmetrical
C2

WUM, and it equals

= log(!.±#)

::::0.69424.

2. WUM CODES OVER LARGER ALPHABETS
We generalize the above to WUM codes over an alphabet of size q. A definition of
a q-ary WUM code for the asymmetrical
Definition

1: Let q ~ 2. A g-ary

case is given below.

WUM code with parameters

consists of a family of sets Sc ,i' 0 ~ c ~ q-l,
words 2£ E {O,I, .. ,q-l}N.

0 ~i

The sets Sc i meet the following two requirements.

,

Vc E {O,.. ,q-l} Vi E {O,..,Mc_C1}

c-cycle,

"2£

-S z''

i.e., by changing

, ~ -S y ];

V2£ E Sc-l i 3y E SC .JJ

Vj E {O,.. ,M -l}
c

VcE {O,.. ,q- I} V..
I,J E {O,..,M c- 1}·.j.·
, Id [S C,I. n S c,J.

In this notation,

N, MO' M}> ... ,Mq_1

< Mc' where each set Se ,i contains

,

=

Ijl

J.

means "the word 2£ on the disk can be changed into y in a
symbols into c's or leaving

symbols unchanged".

Sc-l i

should be understood as S(C-l mod q),Ï This implies that the cycles are executed
cyclically: after a c-cycle, we have a (c+l)-cyc1e for c < q-l, and after a (q-l)-cycle,
we have a O-cyc1e. Obviously, this q-ary WUM code can be used just like the ordinary
(binary) WUM code. Define the rate tuple R
Rc

:=

log(Mc)/N,

The (q-dimensional]
For reasonsthat

=

(RO,..,Rq_l)

capacity region ~q is defined analogous to ~2 in the binary case.
will become clear later, we study a special kind of q-ary

codes which we call"pattern

the c-pattern

of 2£ is defined as the

"c", A q-ary WUM code with sets Se i is a pattern code if:

Vc E {O,oo,q-l} V..
I,J V2£ E S .,y E S .[ 2£ and
C,I

s. have

equal o-patterns

::}i

= j J.

C,J

of a word written in a c-cycle determines

sents. Let ~q* be the "pattern
if we consider pattern

WUM-

codes". To this aim we define the following.

Definition 2: for 2£ E {O,l,oo,q-l}N and 0 $ c ~ q-l,
set of positions where ~ has

Hence the c-pattern

of a q-ary WUM code by

CE {O,l, ..,q-l}.

the message it repre-

capacity region", being the capacity region of the WUM

codes only. In Section 3 we show that

we will derive the capacity region.

~
q

= ~q* , and

using this
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3. THE CAP ACITY REGION OF THE Q-ARY WUM

* are found if we combine Definition 3, Theorem 1
"6' and "6'

The capacity regions

q

*

q

and Theorem 2 together with the obvious inequality

"6'q( "6'q'

Definition 3:

:~o a:~],
1

~:=

{(RO,Rl'".,Rq_1)

for some é>
1 -

°

a~.h[

1

for all ifC

}.

"6'q( ~.

code by generalizing

we prove that each point of ~
the random

numbers af E [0,1] satisfy the requirements

q-1
a~+l
E é'h[_I_]
i=O 1
a~
ifC
1

can be rate tuple of a

coding proof in [2J. Let

E> 0, and let the

in Definition 3. Let NE IN; since N will tend

to infinity, we can consider all numbers af'N
R:=
c

Rc =

denotes the closure of ~).

Proof of Theorem 1 (outline):
pattern

1 Vc E {0, .. ,q-1}

ifC
q-1
E é = 1 for all c, and a~ ~ af+l
i=0 1

such that

* (~
Theorem 1: ~ ( "6'q
Theorem 2:

E [O,l]q

c+l

to be integer. For all c, let

and M := 2N.(Rc-f).
c
words that have a~+l. N i's for all i. Then

For all c, consider the set {of

13'1 =

N!
TI(é+1.N)!
i 1
We partition { into equivalence classes such that a class contains all words having
c

the same c-pattern.

Now we assign labels to the words in { in such a way that words

with the same c-pattern

get the same label, by randomly and independently

assigning

labels from {0,1, .. ,Mc-1} to each equivalence class. Each word in { gets the label of
the equivalence class it belongs to. Look at the code with message sets Se "
Se .:= {all words in
,1

3'C that

We compute the probability
second requirement

,1

have label i}.

that the sets Sc' do not form a pattern
1 is always met, because sets Sc'

contain words with different c-patterns.
CE {O,..,q-l},

some ~ E {-I'

WUM code. The

,1

in Definition

,1

The first requirement

with different i

is not met iff for some

and some jE {0, .. ,Mc-1}, no word yE Sc,j exists such

that ~ _£. y. For fixed c and ~, the number of words y E { to which ~ can be updated
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in a c--cycle equals Ac'

a~.N]

._ TI [
A .+1
c
i#c
a~ . N

= 2

N .Rc-o(N)

, N ....Ill.

1

Since all of these words y. have different c-patterns,
dently during the code construction.

their labels were chosen indepen-

Hence the probability

that none of the words y.

occurs in message set Sc . equals Pc'
,J
M -1 Ac
Pc:= [
Mc ]
.
By the union bound, the total probability of an error Pecan
q-l
E
E
c = 0 ~ E {-I
Using well-known inequalities
Pe

<

be bounded by

Mc-1

q-l
. E
Pc
=
E
1{_II·Mc·Pc·
J = 0
c = 0
and substituting the above expressions, we get (cf. [2]):

Nf O
P <q.2{-2 - (N)+O(N.log(N))}
....0 ifN ....IIl.
e Consequently, with probability tending to 1, the random construction
WUM code with the appropriate

Proof of Theorem 2 (outline): Let
rate tuple

yields a pattern

rate if the block length is large enough.
E

>

0, N E IN and consider a q-ary

0

WUM code with

R, Rc = log(Mc)fN for all c. We show that numbers a~ exist as mentioned

in Definition 3, such that
q-l
R < E
c - i=O

é+1
é .h( __ l_) +
1

ifc

a~

for all c, if N is large enough.

f

1

Consider a sequence of generations in which the code is used. Let k ~ O. Let X(k) be the
word on the disk prior to the kth generation, let Wk be the message transmitted
kth generation,

and let Wk (= Wk) be the estimation

at the output X(k+l).
log(Mc)

made by the decoder by looking

For 0 $ c $ q-l and k :: c mod q, we have:
= H(Wk)
= H(W kl X(k))
= H(WkIX(k))
$ H(Wk X(k+l)IX(k))
= H(X(k+l)

IX(k))

in the

.
(since Wk follows from X(k+l)).
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N

s ~

H(Xn(k+l)

n=l

IK(k))

s ~ H(Xn(k+l)IXn(k)).
n

Hence for all k with k
Rc

= log(Mc)/N

= c mod

q we have

$ ~ H(Xn(k+l)

IXn(k)) / N.

Then, if we denote
a(k) := Pr{X (k) = i},
n,1
n
we can compute Pr{X (k+l)

= j,

n

X (k)
n

=

i} using the definition of c--cyc1es. We find

(k+l)
H(X (k+l) IX (k))
nni

= ~

t

a(kLh(
k n,1

a(~~
).
a.

n,1
Fix n, i and c. Using some Markov chain theory, it can be shown that the sequence

{a( t<;l+c)}t E IH has a limit for t _, 00, which we call aC '. Hence, for sufficiently large k
n,1
n.i
where k

= c mod

q:

a c+l .
n, I
H(X (k+l) IX (k)) $ ~ é ..h(
c
nni
t c n.r
an, i
Setting

)+

e.

c
N
c /
~
a·
N
I
n = 1 n,1
and using the convexity of the entropy function, we find
a·:=

a~+l
é.h(-I-) + e.

< ~

R
C

-

i

t

C

I

a~
I

It it easy to show that the a~ meet the constraints
I

This proves the fact that both
that capacity

mentioned in the theorem.

* are equal to
~q and ~q

can be reached with pattern

0

:W. It is interesting to see

codes, since in a practical

situation

it is

probably much easier to implement pattern codes than q-ary WUM codes in general.
It should also be noted that

~ is equal to the capacity region for the case in which
q

both users know the "old" state of the disk. This follows from the proof of Theorem 2,
A

because this proof still holds if the decoder determines

Wk from K(k) and K(k+l).

Therefore, as far as capacity is concerned, it does not make any difference whether the
decoder looks at the disk before writing or not.
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4. SYMMETRICAL

RATES

Here we study the symmetrical
symmetrical

case, and we derive an easy expression

for the

capacity, stated in Theorem 3. First we must define the following.

Definition 4: For q ~ 2, define fq:

c ....c by

fq(x) := xq(x - 2) + 1.
Let (1' (2' ... , (q+l denote the zeros of the polynomial fqj let (1 be the largest real
zero (note that there is at least one real zero, namely x = 1).
Theorem 3: The capacity Cq of the symmetrical q-ary WUM equals Cq = loge (1).
Corollary: C < 1, and Ii m C = 1.
q
q .... m q
The corollary follows directly from the definition of (1.
Proof of Theorem 3: by Theorem 1 and 2, if we maximize the expression
q-2
a·
E a.
.h( __ I_)
i = 0 1+1
ai +1
over the region '#:= {.Q I 0 ~ aO ~ al ~ ... ~ aq_1, E ai = I}. However, it can also be
shown directly in the following way.
C(.Q) :=

Achievability.

This can be shown by treating

generalized defects (cf. [3]). Let .Q E
after a c-<:ycle (0 ~ c ~ q-l),

'J

the q-ary WUM as a channel with

Restrict the use of the WUM in such a way that

the word on the disk must have ai-c_l·N

symbols "i" for

all i. The wörd on the disk before writing can be seen as the state of the channel; in
each state s, only words from a certain set Y can be written. Kuznetsov
s
that the capacity C(.Q) of the channel with generalized defects equals

[3] showed

log IY I
C(.Q) = lim
min
N s
N .... m
S
In our case, all the Ys turn out to be equally large, and we find
q-2
a·
C(.Q) = E a.+1 h(
1
).
i=O 1
ai+1
Converse. The fact that rates larger than loge (1) cannot be achieved is shown in a
way similar to [4], by looking at the number of possible "fates" of a memory cell during
t generations.

Call this number Nt, then we can derive a recurrence relation:

Nt+l = 2.Nt - Nt-q with NO = 1, NI = 2, Nt = 0 for t < o.
(For q=2, this is the same as the Fibonacci relation found in [4].) By [5, pp. 158-160J
we obtain an explicit formula for Nt in terms of the zeros of fq. For t ....m, this comes
down to log(Nt)/t

....log«(I). As in [4J, we must have:

(Nt)N ~ Mt
because each string of t messages can be decoded. For t ....m, this gives R ~ loge (1).

0
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The values of Cq for q $ 12 are shown in Table 1. The rightmost column of Table 1
lists rates that correspond to a very easy code construction, explained below.
Theorem 4: For all q, Cq ~ (q-l)/q.
Proof: Consider the following asymmetrical

WUM code CO with RO

=

(0,1,1,,,,1).

In

the O-cycle, we always write (0,0,,,,0) to "clean" the disk. In the l-<:ycle, each position
can be used to store information:

MI = 2N. After this, the disk contains only O's and

l's. Hence in the 2-<:ycle, every position can be used again: either write a 2 or leave the

° or 1 on the disk unchanged.

the disk, until the (q-l)-<:ycle.

In this way we continue, each time using all positions on
Then the disk is "cleaned" again.

In this way codes CC exist for all c, with RC

if i :f: c. Concatenating

= (RO,Rl'",Rq_l),

all codes CC yields a code with symmetrical

q

CQ

(q-l)/q

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0.69424
0.87915
0.94678
0.97523
0.98811
0.99419
0.99713
0.99858
0.99929
0.9,9965
0.99982

0.50000
0.66667
0.75000
0.80000
0.83333
0.85714
0.87500
0.88889
0.90000
0.90909
0.91667

Table 1: Capacity and lower bounds for q

Rc

= 0 and Ri

rate (q-l)/q.

s 12.
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CO~DITIONS 01\ BLOCK CODES FOR
CORRECTION/DETECTION
OF ERRORS OF
VARIOUS TYPES
J.H. Weber, C. de 'hoedt,

and D.E. Boekee

Abstract
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a block code to be capable of correcting/detecting
any combination of symmetric, unidirectional,
and asymmetrie errors.
Many known coridit ions on block codes concerning error correction/detection
appear as
special cases of this general result.

1

Introduction

We consider discrete channels with (input and output) alphabet A = {O,1, ..., a - 1} with
For reliable transmission of data over such a channel we can use a block code C
of length Tl over the alphabet A, i.e. C ç An Most block codes have been designed to
correct and/or detect errors with a symmetric nature, such as the errors caused by the Qary symmetric channel (cf. [7]), on which P(y[x) = £ if x f. y and P(y[x) = 1 - (a - 1)£
if x = y (with 0 ~ £ ~ 1/(a - 1)), where P(y[x)
denotes the probability of receiving the
symbol yEA
when the symbol x E A is sent. However, in some applications, such as optical
communication, the errors have a highly asymmetrie nature. Channels causing this kind of
error can often be modeled by the a-ary asymmetric channel (cf. [4]), on which P(yix) = 0
for all y > x. Further, in some recently developed memory systems, the errors appear to be of
a unidirectional nature. These memory systems can be modeled by the a-ary unidirectional
channel (cf.[l]), that behaves for a certain codeword either like the a-ary asymmetrie channel
or like the inverted a-ary asymmetrie channel, on which P(y[x) = 0 for all y < x.
Based on the preceding statements, we shall now formally define the error types that will
be considered in this paper. First we define
a ~ 2.

d(u,v)

=

N(u,v)

N(u,v)

= [{i[Ui

< vJ[

+ N(v,u)

= [{i[Ui

f. Vi}[

(Hamming

distance)

for u = (UI, U2, ... ,Un), v = (VI, V2, ... , Vn) E An The vector u is said to cover the vector v
(u ~ v) if N(u, v) = O. When sending a codeword c E C and receiving a vector yE An, we
say that c has suffered t asymmetric errors if c covers y and d(c,y) = t , that c has suffered
t unidirectional
errors if c covers or is covered by y and d(c, y) = t, and that c has suffered
• J .H. Weber and D.E. Boekee are with Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Information Theory Group, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands; C. de Vroedt i. with Delft
University of Technology, Department of Mathematics and Informatics, P.O. Box 356, 2600 AJ Delft, The
Netherlands.
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t symmetric
errors if d( c , y) = i, In accordance with the three error t.ypes, we define three
kinds of spheres with radius r for each x E An:
SSy(x,

T)

Su(x,r)
SA' (X, r)

{y E Anld(x,y)

:::;T}

{y

:::;T /\ (x 2: y

E

jlnid(x,y)

{y E Anld(x,y):::;

T /\

X

V

y 2: xl)

2: y}

For the sake of convenience we also define a super-sphere
S(x, Tj, r2, rs) = SSy(x,

rJ!

U

Su(x,

r2)

U

SA,(X,

rs)

for each x E An and 0 :::; r i :::;TZ :::; TS. Each sphere Sx(c, t) contains the vectors that can be
received when codeword c is sent suffering t or fewer errors of type X (with X = Sy(mmetric),
X = U(nidirectional), or X = As(ymmetric),
respectively). Hence we say that a code C can
correct. up to t errors of type X if the spheres Sx(c, t) are disjoint for any two distinct
codewords. On the other hand, we say that a code can detect up to d errors of type X if
the sphere Sx (c , d) does not contain codewords other than c for all c E C. Necessary and
sufficient conditions are known for a code to be capable of correcting or detecting errors of
each of the three types. However, sometimes a combination of correction and detection is
required or even simultaneous correction and/or detection of errors of various types. To be
able to deal with such cases it is interesting to look for necessary and sufficient conditions for
all combinations of correction and detection capabilities for the three error types considered
here.
We call a code tj-SyEC t2-UEC t3-AsEC dj-SyED d2-UED d3-AsED (0 :::; ti :::;t : :::;t z,
o :::; dj :::;dz :::; d3, t, :::;d;) if it can correct up to tj symmetric errors, up to t-z unidirectional
errors, and up to t z asymmetrie errors, as well as detect from tj + 1 up to dj symmetric errors
that are not of the unidirectional type, from t z + 1 up to dz unidirectional errors that are not
of the asymmetric type, and from ts -;- 1 up to ds asymmetric errors. In the context of the
sphei e s tl,ib i uee.n s tlHi'c
S(x, tj, t2, ts) n Sly, dj, d2, d3) = 0
for any two distinct codewords x and y. In Section 2 we derive necessary and sufficient
conditions for a code to be tj-SyEC t2-UEC t3-AsEC dj-SyED d2-UED ds-AsED. Hence we can
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for correction and/or detection of any combination
of symmetric/unidirectional/asymmetric
errors by making appropriate choices for tj and dj.
Some important cases are considered in Section 3. Many existing results appear as special
cases of the general result.

2

General conditions

In literature (see e.g. [2,3,5,6]) many necessary and sufficient conditions were derived on block
codes to have certain error correcting and/or detecting capabilities. Since in each derivation
the same kinds of techniques were used, we tried to obtain general conditions including all
combinations concerning symmetric, unidirectional, and asymmetrie errors. The final result
is given in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 A code C is tj-SyEC
t2-UEC t3-AsEC
dj-SyED
d2-UED d3-AsED
(with 0 :::;
tj :::; t2 :::; ts, 0 :::;dj :::; d2 :::; ds, ti :::; di) ij and only ij all a, bEe
with a f band
N(a, b) 2: N(b, a) satisJy
d(a,b)2:ts+d2+1/\d(a,b)2:t2+d3+1
dra, b) 2: ts + dj + 1 /\ dra, b) 2: tj
{
dra, b) 2: t3 + dj + 1

+ d3 + 1 /\ N(a,

ij N(b,a)
=0
b) 2: d3 -;- 1 ij 1:::; N(b,a) :::;ts
ij N(b,a) 2: t3 + 1
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Proof: From the definition of a tj-SyEC t2-UEC ts-AsEC dj-SyED dz-UED d3-AsED code
it follows that we have to prove that for all a,b E C with a f- band N(a,b);::: N(b,a):

<=}

1

d(a,b);:::ts+d2+1I\d(a,b);:::t2+ds+l
d(a,b);:::t3+dj+ll\d(a,b);:::tj+d3+1/\N(a,b);:::ds+l
dra, b) ;:::ts + dj + 1

ifN(b,a)=O
if1sN(b,a)sts
if N(b,a) ;:::t z

+

1

Without loss of gener ality we may assume that a and b satisfy
= bi
> bi
< bi

ai

1

ai
ai

with Ct = n - N(a,b) - N(b,a),
u =>" Define z E .4" as

1

z, = ai
z; = bi
Zi = ai

~=~

for 1 sis
Ct
for Ct + 1 SiS Ct + (3
for Ct + (3 + 1 SiS
Ct + (3
f3 = N(b,a),

+ "I

= n

and "I = N(a,b).

for 1 sis
Ct
for Ct + 1 SiS Ct + (3
for Ct + (3 + 1 SiS Ct + (3 + J.I.
~Ct+(3+J.I.+lSiSCt+f3+"I=n

where J.I.will be filled in in accordance with the case under consideration.
1. The case N(b,a)

= O. Suppose d(a,b)

(a) If dra, b) S tz

+ d3,

(b) If dra, b) S t3

+

2. Theease 1 S N(b,a)

d3})

E

Sura,

t2) n SA,(b,

d3).

t3})

E

Sura,

d2) n SM(b,

t3).

S t3. Supposed(a,b)

(b) If dra, b) S ts

+ dj

(c) If dra, b) S tj

+
+

S tj

S t3+d2·

then z(with J.I.= minh,

+

(e) If N(a,

or d(a,b)

d2, then z(with J.I.= minh,

(a) If dra, b) s ts

(d) If d(a,b)

S t z +d3

S t3+dj

ord(a,b)

dj and t3 S " then z(with J.I.= t3)
and t3 >

j,

then z(with J.I.= "I)

d3 and d3 S " then z(with J.I.= ds)
ds and d3 > "I, then z(with J.I.= "I)

Ssy(a,dr)

E
E

SA.(a,t3)

E
E

(a) If dra, b)

s t3

t3

+

+

1. Suppose d(a,b)

S t3

Ssy(a,tr)

SA.(a,t3)

b) S d3, then z(with J.I.= i) E SA. (a, t3) n SA.(b,

3. The case N(b,a);:::

S tj+d30r

N(a,b)

S d3·

n SAs(b,t3)'
n SA.(b,

t3).

n SAs(b,d3).
nSAs(b,d3)·

d3).

+ dj.

dj, then z(with J.I.= t3) E Ssy(a,dj)

n SA,(b,ts).

Hence we have shown that

for each case, which contradicts the assumption that these two intersections of sets are both
empty.
"Ço" Suppose there is a z E An such that
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Again, we shall find a contradiction

for each case. This will only be shown for

since it can be shown in a completely analogous way for

1. The case N(b,

a) = O.

(a) If N(a,z)

= 0, then d(a,b)

(b) If N(a,z)

2 1, then d(a,b)::;

2. The case 1 ::; N(b,
(a) If N(a,z)

d(a,z)

N(z,b)::;
+d(z,b)::;

d(z,b)
tz

::; d3

+ d3.

a)::; t3.

2 1 and N(z,a)

2 1, then d(a,b)::;

:s N(z,b):S

d(a,z)

-t-

d(z,b)::;

tI

= 0, then N(a,b)

(c) If N(z,a)
t2 + dj.

= 0 and N(z,b)

21 and N(b,z)

(d) If N(z,a)

= 0 and N(z,b)

= 0, then N(a,b)::;

N(a,z)

::; d(a,z):S

(e) If N(z,a)

= 0 and N(b,z)

= 0, then N(b,a)::;

N(b,z)

= O.

a) 2 t3

d(z,b)

+ d3

:s d3

(b) If N(a,z)

3. The case N(b,

3

= N(a,b)::;

21, then d(a,b):S

d(a,z)+d(z,b):S
t2

+ 1.

(a) If N(b,z)

2 1 and N(z, b) 2 1, then d(a, b) ::; d(a, z) + d(z, b)

(b) If N(z,b)

= 0, then N(b,a):S

(c) If N(b,z)

= 0, then N(b,a)

N(a,b):S

:s

N(z,a)

N(a,z):S
~ d(z,a)

d(a,z):S

S ts

:s t3

-L

dl'

t3.

0

Special cases

In this section we consider some important tl-SyEC t2-VEC t3-AsEC dl-SyED d2-UED dsAsED codes (with 0
tI ::; t z ::; t3, 0 ::; dl ::; d2
d3, ti S dil· Many known results on error
correcting/detecting
codes wil! appear as special cases of the general theorem, and also some
interesting new results will show up.
If we want to restrict ourselves to correction
only, we substitute di = ti (i = 1,2,3) into
Theorem 1. Hence a code C is tl-SyEC t2-UEC t3-AsEC if and only if all a, bEe with a :job
and N(a,b) 2 N(b,a) satisfy

:s

:s

d(a,b)2t2+t3+1
{ d(a,b)
2 tI

+ t3 + 1/\

N(a,b)

2 t3

+1

ifN(b,a)=O
if N(b,a) 2 1

If we want to restrict ourselves to detection
only, we substitute ti = 0 (i = 1,2,3) into
Theorem 1. Hence a code C is dl-SyED d2-UED d3-AsED if and only if all a, bEe
with
a:jo band N(a,b) 2 N(b,a)
satisfy
d(a,b)2ds+1
{ d(a, b) 2 dl

+1

ifN(b,a)=O
if N(b,a) 2 1

From this it follows that any drSyED d2-UED d3-AsED code is also a dl-SyED
d3-AsED code. So we only have to consider dl-SyED d2-UED codes.

d3-UED
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When considering combinations of correction
and detection,
it is interesting (also from a
practical point of view) to look at tj-SyEC tz-llEC dz-UED codes. By substituting t3 = tz,
dj = tj, and d3 = dz into Theorem I, we find that a code Cis tj-SyEC tz-LEC
dz-UED if
and only if all a, bEO C with a =F band N(a, b) :::::N(b,a) satisfy
d(a, b) :::::
tz
{ d(a, b) :::::
tj

+

dz

+ 1

+ dz + 1 r; N(a,

b) :::::d-i

+1

if N(b,a) = 0
if 1::; N(b,a)::;

tz

Finally, the results ofthis section are summarized in Tables 1,2, and 3, which also contain
a few other interesting results. In these tables, all conditioris for a code C to have the denoted
error correcting/detecting
capability must hold for all a, bEe
with a ie b and N(a, b) :::::
N(b,a).
The values of ti and di denote the substitutions that. must be made to derive the
relevant condition from Theorem 1.
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Table
ECjED

1. Necessary

and sufficient

conditions

on error

correcting

capability

codes.

condition

t-SyEC

t

t

t

t

t

t

t-UEC

0

t

t

0

t

t

t-AsEC
trSyEC tz-UEC

0

0

t

0

0

t

tj

t:

t:

tI

tz

t2

tl-SyEC

Ij

tj

t3

tj

tj

t3

13-AsEC

2: 2t+ 1
2: 2t+ IV
(N(b,a)
2:IAN(a,b)
2: tTl)
N(a,b)
2: t+ 1
d(a, b) 2: 2t2 + iv
(N(b, a) 2: 1 A N(a, b) 2: t2 + IA
d(a,b)

d(a,b)

d(a,b)2:tj-i-t2+1)
d(a, b) 2: tj + t3

-L

IA

N(a,b)2:t3+1
t2-UEC

tj-SyEC

t3-AsEC

t2-UEC t3-AsEC

0

t2

t3

0

t2

ts

tj

tz

ts

tj

t2

t3

N(a,b)2:t2+t3+1V
(N(b,a)
2: 1 A N(a,

b) 2: t3 + 1)
b) 2: t z + t3 + 1 V
a) 2: 1 A N(a, b) 2: t3 + 1/\

N(a,
(N(b,

d(a,b)2tj+t3+1)

Table

2: Necessary

and sufficient

conditions

on error

detecting

codes.

condition
d-SyED

0

0

d-UED
dj-SyED d2-UED

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

d

d

d

0
dj

d

d

d2

d2
(N(b,

Table

3: Necessary

ECjED

and sufficient

t:

conditions

capability

11 tj

I-SyEC d-SyED
t-SyEC d-UED

t
t

I
t

t

d

t

t-UEC d-UED

0

t

tj

t2

tj-SyEC

t2-UEC

d-UED

I

I t3 I dl

2: d + 1
2: d+ 1 V N(b,a)
2: 1
d(a,b)
2: dz + iv
a) 2: 1 A d(a, b) 2: dj + 1)
d(a,b)

d(a,b)

on error

correctingjdetecting

~

condition

I d2 I do 11

t

d
d

d
d

t

0

d

d

t2

t1

d

d

d(a, b) 2: t + d T 1
d(a,b)2:t+d+IV
N(b,a)
2: t + 1
d(a,b)2:t+d+IV
N(b,a)
2: t + IV
(N(b,a)
2: 1 A N(a,b) 2: d+ 1)
d(a,b)2:t2+d+1V
(N(b,a)

N(b,a)
2: t z + iv
2: 1 A N(a, b) 2: d + lA
d(a,b);:::tj+d+l)

t-AsEC d-AsED

0

0

t

0

0

d

codes.

N(a,b)

N(b,a)

2: d+ iv
2: t + 1
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A

NEW PROOF OF THE ZERO-ERROR
CAPACITY
REGION
OF THE BLACKWELL
BROADCAST
CHANNEL

P. Vanroose and E.C. van der Meulen

1

The Blackwell broadcast channel is a multi-user channel with one ternary
input and two binary outputs. The channel functions are defined by Yl
max{x - I,D} and Y2 = min{x, I}.
In this text, a new derivation i., given of the zero-error capacity region of
this channel, which turns out to be equal to the classical (Shannon) capacity
reqioti.
This is done by constructinq uniquely decodable codes. The used
codes are derived from uniquely decodable code pairs for the binary switching
multiple-access channel, with one of the codes being linear.
I.

THE BLACKWELL BROADCAST CHANNEL

A broadcast channel (BC) is the mathematical model for a communication situation
where a sender has to transmit several messages simultaneously to a number of receivers.

:r and

A broadcast channel is discrete if both the input alphabet
~i

are finite, and it is memoryless

the output alphabets

if the channel outputs at a certain time instant are

independent of the channel input at other time instants. If the channel is deterministic,
it can be characterized by its transition functions

fi

::r

-t

~i

:

x

>-+

Yi. A 2-BC is a BC

with two receivers.
MESSAGE 1

DECODER 1

RECEIVER 1

MESSAGE

DECODER 2

RECEIVER 2

Fig. 1. Broadcast channel with two receivers.
The simplest non-trivial situation is that of a deterministic 2-BC with binary outputs. Then, there are 4 possible channel outputs: YlY2 E {00,01, 10, lI}.

Every input

symbol x is mapped by (fl, h) onto one of these four pairs.
When the channel input is binary, there are two possibilities: either fl (or h) is
constant, so there is no information going to one of the receivers: this is a degraded
situation; or one has that

h=

fl (or

h=

1- fl),

hence the same information is going

to both outputs. In this case, only time sharing is possible.
lThe authors are with the Department of Mathematics, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 B, B-3030 Heverlee, Belgium.
This work was supported in part by Project GOA 83/88-53, Ministerie van Wetenschapsbeleid,
Brussel, Belgium.
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x

YI

Y2

o

o
o

0

1

1
1 1

2

Fig. 2. Blackwell broadcast channel.
When the input is ternary, one of the channel output combinations is absent. All
these channels are equivalent, so assume that YIY2 = 10 is absent. This is the Blackwell
broadcast channel, introduced in [1).
Definition 1: The Blackwell

BC is the deterministic 2-BC with channel functions

fl

{O,1,2} ~

{O,I} : x

f-+

YI := max{x - 1,0}

h

{O,1,2} ~

{a, I} : x

>-+

Y2:=

min{x, I}.

When the input is quaternary, every input symbol contains two bits of information,
one for each receiver. In that case, coding is trivial. So the Blackwell BC appears to be
the only interesting deterministic broadcast channel with two binary outputs.
The capacity region of the Blackwell BC (see Fig. 3) was found by Gelfand [2):

c=

cor {(Rl, R2)

E

[0,1) x [0,1)1 R2

::;

h(RI)}

U{(RI, R2)

E

[0,1) x [0,1)1 RI

< h(R2)}

J.

(1)

Here, R; is the information rate per binary symbol for input stream i, co denotes the
convex hull, and h(-) is the binary entropy function.
It is clear that the total cooperation rate RI
RI ::; h(2/3).

+R =
2

log23 is achieved for 2/3 ::;

This capacity region is also equal to the zero-error

capacity

of the Blackwell BC, so every rate point of (1) can be reached with uniquely
codes.

region

Co

decodable

(The fact that maximal and average error criterion are equivalent for broadcast

channels also follows from [3, Exercise 11, p. 291).) In this text, a new proof is given of
the achievability of (1) by uniquely decodable codes.
/I,

Fig. 3. Capacity region of the Blackwell broadcast channel.
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x

YI Y2

o

o

0

1

o

2

1

1
1

Fig. 2. Blackwell broadcast channel.
When the input is ternary, one of the channel output combinations is absent. All
these channels are equivalent, so assume that YIY2

=

10 is absent. This is the Blackwell

broadcast channel, introduced in [1].
Definition

1: The Blackwell

BC is the deterministic 2-BC with channel functions

I,

{O, 1, 2}

-t

{O, I} : x

>-+ YI :=

ma.x{x - 1, O}

12

{O,1,2}

-t

{O,I} : x

>-+ Y2 :=

min{x, I}.

When the input is quaternary, every input symbol contains two bits of information,
one for each receiver. In that case, coding is trivial. So the Blackwell BC appears to be
the only interesting deterministic broadcast channel with two binary outputs.
The capacity region of the Blackwell BC (see Fig. 3) was found by Gelfand [2]:

c=

col

{(Rl, R2)

E

[0,1] x [0,1]1 R2

U{(RI, R2)

E

[0,1] x [0,1]1

::;

h(RI)}

n, ::;h(R

2)}

l

(1)

Here, R; is the information rate per binary symbol for input stream i, co denotes the
convex hull, and h(·) is the binary entropy function.
It is clear that the total cooperation rate RI
RI

:::;h(2/3).

+R =
2

log23 is achieved for 2/3 ::;

This capacity region is also equal to the zero-error

capacity

of the Blackwell BC, so every rate point of (1) can be reached with uniquely
codes.

region

0J

decodable

(The fact that maximal and average error criterion are equivalent for broadcast

channels also follows from [3, Exercise 11, p. 291].) In this text, a new proof is given of
the achievability of (1) by uniquely decodable codes.
1/,

1

I

(J

I-/""",o-r-"......,,....

I

IOh:J_:i

Fig. 3. Capacity region of the Blackwell broadcast channel.
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11.

UNIQUELY

DECODABLE

CODES

An (n, MI, M2) code for the Blackwell BC consists of a pair of partitions
Partition PI has MI partition classes S~i) ç {O,l}n,

{O,l}n.
classes

s~j).

(PI, P2) of

and P2 has M2 partition

The set S~i)E PI corresponds to the message i (1 ~ i ~MI) intended for

receiver 1, and the set

s~j)

E P2 corresponds to the message j (1 ~ j ~ M2)

intended

for receiver 2.
An (n, MI, M2) code for a deterministic broadcast channel is uniquely

decodable

(UD) if every pair of messages (i, j) can be decoded errorfree, i by decoder 1 and j by
decoder 2.
The zero-error

capacity

region

of a BC is the closure of the two-dimensional

~

region of the rate pairs of all uniquely decodable coding schemes. This region is always
convex, because two UD coding schemes, combined in an arbitrary proportion, will give
a new UD coding scheme (the "time sharing" of both), with a rate pair lying on the
line segment connecting the two original rate pairs.
Suppose we have a UD (n,MI,M2)
(i,j),

code (PI,P2).

To transmit the message pair

the encoder tries to undo the effect of the broadcast channel by precoding

the two

messages as two binary n-tuples UI and U2, and then run these two n-tuples through a
multiple-access channel which compensates for the operation of the broadcast channel,
in this case the binary adder channel (BAC) (cf. [4]): x

:= UI +u2.

Instead of the binary

adder channel, any other deterministic multiple-access channel with two binary inputs
and a ternary output could be used as well, especially the binary
(BS-MAC) [5] (with x

:= (UI

+ 1).

u2, where

«.»

switching

channel

is the componentwise product). How

the vectors UI and U2 are to be chosen to guarantee unique decodability of the message
pair (i, j) is explained next.
Define a partial order relation on {O,l}n as follows:
a::sb
Because fI(x)

~ hex)

iff

forall

iE{1,2, ... ,n}:ai~bi.

for every xE {O,1,2}, where (fI,f2)

are the channelfunctions

of the Blackwell BC, every pair of channel outputs (Yl, Y2) resulting from the same
channel input x will satisfy Yl ::S Y2. And conversely, every pair (UI, U2) with UI ::S u2
can be the channel output of one (and only one) channel input, namely of x

=

UI

+ U2.

This proves the following characterization of a UD code:
-Proposition-1:

An (n,MI~M2)

code (PI;P2)

for the-Blackwell BC-is uniquely

de-

codable if and only if for every pair (S~i),s~j)) E PI X P2, a pair of elements (UI, U2) E

sii)

X

s~j)

can be found with UI ::S u2.

To transmit the pair of messages (i,j),
Ui

+ ul'

where ~

Cl

E Si' , UJ E

()

SZ)

the encoder transmits-the

and Ui ::S u.

codeword x =

1' Following Proposition 1, such a
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pair of vectors can always be found. Unique decodability thus guarantees that both
decoders can reconstruct the message intended for them, because when UI + U2 = x
is transmitted, they receive exactly uI and U2 respectively, and from this they can
reconstruct

S~i)

Proposition

and S~j), and consequently also the messages i and j.
2: If there exists a uniquely decodable (n, MI, M2) code for the Black-

well BC, then there exists also a uniquely decodable (n, M2' MI) code for this channel.
Proposition 2 is proven by interchanging PI and P2 and replacing all n-tuples in the
partition classes of PI and P2 by their bitwise complement, i.e. replacing u by 1 EBu.
The next theorem is our main result.

It permits to construct UD codes for the

Blackwell BC from uniquely decodable code pairs for the BS-MAC. Because the zeroerror capacity region of the BS-MAC is known [5), Theorem 1 will give an inner bound
on the zero-error capacity region of the Blackwell BC.
Theorem

1: Suppose C is a binary linear

rn, k)

code with dual code C.L, and let

(C, T) be a uniquely decodable code pair for the BS-MAC, with #T
the partition of {a,l}n

=

t. Let PI be

consisting of the cosets of C.L, and construct a partition P2

by placing the elements of T in separate partition classes and by supplementing these
classes at choice by the other elements of {a,l}n.

Then the (n,2k,t)

code (PI,P2)

is

uniquely decodable for the Blackwell BC.
Corollary:

If (Rl, R2) is the rate point of a UD code pair of block length n for the

BS-MAC, then there also exists a UD code for the Blackwell BC of block length n with
the same rate point.
Using Proposition 2 and a timesharing argument, this corollary proves the direct
part of the following theorem; the converse part follows from the general outer bound
for BC's obtained by Sato [6).
Theorem

2: The zero-error capacity region ~ of the Blackwell BC equals its (av-

erage error) capacity region C given by (1).
This result was first obtained by Gelfand [2); he used the codes of Kuznetsov and
Tsybakov [7)for memories with defects. Whereas our results yield the lower bounds

the codes for memories with defects have the following lower bounds (where
means: smallest integer power of 2 not smaller than x)

< x >2
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Table I gives a comparison of these rate pairs for several values of n and for RI = 0.5
or as close as possible to 0.5. It appears that for fixed block length n and equal values
of Rl, our codes consistently yield better values for R2•
Table I. Comparison of achievable rate pairs of VD codes for the Blackwell BC.
From [2]
n

2
4
6
8
10
20
30
40
50
100
150
200
250
500
1000

0
0.25
0.5
0.375
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

From Theorem 1

R2

Rl

R2

0.792481
0.580482
0.467892
0.651182
0.580735
0.794185
0.855325
0.884214
0.918561
0.966293
0.978794
0.986041
0.989822
0.995678
0.998019

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.500000
0.614858
0.696652
0.758597
0.804798
0.910770
0.944873
0.960727
0.969742
0.986355
0.991352
0.993716
0.995084
0.997679
0.998887

Rl

Actually, it is possible to find VD codes with even better rate pairs than the ones
following from Theorem 1. Table II lists some values of n, MI and M2 (with MI ~ M2)
for which there exists such a VD (n, MI, M2) code for the Blackwell BC, together with
their rate pairs (RI, R2).

A

*

means that these values correspond to an n-optimal

code, which means that in that case there exist no VD (n,MI
UD (n,MI,M2

+ 1,M2)

codes and no

+ 1) codes,

Table 11.Parameters of some good UD codes for the Blackwell BC.
n
n
n
n

MI
1
2
3

3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5

4
4
5
6
7
4
5
6
7

M2

Rl

R2

2n

0.0000
l/n

1.0000

*
*
*

0.6666
0.5000
0.5804
0.6462
0.7018
0.4000
0.4643
0.5169
0.5614

0.7739
0.8648
0.8304
0.7924
0.7500
0.9509
0.9047
0.8918
0.8643

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

2n

-

2n

-

- rn/2l

1
1

5
11
10
9
8
27
23
22
20

n
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8

MI
8
9
10
4
8
12
16
4
8
16
32
32

M2
18
16
10
58
41
32
23
117101
64
34
100

Rl

R2

0.6000
0.6339
0.6643
0.3333
0.5000
0.5974
0.6666
0.2857
0.4285
0.5714
0.7142
0.6250

0.8339
0.8000
0.6643
0.9763
0.8929
0.8333
0.7539
0.9814
0.9511
0.8571
0.7267
0.8304

*
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Ill.

CONCLUSION

In this text, the zero-error capacity region

Co of the Blackwell broadcast channel

was derived using uniquely decodable codes for the BS-MAC.
The capacity region of the Blackwell BC was already found by Gelfand [2J. However,
the codes used here yield better rate pairs for corresponding block lengths. Finding

n-

optimal code pairs for block lengths n ;:::
5 remains a challenging open problem.
The rate pairs of thecodes obtained by Theorem 1 approach the boundary of Co very
rapidly, already for small block lengths, which permits interesting implementations.
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On the correcting capabilities
L.Tolhuizen

1

and S.Baggen

of product codes
1

Introduction

In this paper we show that a product code is much more powerful than generally is expected. We do not give powerful decoding algorithms; we only study the error correcting
capabilities of a product code.
Let Cc and Cr be two codes over the same field. The product code Cp=Cc x Cr
consists of all matrices over this field for which all columns are in the "column code"
Cc and all rows are in the" row code" Cr. If Cc and Cr are linear codes with lengths n,
and nr> dimensions kc and k, and minimum distances de and d., respectively, then C, is
a linear code with length nrne, dimension k.k, and minimum distance d.d, ([1],[2],[3]).
Product codes generally have a poor minimum distance - that is, there may exist
codes of the same length and dimension with a higher minimum distance.
Still, we
think that product codes are of great interest for two reasons. Firstly, a product code
may be decoded by combining decoders for the constituent
codes. This may lead to
simple implementations.
Secondly, many error patterns of weight exceeding half the
minimum distance of the product code can be decoded correctly, even with relatively
simple algorithms (see [4] for a specific example). So despite the poor minimum distance,
product codes may still offer a good performance.
In this paper we concentrate
on the latter feature - the capability of obtaining a
good performance.
In the second section, we characterize the low weight words of a
product code. This enables us to give upper bounds on the number of error patterns
of low weight that a nearest neighbour decoder does not necessarily decode correctly.
In the third section we present a class of error patterns which have the all-zero word
as closest codeword. This class suggests possibilities beyond those already known for
the simultaneous correction of burst errors and random errors. In the final section are
some concluding remarks.

2

Low weight words of a product code

In this section the low weight words of a product code are characterized.
Using this
characterization,
we can upperbound
the number of low weight error patterns that a
nearest neighbour decoder for the product code cannot correct.
We define the support of a word as the set of coordinates where this word is nonzero.
The following lemma is well known, but rarely stated explicitly.
Lemma 1. Let d be the minimum
distance of a given linear code. If x and y are
two codewords of weight d with the same support, then x is a multiple of y.
lThe authors are with Philips Research Laboratories, PO Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven,
The Netherlands
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Proof. Let i be such that Yi #0 and define a:=x;/Yi' Then cr= oy-x is a codeword
with zeros outside the support of x and at least one zero inside the support of x, viz.
on position i. Consequently, the weight of c is less than d and so c=o.
0
Theorem 2A. Let X be a non-zero word in Cp of weight less than d; de +dc. There
exist a word crE Cr of weight d; and a word ccE Cc such that Xi,; = (cc}dcr);
for all i
and j.

Proof. As the weight of any non-zero row of X is at least d" X has at least d, non-zero
columns. If X would have at least dr+l non-zero columns, then X would have weight
at least dc(dr+l), as each non-zero column of X has weight at least de. As the weight
of X is less than d.d, + dc, X has exactly d, non-zero columns. So any two non-zero
rows of X have weight d; and the same support. From Lemma 1 it follows that two
such rows are multiples of each other. Consequently, there exists a word crECr and
scalars a(l),a(Z), ... ,a(nc) such that the i-th row of X equals a(i)cr. The j-th column of
X equals (cr)](a(l),a(Z),
,a(nc)JT and is a column code word. As there is some j such
that (cr)] #0, (a(l),a(Z),
,a(nc)jT is in fact a column code word.
0
By interchanging
lowing theorem.

the roles of rows and columns in Theorem ZA, we obtain the fol-

Theorem 2B. Let X be a non-zero word in Cp of weight less than d; de +cl.,.. There
exist a word ccE Cc of weight de and a word crE Cr such that Xi,] = (e.], (e,h for all i
and

i.

Using Theorems ZA and ZB, we can completely classify the codewords of weight less
than d.d, + max( d"dc)' In particular, we can count the number of such code words.
This is done in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let Ac(w), Ar(w) and Ap(w) denote the number of words of weight
in Cc, Cr and Cp respectively.
Suppose that d; :;'dc. If 1:;' w< d; de +dc, then

w

If W is not divisible by d;
if w is divisible by d;
Here,

q denotes

the cardinality

of the field

over which the codes are defined.

Proof. Let X be a non-zero code word of weight w<drdc+dc. From Theorem ZA,
it follows that there exist a word c.c o, of weight d, and a word ccECc such that X;,]
= (Cc)i(Cr)]. This implies that wt(X)=drwt(cc), so w is a multiple of dr. Clearly, for
each non-zero scalar a we have Xi,;=(acc)i(a-1Cr)], so X may be "represented" at least
(q-I) times. More representations are not possible as all non-zero rows of X have the
same support as Cr and therefore are multiples of Cr (as Cr has weight d,, cf. Lemma 1).
As there are Ar (d.] words of weight d, in Cr and Ac(w/ d.] words of weight w/ d, in Cc,
the theorem follows.
0
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Corollary.

If drdc<w<drdc+min(d"dc),

then

the product

code contains

no words

of weight w.
Let N(h) denote the number of error patterns of weight h that are at distance h or
less from some non-zero codeword, i.e. the number of error patterns of weight h which
a nearest neighbour decoder does not necessarily decode correctly.
We upperbound
N(h) using the following well-known method ([2], pp.439-441).
Let N(w,h;s) denote the
number of error patterns of weight h at distance s from a particular word of weight w
([2], p.441). If E is an error pattern of weight h at distance s from a word C of weight
w, then w=d(C,O):Sd(C,E)+d(E,O)=s+h.
We conclude that
h

N(h)

.+h

2h

L L

:S

h; s) =

Ap(w)N(w,

L

h

L

Ap(w)

N(w, h; s).

(1)

w=d,d"

If 2h<drdc+max(d"dc),
then all terms of the right hand side of (1) are known, so N(h)
can be upperbounded
(if the number of low weight words of Cc and Cr is known). An
important
characteristic
of product codes is that their number of low weight words is
very low. This implies, together with (1), that the fractions of error patterns of weight
just exceeding half the minimum distance that a nearest neighbour decoder does not
necessarily decode correctly are very low.

Example 1. We take dr=dc=3.
that

(~c)
(~r) (~c)

Ac(3):S

Ap(9):S

(q-1).
(q-I}.

easy to show, either
N(9,5;5)

= 5(:)

that

neighbour

From Theorem

nrnc)
5

(

)5

q- 1

=

So the fraction

does not necessarily
420(5q
(q -

-

1)

4

9)

and

3 we find that

N(9,5;4)

patterns

decode correctly

(nr - l)(nr
(nrnc - l)(nrnc

(q-l)

Finally,

it is

= (~)

and

N(5):SL where

of error

This last fraction is very small if q, n, and n, are large.
nr=nc=25,
then the last fraction equals 2.6 10-10.

3

(~r)

Ap(10)=O.

14.2.2), that

in (1), we find that

(:)(1+5(q-2))=:L.

Ar(3):S

and Theorem

3 it also follows that

or by using ([2], Thm.

decoder

1 that

these two inequalities

(q-2). After substituting

(~c)

at most L/ (

Combining

directly

L:=(q-1)(r;;)
a nearest

It follows from Lemma

of weight

5

is

- 2)(nc - l)(nc - 2)
- 2)(nrnc - 3)(nrnc -

If, for example,

q=28

4)

.

and

A class of correctable error patterns

In this section we present a class of error patterns which have the all-zero word as closest code word. In other words, error patterns from this class are decoded correctly by
a nearest neighbour decoder. Roughly speaking, an error pattern is in this class if its
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d, heaviest columns (or its de heaviest rows) are not too heavy. It is irrelevant what
happens in the other columns (or rows). Typically, one can think of error patterns
consisting of a combination of burst errors and random errors.
Theorem
has weight

a)

4. Let E be a matrix whose i-th row has weight J.Li and whose i-th
Suppose that at least one of the following
conditions
holds:

for each d,.-subset

A of column

indices

we have

L: min(d"

Vj)

< !:drd"
2

iEA

or b) for each d.-eubs et B of row indices

we have

L:min(d.,J.Ld < !:drde.
2

iEB

Then

column

Vj'

E is closer

to the all-zero

word than

to any other

word from

Cp'

Proof.
We assume that condition a) is satisfied. If condition b) is satisfied, then
the proof is analogous: only the roles of rows and columns should be interchanged. Let
C be a non-zero word from Cp' We denote the j-th column of C and E by Cj and ej,
respectively. We define J1:= {il ci #0 and vi ~de}, J2:= {jl ci #0 and vi <de} and
1:= {i] the i-th row of C #O}.
We should prove that

We estimate each of the two sums in the above equation separately.
Using the triangle inequality and the definition of the set I, we find for each j:
Vj = d(ei'O)::;
d(cj,ej) + d(cj, 0) = d(ci,ej) + wt(Cj) ::; d(cj,ej) + Ill. (Here, as usual,
III denotes the cardinality of the set I.) Using this inequality we find
L:(d(Ci,ei)

-Vi)

(3)

~ -IIIIJ11·

iEJj

+

Using the triangle inequality again, we find for each j: wt(Cj)
= d(cj,ei)
+ Vi Consequently,

=

d(ci,O)

::; d(ci,ej)

d(ei'O)

(4)
We estimate both sums of the right-hand side of (4) separately. We remark that IJ11 +
jJ21~dr as C has at least d, non-zero columns, and that IJ11< ~d., because condition a)
is assumed to be satisfied.
First we will estimate the first sum of the right-hand side of (4) in two ways. Thenwe will combine these two estimates to the final estimate (5). For each jEJ2, Cj is a
non-zero column code word, whence L,jEJz wt(Cj) ~ de1J21. Each non-zero row of C has
at least d, non-zero symbols; at most IJ110f these symbols are on the positions indexed
by J h the other symbols are on the positions indexed by J2. So each non-zero row of C
has at least (dr-IJd) non-zero symbols on the positions indexed by J2, whence
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LiEh
wt(ci)
;::::III (dr-IJ1!).
Combining these
fractions appearing below are non-negative):

two estimates,

we find (note that

the

so

(5)
Let D be any (dr-!Jl!)-subset
of J2 (due to the remarks
and J2, such a subset exists). We have

concerning

the sizes of Jl

The last inequality holds as condition a) is assumed to be satisfied. Consequently,
we
have LiED vi < Hdr-2IJ11)de. In particular, the average weight of the (dr- IJ11) heaviest
J2-indexed
columns of E is less than ~dc(dr - 2 !Jl!)/(dr-IJ1!).
So surely the ?-verage
weight of all J2-indexed columns of E is less than this number, that is

(6)
By combining

4

the equations

(2), (3),

(4), (5)

and

(6),

the theorem

o

is proved.

Concluding remarks

1) Theorem 4 generalizes an old theorem of Burton and Weldon([2),[3)). According to
this theorem, a product code can simultaneously
correct all error patterns of weight less
than ~drde and all bursts of lenght n.t; if these bursts appear in columns (here, t, is the
error correcting capability of the row code, that is, t, is the greatest integer less than
~dr).
2) Theorem 4 can be extended in order to cope with the case that the received matrix contains erased symbols as well. The extension reads as follows.
Theorem 5. Let E be a matrix whose i-th row contains J-Linon-zero symbols and a,
erased symbols and whose J'-th column contains Vi non-zero symbols and Pi erased symbols. Suppose that at least one of the following
conditions
holds: .
a) for each c4-subset

A of column

indices

we have

L min(2d ,2vj
e

+ Pj) <

drde,

JEA
or b) for each dc-subset

B of row indices

we have

L min(2d

n

iEB

2J-Li+ (Ji)

<

drde•
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Then E differs in less non-erased positions from the all-zero word than from any other
word of Cp'
The proof of Theorem

S is analogous

to the proof of Theorem

4.

3) The number of low weight error patterns that a nearest neighbour decoder does
not necessarily decode correctly can be upperbounded
in two ways: one can use either
inequalityj l.] or Theorem 4. Especially if q is large, the first method gives a much
smaller upperbound.
This is most easily seen by an example.
Example 2. Suppose that dr=dc=3. In Example 1 we found that N(S), the number
of error patterns that a nearest neighbour decoder does not necessarily decode correctly,
satisfies

N(S):::;L where L:=( q-I] ( ';' ) (

~c

)

(~)(1

+S( q-2)).

Let M denote the number of weight S error patterns which do not satisfy the condition of Theorem 4. From Theorem 4 it follows that N(S):::;M. We will show that, if q is
large, this bound is more loose than the bound N(S):::;L by showing that L<M. We do
this by counting N, the number of weight 5 error patterns having three non-zero rows
and three non-zero columns. Clearly, M>N.
Fix three rows and three columns. Let A be the set of weight five error patterns
with their non-zeros in these particular rows and columns. The cardinality of A clearly
equals

(~) (q_1)5 = 126(q-l)5.

The number

of error patterns

from A with only two

non-zero columns equals 18(q-l)5: there are three ways to choose the non-zero column
and six ways to choose the position of the remaining zero. Also the number of error
patterns of A with only two non-zero rows equals 18(q-I)5. So the number of elements
of A having three non-zero rows and three non-zero columns equals (126-2*18)(q-I)Ó =
90(q_1)5. We conclude that N = 90(~r)(~c)(q_I)5.
So we have L/M < L/N = 7(5q-9)/ 5(q_I)4. Consequently, if q is large, then L is
much smaller than M. If, for example, q=28, then this last fraction equals 4.2 10-7• So
we should not use Theorem 4 for estimating the number of low weight error patterns
that a nearest neighbour decoder decodes correctly: it is useful for indicating classes of
high weight (bursty) error patterns that can be decoded correctly.
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A Marquardt learning algorithm for neural networks
Ph. De Wilde ..
1 Backpropagation
learning
In this paper we propose a learning algorithm for a multi-layer feedforward network. We denote by L the number of layers. The different layers
are denoted by L.1 (the input layer), L.2, ... , L.L (the output layer) (see
figure 1).
We will assume that the output layer L.L contains M neurons. The
neurons are distinguished by uat ural uumbers. The neurons in layer L are
riumbered from 1 to AI. When neurons nand j are connected, a weight Wnj
is associated with the connection.
In a multi-layer feedforward network,
only neurons in subsequent layers can be connected:

(1)
The total number of nonzero weights will be denoted by N.
VVhat weights in the network are nonzero , i.e. the str uct ure or geometry
of the network, has been fixed in advance.
The state of the neuron j will be characterized by a realnumber ij. The
state of a layer, consisting of the st.ates of all its neurons, will also be called
a pattern. The network operates as follows. The state of the input layer is
chosen, i.e. numbers ij are assigned to the neurons j E L.I. Then the states
of the neurons in layer L.2 are calculated as foll~ws:

(2)

G

Figure 1: A multi-layer

feedforward

network

• Katholieke Un.iversiteit Leuven, Department of Mathematics
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where f is a function that. has a derivative for all possible values of its
argument .. Often fez)
= tanh(z/2)
is chosen.
For a neuron 11 in an arbitrary layer I we will abbreviate by
On

=

L

wnjij,

2:::;

11 :::;

L,

(3)

jEL'_l

the sum of the signals it receives from the neurons it is connected to.
To deterrnine the states of the third and subsequent layers, rule (2) will
be applied sequentially: when the state of layer 1 is known,

(4)
In order to learn, or to determine the weights, a number of pairs of
states for the input and output layers are presented to the network. We
concentrate here on the choice of the weights when one pattern is presented
to the network. The desired output pattern is described by the numbers
im, m ELL, 111 = 1,ldois,M.
Now suppose an initial guess of the weights
Wnj has been made. Then the network can calculate according to rule (4)
the state of its output layer, i.e. the numbers Om, m ELL, m = 1, ... , NI.
We now want to adapt our initial guess for the weights so that
E =

L

(trn - Om)2

(.5)

mEeL

lS

rrn m m u rn.

If the function f in (4) is nonliriear , then the error E will be a nonlinear
function of the weights W"j' Any technique fromnonlinear
minimization can
thus be applied to deterrnine the weights. In neural networks the gradient
descent (or steepest descent) method is commonly used. In this method
the weights are updates proportional
to the gradient of E with respect to
the weights: the weight Wnj is changed by an amount

(6)
where the proportionality
factor TIis called the learning rate.
Let us calculate the updates for weights of connections between the last
and next to last layer. Substituting (5) and (4) in (6), one obtains
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The quantity f( o-m) is present in the neuron m after the calculation of
the out.put.. We now assume that the neuron is not only able to calculate
the function i, but also its derivative 1'. Then the error signal 27][tm f( Om )Jf'( Om) can be sent back (or propagated back) to neuron j in layer
L - 1. The value ij is present in neuron j so that this neuron can now
calculate t..wmj.
We will always .mppose that the weight Wnj is stored in
neuron n. In this way equation (7) describes the update of the weights (of
connections) ending in layer £'L.
In an analogous way it is possible to derive the updates of t.he weights
ending in layer £'L-1:

(8)
Now 27] I:PE.cL[tp
- f(op)]1'(op)wpn
is the weighted sum of the error signals
sent from layer LL to neuron n in layer £'L-1' Neuron n can calculate this
quant.it.y because it. has available the weights wpn, P ELL'
It can then
mult.iply t.his q u ant.i ty by 1'(0,,) and send it to neuron j that can then
calculate t..wnj (and update w"j}.
This weight. update can now be done for each layer in decreasing order
of the layers, until t..wnj, n E Lz, j E £.1 is calculated.
This is the familiar
backpropagation
algorithm [3].

2 The Marquardt

algorithm

The backpropagat.ion
algorithm has all the convergence properties
of
the gradient. descent algorithm.
Although the advantages on the average
seem to outweigh the disadvantages,
one undesirable feature is the slow
convergence when the gradient is small and the learning rate is fixed. It is
of course posible to derive heuristics for the learning rate [1], but we want to
propose a general method. The Newton (or Gauss-Newton)
method would
overshoot the flat minimum.
And a procedure for damping the up d ate s
would either damp exessively because of the flat minimum or otherwise
have to be heuristic.
We will use a method that is a hybrid between the
gradient descent and the Gauss-Newton
methods, developed independently
by K. Levenberg and D. W. Marquardt
[2].
First we define the M x N matrix P. Row m of P consists of all part.ial
derivatives of from}
with respect to all N possible weights.
A general
element. of P can be written
It is unfortunate
here that the N
different. weights have double indexes ij.

at£on:)'
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The Marquardt
update for the weights will be denoted by t:... It is
a column vector wit.h N rows. This update is obtained in an iterative
procedure. An initial guess is made for the weights so that one can calculate
an initial value for the gradient, denoted by t:.(1). (When we talk about the
gradient. in the description of the Marquardt algorithm, we always assume
the definition (6) with a learning rate 7] = 1. We also consider t:. as a
column vector with N rows.) A first value p{1) for the matrix P is then
calculat.ed. The the weight update t:. .(1) is calculated from

(9)
where pT stands for t.he transpose of P and I is an N x N unit.y matrix.
The parameter 7].(t) is the Marquardt version of the learning rate. An
initial guess 77(1) has to be made for it and it will vary during the iteration
in a heur ist.ic way to be described further. Experience with the Marquardt
algorithm over a wide range of applications has shown that the heuristics
for the choice of 7].(t) are very robust.
The Marquardt algorithm can now be described as follows:

=1
guess wcights, choose 7].(1)
repeat
until E(t) sufficiently small
begin
calculate t:. '". p(t)
calculate t:. .(t) from (9)
t

update
adapt

t

:=

t

the weights
to 7].(t+1)

7].(t)

+1

end
The adaption of 7]' is described in [2]. Essentially (9) is solved a second time with 7],(t)/10
instead of 7].(t). And then, upon comparison of the
different Evalues, 7]' is decreased or increased.
When 7]' is large, (9) will cause t:.. to be close to the gradient t:.. When
7]' is small, t:.. will be close to the Gauss-Newton
update.

3 The execution
of the Marquardt
algorithm
by the neural
network
We willnow show that the Marquardt algorithm can be used for on-line
learning in a way similar to the gradient descent algorithm.
Among the
steps of the algorithm outlined in section 2, only the calculation of t:., P
and t:.. could be difficult.
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The gradient ~ can be calculated with the backpropgation
algorithm.
The quantity ~tvnj is then available in neuron n for every neuron j that is
connected to n.
The matrix P contains elements of the form aaf{_<>_",], m E .cL. We can
"'n}
arrange their calculation in such a way that each neuron n will have available all aa!(om) for all m E .cL and all neurons j that are connected to n.
wn)

First we have

IJ f( Om) _
£l

-

C
0nm

f'(

)' .

(10)

a,n t"

UWnj

This shows t.hat the signals bnmf'(om) can, for every m E .cL, be backpropagated together with the error signal for the gradient (7).
In order to know what has to be backpropagated
between layer L - 1
and L - 2 we calculate

This is again part of the signal backpropagated
that (11) can also be backpropagated,
for every
recursively for all layers and the result is that
has available 6.wnj and aa!(om) for all neurons j
wn)

in order to calculate (8), so
m E .cL· This can be done
at the same time neuron n
connected to n and for all

m E CL.

The only remaining task for the network to be able to apply the Marquarclt algorit.hm is the ability to solve the linear system (9) for 6.'. We
will solve this system r ecursively,
If one is at a parti cular step t in the
Marquardt algorithm, then, omit.ting the iteration index i, one has to solve

( 12)
for 6.'. This system will be solved by the following iteration:
6.'(U+l)=_2_pTp~.(u)+~,
"I'

u=I,2,

....

(13)

We will show now how the network itself can calculate the right hand
side of (13). The gradient ~Wnj is present in each neuron n for all j that
are connected to n, so that the only remaining problem is to calculate
pT p ~', with an initial guess for 6. ·Wnj present in the neurons. This problem can again be split up in two parts: the calculation of p~' and the left
multiplication
of P ~' by
P ~. is performed by block mul tiplication where the columns of Pand
the rows of ~. are split up in blocks, each block corresponding
to the
connections bet.ween t.wo layers (see figure 2).

rr.
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Figure 2: The matrix

product

pt::,..

Vie will only explain the multiplication of row 111 of P with t::,. ".
block contains all the 88J(om) and t::,.°Wnj with, say, n ELI and JELl-I'
w
value of row In of pt::,.. i"

Each
The

n}

(14)
Now each neuron j can simultaneously in alilayers (except. Cd accumulate
I:nEC, 88J(On:) t::,.·wnj.
This quantity has to be summed over all layers and
w"}
all neurons in each layer. This can be performed by propagat.ion, layer
per layer, sta.rting from the input layer, of the quantity I:nEC I 88!(om)t::,.·W
nj.
Wn)
Each neuron accumulates the quantities it receives from the previous layer
and t.ransmits this sum to the next layer. Finally neuron m. in layer L will
contain the quantity (14). It is important here to realize that certain terms
in the formal sum (14) will not be accumulated in neuron 111 E LL because
of nonexisting connections. But those terms will be zero anyway because if
there is no path from neuron j E Ll-l to neuron m E CL, then 8t(om) = o.
Finally we explain the left multiplication
of pt::,.o with r", whiï~}the M
components of pt::,.. are present inlayer L (see figure 3).
The (pt::,.·)m,·;n
E CLare backpropagated
through the network. Each
neuron n multiplies

the (Pt::,.

0) m

it receives with the 88,(om) it has available
w~

L-1
L _ "-
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Figure 3: The left multiplication

I
of P'S: by pT

and accumulates the surn. So, finally, pT P t::,. 'tunj is present in each neuron
n for all neurons j it. is connected to. This is the last step in proving that
it is possible to solve (9) with t.he iterative scheme (13).
Finally we have shown that it is possible for a neural net.work to update
its weights wit.h a hybrid Newton-backpropagation
algorithm in the same
way it. carries out. t.he b ack prop agat.iou algorithm it.self.
We would like to t.hank prof. E. C. van der Meulen for his cont.inuing
interest in our research work.
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A LEARNING MECHANISM FOR INVARIANT PATTERN RECOGNITION IN NEURAL NETWORKS
A.C.C. Coolen and F.W. Kuijk *
We show that
a neural
network
with
Hebbian
learning
and transmission
delays
will
automatically
perform
invariant
pattern
recognition
for
a
one-parameter
transformation
group.
To do this
it
has
to experience
a
learning
phase
in which static
objects
are presented
as well
as objects
that
are continuously
undergoing
small
transformations.
Our network
is
fully
connected
and starts
with
zero
initial
synaps es so it
does
not
require
any a priori
knowledge
of
the
transformation
group.
From the
information
contained
in
the
'moving'
input,
the
network
creates
its
internal
representation
of the transformation
connecting
the moving states.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the functioning of neural networks as associative memories is
fair.lywell understood. The basic idea is that information is stored in the
values of the synaptic connections between pairs of neurons (McCulloch and
Pitts (1943), Hebb (1949». An item (word, image etc.) is represented by a
system state which is an attractor in state space under the system
dynamics. Following Little (1974) and Hopfield (1982) each neuron can be in
two states only: it is either at rest or it fires with maximum frequency.
The state of a network of N neurons is represented by an N-bit vector. An
item is stored in the network by forcing the network into the corresponding
state; then synapses are modified according to Hebb' s rule. By applying
statistical mechanical tools it has been shown rigorously that stored items
are indeed attractors in state space (Amit et al. 1985a, 1985b, 1987).
As already remarked by Hopfield, sequences of states can be stored in a
neural network if synapses are updated in a suitable non- symmetric way
during a learning stage in which patterns are presented in succession. The
learning rule is again Hebb's rule, assumed to be valid at the position of
the synapse. The existence of transmission delays will lead to the storage
of associations between bits ofsubsequent patterns (Sompolinsky and Kanter
(1986), Dehaene et al. (1987), Riedel et al. (1988), Coolen and Gielen
(1988), Herz et al. (1988), Gutfreund and Mezard (1988».
The existence of transmission delays can be exploited in another way.
Instead of presenting a finite number of states in succession we will
present many pairs of states. If all pairs consist of states related by the
same transformation, and if the number of pairs is sufficiently large, the
network
will
simply
perform
some sort
of
representation
of
the
transformation involved.
If the network has also learned static objects it will be able to perform
invariant pattern recognition. There are two tendencies in the system' s
evolution: firstly, the network will try to perform transformations (as a
result of learning the 'moving' objects); secondly, the network will try to
reconstruct the stored patterns (if the actual network state is correlated
with one or more of the stored patterns). As long as the actual system
state is not correlated with any stored pattern it will be mapped according
to the transformation learned. An initial state will cause the network to
reconstruct a stored pattern if this state can be mapped onto this pattern
by repeated iteration of this transformation: we have invariant pattern
recognition under the group, generated by the transformation learned.

*The

authors are with the University of Utrecht, Dept. of Medical and
Physiological Physics, Princetonplein 5, 3584 CC Utrecht, The Netherlands
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11. LEARNING A TRANSFORMATION BY EXAMPLE
We consider a fully connected neural network of the Little-Hopfield type
(Little (1974), Hopfield (1982»; the N neurons are represented by Ising
spins: si-l (neuron i fires with maximum frequency) or si--l (neuron i is
at rest). The evolution of states follows from local inputs hi:
h

i

_!N

I Jijs. - h .
J
t,~

j

where Jij and ht,i are the strength of the ·synaptic connection from neuron
j to neuron i and the neuronal threshold of neuron i respectively. At first
we will assume synchronous and deterministic dynamics: si(t+l) - sgn[hi(t)]
for all i. (we will investigate the implications of introducing noise and
sequential dynamics at a later stage)
During a learning phase a large number (M) of pairs of states is
presented and synapses are modified according to Hebb' s (1949) rule. We
write the I'-th pair as (~,~'), so ~-('11,...,'1N)and ~'-('1i,...,'1N). This
rule is assumed to be valid at the position of the synapse. By virtue of
the existence of transmission delays (assumed to be of the order of the
time between exposure of the network to ~ and to ~') presenting pair I' will
give rise to: óJ .. (I') - a.'1i(I')'1.(I')
(a is some positive constant). If all
~J
J
N
N
pairs are related by some transformation T:{-l,IJ ~ {-l,l}
in the
following way: ~'(I') - T.~(I') (for alII') and if all '1are drawn at random
from some distribution 0 then, after appropriate scaling, (a-l/M) the
connections are for M~:
1
~
Jij «T'1)i'1j>O

N

(connections are scaled by l/N to ensure that local fields are bounded) We
also allow for threshold adaptation ll.hti,(IJ) - ar. '1
i (IJ) (where r is some
constant and a=l/M)
h t,~. = r.«T~)i>O
In order to investigate whether the evolution in time of a network with the
above connections and thresholds will indeed actually amount to applying T
to its state ;, we have studied some simple classes of transformations.
We define realisable transformations as transformations T for which there
exists a connection matrix G .. such that (T;). - sgn[I G.ksk] (We assume
~J
~
k
~
that all of these matrix elements are of the same order in N and consider
only transformations where no threshold is needed). For the number of
projections to neuron Ij we write II(j)1 and for 0 we consider states drawn
at random from p(s.)-z[6
1+6
11. If II(j)l~ for N~ one easily shows
~
Si'
si'that Jij - Gij/N, ht,i - 0, so the network will perform T exactly.
We also considered topological transformations: (T;). - s (L)
i.
1r i.

for some

index map 1r: {I,...,N} ~ {I,...,N} (if neuron sites correspond to pixels on
a screen, then T corresponds to a transformation from this screen onto
itself). If for the state population 0 we take all states drawn at random
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~(l+a)ó

l~(l-a)ó
si'

-1 we find:
si'

122
N [a +(l-a )ó~(i),j]

J ..

~J

h

t,i

- ra

(a is the average activity in 0) The network's representation T * of Twill
be:
*~
1
2
2 ~
(T s)i - sgn[ N(l-a )s~(i)+a m(s)-ra ]
where me;) is the average activity of state ;. We define a quality function
Q to measure the average correlation between Tand T :
1

~

*~

Q - < N L(Ts)i(T s)i >0
i

If the support of T is extensively large one finds for a=O: Q(N~)
all r) and for a~O:
if r<a;
Q(N~) - JaJ
if r-a
Q(N~) - I
2
if r>a
Q(N~) - -JaJ

= I (for

Topological transformations will be learned exactly for 'biased' system
states as well (i.e. states with non-zero average activity) if thresholds
are properly adapted (for a-O no threshold adaptation is necessary).
Following Little (1974) we can also study the
changing the evolution rule into a Markov process:

effect

of

noiseby

e,Bsjhj(;)

(;»

2.cosh(,Bh.
J

W(;~;)is the probability

to make the transition ;~~; fi-ljT is the inverse
,temperature'. The definition of Q must be replaced by a new one: the
average quality over all final states of the Markov process:

Introducing noise apparently amounts merely to replacing sgn[ ...] by
tanh,B[...] in the expressions derived for deterministic evolution. For
realisable transformations with JI(j)J~ if N~ we find:
eo
2
Q(N~) e-x /2 tanh(~JxJJ27;)

J~

-eo

j2;

,B must be scaled as ,B~N,B

(which might have been expected since local fields
tend to be of order l/N). Noise does not qualitatively affect the network
representation,
it just gradually decreases Q. For the topological
transformations we find:
2
1
2
a2_r
1
2
a -r
Q(N~) - Z(l+a)tanh[,B(l-a )(1+Na _ )] + Z(l-a)tanh[,B(l-a )(1-Na--2)]
l-a
l a2

Appropriate threshold adaptation r_a2 will give Q(N~)

- tanh[,B(1-a2)].
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To obtain an idea of how the network will perform a transformation if
neurons are sequentially updated we have done simulations with an N=160000
system. It turned out that introducing sequential evolution causes some
kind of diffusion of the image (as might be expected). Again the
deterioration is not dramatic. The duration of the iteration will be
limited according to the amount of diffusion that one is willing to accept.
Ill. INVARIANT PATTERN RECOGNITION FOR TOPOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATIONS
We will investigate the behaviour of a network which has learned a
transformation as well as static patterns (the latter are learned according
to Hebb's rule, as in Hopfield (1982) and Amit et al. (1985a,1985b)). For
simplicity we will deal with topological transformations and take 0 to be:
1
-t(IJ) (IJ)
(IJ)
P(si)~[ós.,l+ós.,_ll. The patterns are ~
-(el •...•eN ) where IJ=l..p.
i.

~

One finds:
Jij

- ~

I

IJ!>p
(the transformation

being

(T;) .-s ('))' The relative weight
~

contributions

is

reflected

in

'Ir

value
-+

restrictions can be derived. We want s

e

-+(À)
-+

of

f.

for

À

with q>q+, where the usualoverlap
c

which

the
a

two

priori

as soon as q (;)=qó
-+

some

of

~

the

IJ.

À

for

IJ.

functions q (s) are defined as
IJ.
iJ.-1. .p

(they measure to what extent the present state ; resembles
-+ T; if
patterns as labelled by iJ.). Also we would like -;;
demands are met if

f

-1

-

+

Ilq IJ. (;)

the stored
I<q-. Both
c

E <qc.qc>'

A priori it is not at all clear whether there is a proper balance between
the two contributions to the connection matrix such that the invariant
pattern retrieval as described is indeed achieved. Therefore we present
simulation
results
from an N-576 network which has
learned
both
transformations
and
static
patterns.
Dynamics
is
synchronous
and
deterministic. A network state is represented by a 24x24 grid in which each
of the 576 blocks is either black or white (if the corresponding spin is 1
or -1 respectively). We have considered three kinds of transformations:
rotation over 0.26 rad around the centre of the screen
(Fig.I).
translations to the right over one block and scaling by 1.2 with the screen
centre as a fixed point (Fig.2). For three values of f we show the
successive_iystem states following an initial state which was obtained by
applying T twice to one of the 10 patterns that are stored (the other 9
patterns were drawn at random). It can be seen that for f-2 we find
invariant pattern retrieval in all cases. In successive time steps the
system state is transformed until the stable state (the stored pattern) is
reached. If the attractor term is too small (f-O.5) the attractor is
destroyed; the system state is being mapped continuously. If the attractor
term is too large the network will simply evolve to the nearest stored
pattern (according to Hamming distance), without being transformed. The
values of f which allow for invariant pattern recognition turned out to be
f
E <1. 3,2.9> (rotation). f E. <Li L, 3.9> (translation) and f E <1. 3.2.5>
(scaling). The values,. however, will depend .highly on the system size;
larger systems perform better.
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Simulation results of an N-576 network required to perform
invariant pattern recognition for scaling: the network state as
a function of f and the number of iteration steps per spin.
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...
'-

Fig.3

--.;

Simulation results of an N-160000 network which has learned both
rotations to the left and rotations to the right over 2~/15 rad.
Left picture: initial state. Right picture: state after 100000
(sequential) iteration steps.

In all examples one type of transformation was learned, leading to
invariant pattern recognition in one parameter direction. The network will,
for example, recognise objects if they are rotated to the left, but not
recognise them if they are rotated to the right. If during the learning
stage for transformations examples of both T and its inverse T-I were shown
(provided this inverse exists), we have:
...

Jij - «T~)i~j>O

-1...

+ «T

...s'-Ts,
...

~)i~j>O

...

Instead of ending up with a new state
simulatio~s show that s'...
is a
combination of two noise images of the present state s: one being Ts and
the other being T-I; (Fig.3). As time passes, this 'doubling' of the image
in both directions will simply continue until all structure has disappeared
(unless T is periodic). Since the descendants of the initial state still
have the structure of transformed versions of the initial state in terms of
overlaps (these are still larger than the random overlaps, which are of the
order liJN), we might also have invariant pattern recognition in two
parameter directions. If,· however, ·the size ofvt.he object ..
that is to be
transformed is large compared to the transformation parameter, we don't
have this doubling effect. In the latter case there is only some kind of
diffusion. If one were to do simulations in order to answer the question
whether invariant pattern recognition is still possible one would need a
large number of neurons, since ..
the finite. size effects .are very important
in this case.
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IV. DISCUSSION
We have shown that a neural network of the Little-Hopfield type will
automatically perform invariant pattern recognition for a one-parameter
transformation group if there are transmission delays and if the network
has seen not only static objects during a learning phase but also (many)
objects that were 'moving'; i.e. being transformed by the generator T of
that particular transformation group .. If during the learning stage only
static objects are presented, or objects that are 'moving' in a random
manner (without any temporal relationship), the network will simply store
and retrieve the static objects as in Hopfield's (1982) network. The
network's representation of the transformation T is exact if the dynamics
is deterministic and synchronous and if the transformation
is, in
principle, realisable. Otherwise the network will in general find an
approximation of T in terms of state overlaps.
The problem with our proposal is that it seems only possible to implement
one-.parameter transformation groups, since time plays the role of group
parameter. It is not at all clear how well the network will perform if two
parameter direc tions are involved (for example: rotations to the left as
well as rotations to the right).
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Some properties

of a modified Hebbian rule
Ph. Piret!

Let X be an m x n matrix over U = {+1, -I} and associate to X its Hebb matrix H
XT X.
Let Uo be the set
{+1,0,-I}. It is well known that H can be used to define a
mapping U" -+ Uö : y 1--+ sgn (yH), where sgn denotes the
signature of its argument. In this paper one analyzes the properties of a modified mapping U" -+ Uö : y 1--+ sgn (yG), where
G is itself the signature sgn (H) of H. Assuming that (m - 1)
is close to (n - 1)13/ log( n - 1) one determines for which values
of 13 the mapping y 1--+ sgn (yG) stabilizes most often the rows
of X. In particular,
one shows that a) for 13 < 2/1f, the (r,s)
entry of sgn (XG) is most often equal to the (1', s) entry of X,
b) for 13 < 2/31f, the rth row of sgn (XG) is most often equal
to the rth row of X, c) for 13 < 2/51f, the matrix sgn (XG) is
most often equal to X.

=

1

Introduction

This paper is devoted to the analysis of the properties of a class of Hopfield
associative memories (see for example [1-4]). Define the sets U and Uo by
U = {+1, -I} and Uo = {+1, 0, -I}, and let X be an m X n matrix over
U. We associate then to X the n x n matrix H defined by H = XT X
where XT denotes the transpose of X. This matrix H is called the Hebb
matrix associated to X and it induces a mapping Uö -+ Uö. To any real
number e one associates indeed its signature sgn(e) defined by sgn(e) = 1
for e > 0, sgn(e) = -1 for e < 0, sgn(O) = 0. Then one extends this
definition to matrices : if
is the element is position (i, j) of a real
matrix A, sgn(A) is the matrix over Uo having sgn(A{) as (i,j) entry.
The mapping u 1--+ h( u) induced by H consists then in replacing the row
n-tuple u by sgn(uH):

Ai

h: U;

-+

U; : u

1--+

lThe author is with Philips Research Laboratory,

h(u)

= sgn(uH).

(1)

2, avo Van Becelaere, B-1170, Brussels, Belgium
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This transformation (1) is called the Hebbian rule [5]. In this paper we
discuss the properties of a modified Hebbian rule. In place of using the
matrix H we shall use the matrix G = sgn(XT X) to induce a mapping
u J---+ g( u) given by
9 : U(;

---+

U(; : u

J---+

(2)

g( u) = sgn( uG) .

This mapping 9 was suggested first in [2] and it is specified as soon as X
is chosen.

2

P'refirni nar y results

We begin with an interpretation of the matrix G, and of the n-tuple y G,
with y a row n-tuple over U. Given a matrix A, denote by Ar and AS,
respectively the rth row and the 8th column of
With this notation,
the (i, j) entry of G can be expressed by

A.

Gi

(3)

Gi

This entry
is thus the signature of the inner product of the column
m-tuples x' and
Given some matrix X having the form specified
in the introduction, we denote then by d(Xi, xj) the Hamming distance
between x! and
The inner product (Xi? x! is then equal to m 2d(Xi, xj), which implies Gi = sgn[m - 2d(Xi, Xj)]. Hence, for odd m,
Gi cannot be zero, and its values are restricted to the subset U of U«. As
for (yG)S, with y E un, it satisfies

ss.

x..

n

(yG)S =

L

yisgn[m - 2d(XS,Xi)].

(4)

i=l

In the particular case where y is the
(XG)~ of (XrG) is given by
n

(XG)~

=

L

.

rth

row X; of X, the

th

8

component

.

X; sgn[m - 2d(XS, X')]

(5)

i=l

where the quantity w(r,Xi,XS)
= X; sgn[m- 2d(XS,Xi)]
is an element
of Uo for even m, and an element of U for odd m, Obviously, this quantity
w(r, Xi, XS) depends on r , Xi and Xs, but not on the specific columns
of X (the ith and the 8th in the present case) where the m-tuples Xi and
XS do appear.
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We can count, for a given column m-tuple ç over U, how many column
m-tuples 1] over U are such that w(r, 1], ç) be respectively equal to Çr, 0
and -çr' It turns out that for odd m the number N(çr) of m-tuples 1]
satisfying

w(r,1],ç)

equivalently

= Çr is given by

N(çr)

(m

i 1)

or

by

N(çr) = 2m-1
Hence, the number N(
2m - N(çr):

+(

(mm_-1)/2

-çr) of m-tuples

N( -çr) = 2m-1 -

(

From (6-7) one obtains the fractions
N( -çr)/2m of the m-tuples 1] such that
Çr and -çr:

f(+)

= 2I:~(~_1)/2

1]

) .

satisfying

(6)

w(r,

1], ç)

(mm_-1)/2 ) .

(7)

f( +) = N(çr)/2m,
and f( -) =
w(r, 1], ç) is equal respectively to

=} + ((mm_-1)/2) /2m, f(-) =} - ((17~--1)/2) /2m.

(8)

The less simple case where m is even is not considered in this paper (but
see [6]).

3

When is sgn(XG)

equal to X?

In this section we evaluate the fraction of m X n matrices X over U that
satisfy either sgn(XrGS) = X:, or sgn(XrG) = Xr or sgn(XG)
= X, and
achieve thus a certain degree of stability under the transformation X I----t
sgn(XG).
We shall restrict ourselves to the case where m, the number
of rows of the matrix X, is an odd integer. We also assume that the
following relation holds between m and n:
(m - 1) ~ (3(n - l)/log(n

- 1),

(9)

with {3, a positive constant to be discussed in the sequel. This fonctional
dependence of m with respect to n should not be a surprise for anybody
familiar with the literature on Hopfield memories (see for example [2-4]),
and it will become evident hereunder that it isalso a good choice in the
situation analyzed in this paper.
Let us begin our analysis by going back to equation (5) where (XG)~
appears to be a sum of n quantities w(r, Xi, XS) E U, i = 1, ... , n. One of
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these quantities, namely w(r,XS,XS),
is necessarily equal to X:. Denote
by n( +) the number of i =f s, such that w( r,
X S) is equal to X:, and
denote n - 1 - n( +) by n( -). The quantity (XG)~ will thus satisfy

x-,

(XG)~ = [1 + n(+) - n(-)]X:.

(10)

Denote by cp(a) the fraction of m x n matrices X for which (X G): is equal
to (1 + a)X:, with a an arbitrary integer. Using the fractions f(+) and
f(-) given by (8), we conclude that cp[n(+) - n(-)] is given by

cp[n(+) - n(-)]

= (~(~) ) [J(+)t(+)

[J(_)]n(-),

(11)

where, by nature, n( +) - n( - ) has the same parity as n _ 1. We use then

n(+) - n(-)

+ n(-)

= a, n(+)

= n -1 and

E

=

((mm_-I)/2)

/2m, to

rewrite (11) with the help of (8) as
(12)
This expression is true if a is such that (n - 1 + a) is even. For ail a
such that n - 1 + a is odd, the fraction cp(a) is zero. Formula (12) is the
basis of ail results derived in this paper.
Let us define F(z) to be the sum L:a<z cp(a). The fraction of matrices
X satisfying

(13)
is thus given by the sum

F( -1) =

2:

cp(a)

(14)

a::;-1

By use of (12) and of j

= (n -

F ( -1) = L~J

( n

Ail terms in (15) are ~ (
approximation,

1 + a)/2, it can also be written as

j1)

rn~2J )

(~+Er
E2

(l-i

)(n-l)/2

r-

(~_ E

1

-

j .

(15)

and, by use of Stirling's

one can prove

(n-l)
L 2 J
n 2

~

nl~

2 - ~~

.

(16)
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Bounding each term of (15) by the largest
thus bound F( -1) from above by

one and using (16), we can

(17)
where K is a constant.
To obtain a usable bound on F( -1) we make explicit the dependence
of the last factor in the right hand side of (17) as a function of m and n.
Assume thus that m is an (odd) integer satisfying (9), which implies that
-en - l)j(m - 1) is ~ _(3-1 log(n - 1). Using Stirling's approximation,
we can then obtain
1
'"
(18)
F( -1) ~ K(n - 1)2-"1l
where w = exp[-2j3(m-l)]
following' theorem.

goes to 1 for m

-f

00.

This leads to the

Theorem 1: For given n and for fixed (3, let m( n) be the largest odd
integer satisfying (9). Let also
(n) be the fraction of m( n) x nmatrices
X over U that do not satisfy sgn(XrGS)
= X:. In this case lim SUPn--+CXJ
P:(n) is zero for all positive (3 < 2j7f.

P:

The following theorems extend this result to the rows X; of the matrices X and to the matrices X themselves. For given T, let first Pr(n) be
the fraction of men) x ti matrices X over U that do not satisfy sgn(XrG)
= Xr.
Theorem 2: For given n and for fixed (3, let men) be the largest odd
integer satisfying (9). In this case, lim su Pn--+CXJ
P; (n) is zero for all posi ti ve
(3 < 2j37f.
Let us then denote by P( n) the fraction
U that do not satisfy sgn(XG)
= X.

of m( n)

X

n matrices X over

Theorem 3: For given n and for fixed (3, let men) be the largest odd
integer satisfying (9). In this case limsuPn--+CXJ
Pen) is zero for all positive
(3 < 2j57f.
The coefficients 2j7f, 2/37f and 2/57f appearing
respectively equal to .6366, .2122 and .1273.

in the theorems

above are
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A CAPACmVE

NEURAL

NETWORK

M.Verleysen,

FOR ASSOCIATIVE

MEMORY

D.Martin, P Jespers

Neural networks show interesting properties in vision problems, such
as pattern or character recognition. However, the advantages of such
networks (speed, convergence, ... ) are only· fully exploited with
dedicated processors. This paper presents a VLSI architecture for
Hopfield-like fully interconnected networks. Its particularity is to use
capacitors as synaptic connections in place of resistors or current
sources. This network is programmed by a learning rule adapted to
such networks where the dynamics of the connection weights is
restricted to some discrete values. The feasibility of this architecture
has been proved by a 8-neurons
network built with discrete
components.
1. INTRODUCTION
Artificial neural networks have already been theoretically
studied for
several years. They show interesting properties such as their speed or their
ability to converge to stable states in many perception or optimization
problems, and are used in pattern and character recognition. Most of the
actual results are obtained by simulations
on conventional
computers;
however, some advantages of neural networks are lost during simulation:
speed, parallelism, fault-tolerance, ... Dedicated VLSI processors are thus
necessary for specific applications, where these advantages will make neural
networks more interesting than conventional computers.
Neural networks are generally characterized by a very regular structure.
For the implementation, several designs can be used. The simplest one is to
use resistors as synaptic connections; the value of the resistor will then
determine the synaptic weight. However, resistors are difficult to implement
in standard VLSI technology, and take a large area on the chip [1]. Current
The authors are with the Laboratory
of Microelectronics,
Université
. Catholique de Louvain, 3 pLdu Levant, 1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium.
Michel Verleysen is working under an IRSIA fellowship.
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sources can also be used, but the matching between the different components
contained in the chip is not easy to obtain [2].
The architecture proposed in this paper uses capacitors in place of
'resistors and current sources. Capacitors are more easy to integrate in VLSI
technology, and matching techniques used for example in switched-capacitors
filters can be applied to enhancethe precision.

IT. HOPFIELD'S FULLY INTERCONNECTED

NETWORK

For recognition or vision tasks, several neural architectures can be used:
multi-layer perceptrons, Hopfield's fully interconnected networks, ... This
paper will not discuss about the various possibilities, nor about their
particularities
and their ability to solve specific problems [3]. For the
simplicity, we will consider in this paper only fully interconnected networks:
the regularity of their structure make them the best candidates for an
efficient solution.
An Hopfield fully interconnected network consists in N neurons, each one
being connected to each other by one of the N2 synapses (figure 1).
The output value of neuron j, Vj. can be either + 1 or -1. In this model, we
limit the possible connection values Tij to +1, 0 and -1 (learning algorithms
coping with this restrietion gave about the same results than with continuous
synaptic weight values [4]). The function of each synapse is to multiply the
synaptic weight Tij by the output value Vj of the neuron to which the synapse
is connected. The output values Vi of the synapses in the same column are
then summed by the neuron, and the results go through a non-linearity so
that the output of the neuron is +1 if its input is positive, and -1 in the
opposite case. The output of each neuron is then fed back into the synapses.
Although the architecture described here is an Hopfield network, the
design used to implement the circuit is general and can be adapted for
example to perceptrons; the only differences will be in the connections
between neurons and synapses, while their design will remain identical.
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V

o

neuron

synapse

Figure 1: Hopfield's fully interconnected network
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m. CAPACITIVE

VLSI ARCHITECTURE

The new architecture proposed in this paper is shown in figure 2. In this
fully interconnected network, the neurons (at the bottom of the figure) sum
the contribution of each synapse. The result of each sum is then compared to
a threshold, latched and fmally fed back into the 'square plane formed by the
synapses. The reason to clock the whole circuit. is to .examine
the
intermediate states before the stable output is reached.
Each neuron consists in three separate parts: an integrator, a comparator
and a latch.
The integrator collects all the charges coming from the Cij capacitors (for
all j) and sums them into C]. This scheme of integrator is in fact independent
of any parasitic capacitor. Indeed, possible parasitic capacitors are shown in
figure 3 (Cpl ... Cp3). The capacitors CpI and Cp2 have no influence on the
integration because they are connected to low-impedance nodes. The case of
Cp3 is different. Before any integration the whole system is reset and
therefore the potentialof
node A will be Vref. During the integration
period, the potential on this node will vary but will finally converge to the
same potential than the non-inverting input of the operational amplifier:
V ref. This comes from the fact that the operational amplifier built with a
feedback loop will minimize the difference between its two inputs. Since Cp3
will not see different potentials between the beginning and the end of
integration, this capacitor will have no influence on the result. The main
speed limitation will come from the settling time of the operational amplifier
charged by a capacitor.
The output of the integrator is then compared to Vref and the result is
latched by <1>. The latch provides two complementary logic outputs V]
and Vi which are fed back into the synapse plane.
As described in §Il, each synapse has to perform the product Tij.Vj ._This
is implemented by transmission gates which will route to Cij either Vj, Vj or
V ref respectively corresponding to the weights + 1, -1 and O.
I

,

The weight of each synapse is stored on the memory points MijO and Mij 1.
, During initialization,' the network-has to' be -prograrnmeë-by
storing the
weights in every synapse. Before each evaluation, all the capacitors have to
be discharged by the reset command. Only then the inputs can be injected
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through the capacitors Cini. The convergence

process can then begin: each

clock pulse will correspond to a new computation of the neuron values, and
the network will have converged when all the neuron values are stable. This
usually occurs after 10-50 cycles for networks with 10-100 fully
interconnected neurons.

Figure 3: Parasitic capacitors in integrator

IV. CONCLUSION
A VLSI architecture for artificial neural networks has been described. The
example shown here presents an Hopfield's fully interconnected network, but
the same design can be adapted to any neural architecture. In comparison
with designs using resistors or current sources to realize the synapses, this
architecture offers several advantages: the accuracy that can be reached with
capacitors is increased, and the number of synapses that can be connected to
the same neuron is greater. Furthermore,
only a few transistors
are
imbedded in each synapse; and since only the relative values of the capacitors
are important, their size can be reduced to very small values. The total area
occupied by one synapse is thus small too, and a great number of them can be
integrated on the same chip. While the minimum values for the capacitors to
avoid interference by parasitic ones are still to be determined, estimations
show that a density of about 40-50 synapses/mm2 ina 3-microns technology
can be considered. A 8-neurons network has been realized with discrete
components to prove the feasibility of such design.
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DYNAMIC PROPERTIES

OF NEURAL NETWORKS

1. Vandenberghe

1

J.

and

Vandewaile'

Introduction

The central

problem

in the use of neural

networks

for pattern

recognit.ion,

image

and

sig-

nal processing is the development
of training and learning algorithrns+I.e.
strategies
for the
choice of the synaptic coefficients given a set of specified equilibria.
In this presentation,
a
number of dynamic properties of neural networks will be discussed and it will be indicated
how these considerations
can lead to improvements
of design algorithms.
Specifications
on
t.he behaviour

of neural

networks

(required

equilibria,

specified

transitions,

coefficients, synunetric or sparse connections,
... ) can generally be written
ities with the coefficients as unknowns.
A systematic approach to derive
algori thrns therefore
inequalities.

2

consists in applying

Relaxation

An iterative

method

methods

the (k -

l)-th

(1). Then

for sol ving sets of linear

for solving a set of m linear inequalities

in n unknowns :z: E R"; was proposed
follows. Starting from an arbitrarily
system

methods

on the
inequaltrain.ing

for linear inequalities

a;.:z:

after

classical relaxation

bounds
as linear
adaptive

iteration.

a correction

(1)

i = 1 ... m,

~ bi,

by Agmon, Motzkin and Schoenberg
chosen :z:o, an approximate
solution

Assume

that

will be made

:z:k violates

[L], and proceeds as
:z:k will be obtained

some constraint

aj.:z:k

~

bj

of the

by taking

(2)
For À

=

1, this step projects

:z:k orthogonally

>

has underrelaxation,

for À

inequality

from the m inequalities

The

is selected

rnax irne l distance
:z:k to the halfspace

The

cyclical

rriet ho.d

on the hyper plane ai:z:

1, overrelaxation.

rnet ho d chooses
defined
processes

by aj:z:

Several

variants

= bj'

exist,

For À

according

<

1, one

to which

(1) :
an inequality

aj:z: ~ bj such that

the distance

of

~ bj is maximal,

the inequalities

in a cyclicalorder.
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The relaxation
because

method

is particularly

the only operations

suited for the solution

in which the data matrix

of very large and sparse

is involved are inner products.

area of application
is in reconstruction
of images from projections
[2J.
Convergence of this method has been extensively studied [3,4). Interesting
this analysis
Finite

Rate

systems,
A typical

results

[ram

are:

convergence.
It was shown that, if), E (0,2), the relaxation method (either variant)
produces a sequence of iterates that is either finite or converges to a solution on the
boundary of the solution polyhedron to (1).
of convergence.
ber defined

Influence

Convergence

for the system

of overrelaxation.

of the solution

A condition

E

[1, 2J

where).'

>

1 depends

with a rate depending

number

If the polyhedron

polyhedron.

for any).

is geometric

on a condition

nurn-

(1).

if the polyhedron

is obtuse,

on the condition

is introduced

measuring

is full dimensionai,
and for any).

E ().',

the obtuseness

convergence

2J

is finite

if it is not obtuse,

number.

In the subsequent
sections, the cyclical version of this basic algorithm
will be applied to
the training of neural networks. A variety of specifications can be written as linear inequalities
with the synaptic coefficients as unknowns. The relaxation method then allows to go through
the training procedure in an adaptive way, and provides a systematic approach to the design
of many types of neural networks.

3

The LMS rule for single layer perceptrons

As a first example,

it may be remarked

that the classical LMS rule for single-layer

coincides with the relaxation method.
In a single-Iayer perceptron
with n neurons,
input

and the output

is computed

an n-dirnensional

vector

perceptrons,

x is applied

to the

as

(3)

y = sign( w'.x - e),

e

where w E R" is the coefficient vector and
is the threshold.
Training proceeds by applying a
sequence of input vectors and specifying the corresponding
output.
Following the LMS rule,
if Wk is the present value of the weight vector, x is the present input pattern vector, and y
the desired response,

the next value of the weight vector
Wk+l

where

E

= Y -

wix

to the inequality

+ e.

w'.x -

Alternatively,

e ~

1 if

y

=

=

The

rnat herna.t ic al structure

n

X

n synaptic

of the network

with state

weight matrix

as

+ )..-,-.x,

(4)

x x

this rule can be viewed as the relaxation
1or w'.x

The Hopfield neural model
neurons,

is computed

E

Wk

4

interconnnected

Wk+l

vector

W according

-

e.::;

-1 if

considered
x E H",

y

=

here is as follows.

Its evolution

to the asynchronous

step applied

-1.

It consists

in time is governed
update

rule:

of

n

by an
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x7

One component

Conventional

methods

or the spectral

n

is chosen among the

x7+1

k . Then one takes
ith row of W.

= sign(w;.xk)

for the training

algorithm

components

and

x;+1

of these neural

[7]) mainly rely on imposing

=

xj

of the state

of

for j

networks

(e.g.

the desired

vector

i, where

at time

w; is the

the outer

equilibria

product

but do not succeed in avoiding the occurrence of undesired ("spurious")
invariant
this can result in bad convergence.
We will now review a number of interesting
concerning the dynamic behaviour of this neural network, and based on these
to deduce a training rule from the general relaxation algorithm.

4.1

rule

onto the network
states, and
properties

properties

try

Dynamic properties

A neural

net is called

globally stable if whatever

the initial

state

the network

converges

to

an invariant state.
The importance
of symmetry is generally ackn~ledged
and this goes
back to the energy function defined by Hopfield [6]. By making use of the energy function
E = --:xl·Wx, it can easily be proved that the condition that W be symmetric with positive
diagonal elements is sufficient for global stability.
We now exarnine how the number of invariant states is related
matrix IV. A state vector x is an invariant point of the neural net
sign(w;.x)=x;,

i=I

to the coefficients

of the

... n.

In other words the sign of w;.x must be equal to t.he sign of ei.x for i = 1 ... n ( e, is the
ith unit vector). This condition can easily be interpreted
geometrically.
The two vectors Wi
and ei define two hyperplanes
{xlw;.x = O} and {xle;x = o} in n-space.
divide the state space in four regions, according to the 4 combinations

These hyper planes
of the sign of w;x

and eix. The probability
that for an arbitrary
vector x the signs of w;x and e;x are equal
can be calculated from the angle e; between W; and ei. The cosine of this angle is given by
cos

e;

Wi;/!!Wi!!.

=

From this observation

the following property

can be derived.

1 If the diagonal elements of Ware
zero, and the other elements
chosen, the expected number of invariant states is 1.

are randomly

Theorem

Proof

When the diagonal

elements

w;.x has the same sign as

that

an invariant
of equilibria

state,
is 1.

is therefore

ei.:z:
1/2n,

of HI" are zero, the angles
is therefore

ei

equal

IT

/2.

The probablility

1/2.

The joint probability
that a vector z is
and as there are 2n possible states, the expected number

o
This is confirmed

by the following experiment.

ant states

when the diagonal

of Ware

randomly

cos

ei

=

Wi,.

chosen

The results

elements

Wii

but in such a way that

are summarized

We compute

the average

number

of invari-

are fixed and equal for each i. The other

!lwiI!

= 1,

i = I ... n and,

in the following table for n = 5,10,

and

elements

hence,
15.

that
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A verage number
Wii,

i = 1. .. n

n=5

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
4.2

Adaptive

In the remainder
by updating

Wij

equilibrium

n

1
1
2
3
4
5
8
11

18
32
32

of invariant

=

10
1
1
4
7
14
30
67
154
368
897
1024

states

=

15
1
3
10
26
61
166
578
1906
7149
25564
32768

n

training
of this section

it wiU be understood

and Wji in the same way. First

of the neural network.

that

assume

the matrix

a state

This can be achieved

W is kept symmetric

vector V is specified

by making

to be an

the coefficients

lV satisfy

t.he inequalities
1 if
-1 if

W~.V ::::

w;.v:S
Application

of the relaxat.ion

method

results

=1
= -1

Vi
Vi

in the updating

(5)
rule

(6)

Wil' -

with Î'i = min(O,
1) if Vi = 1 and ,i = max(O, w;v + 1) if Vi = -1.
In order to guarantee
a sufficient domain of attraction
around the equilibrium
can apply
direction

perturbed

equilibrium

patterns

z and specify

of v. This can be done by another

This leads to the updating

convergence

should

v. one
be in the

set of inequalities

W;.z ::::1
w;.z:S

that

-1

if

Vi

if

Vi

=

=

1

(7)

-1

rule
k+1

w··1)

=

k

w,'J' -

.5i

À2--Z)·.
zt.z

(8)

.

=

with .5i = rnin(O,w;z - 1) if Vi = 1 and .5i
max(O,w;z + 1) if Vi = -1. The relaxation
parameters
À1 and À2 allow to assign a different
weight to the inequalities
(5) and (7). The
inequalities
Finally,

(5) are "hard"
in order

constraints

to reduce

and therefore

the diagonal

elements

À1 will be chosen

larger

one can alternate

steps

than

À2.

(6) and (8) with

(9)
with 0

:s À3

<

1, depending

on the desired

number

of equilibria.
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(1)
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Figure

1: Total

number

with the outer-product

4.3

of invariant

4

states

versus

algorithm

number

of invariant

states

(2).

Exam.ple
the total number of equilibria in a 16-neuron network after
rule (curve 1) and with the relaxation algorithm
(curve 2),

wit.h ),1 = 2, ),2 = 0.5 and ),3 = O. In formula
40% of the component.s are reversed.

5.1

the specified

rule (1) and the relaxation

As an example, fig. 1 compares
training with the outer-product

5

6

Brain-state-in-a-box
works
Model

A similar

and dynamic

procedure

(8), z consists

of equilibrium

patterns

neural models and cellular neural net-

properties

can be derived

for the so-called

bra.in-state-in-a-box

model

dx l dt = f(-z: - D-z: - c) --z:,
in the continuous

where

defined

as

(10)

time case, and by

x[k

+ 1] =

in the discrete time case. Here D is an n
mapping defined by

f(x[k]X

Dx[k]-

n matrix,

/;(x) = 1 if
/;(x) = Xi if
fi(X) = -1 if

z,

2

(11)

c),

c is an input

vector and

f

is a diagonal

1,

-1::; z , ::; 1,
Xi::;

-1.

Th.is model was originally introduced to study categorical perception and pattern
[8] but has recently found wider application
in image processing [9].

classification
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Figure 2: Recognition
of characters
with the network (11) and
algorithm.
In the noisy patterns,
30% of the pixels are reversed.

5.2

Example:

Techniques

sirnilar

to recognize

pattern

trained

with

the relaxation

recognition

t.o t.hose used for Hopfield

the 10 charachters

in fig.2.

networks

may he used to design a neural

The size of the pictures

is 15

x

20, and

c is taken

to be zero. Each neuron is connected
to other neurons in a syrrunet.ric
neighbourhood.
Symmetry of the coefficients was not explicitly assumed.
Again,

one can distinguish

an equilibrium

V

between

is to be specified,

imposing

the matrix

desired

equilibria

D is updated

and desired

network

the

vector
11 x 11

If

transitions.

as

(12)
with,

an ri-vector

given by

,i = max(O, (d7)tv)
,i = (d7)tv
,i = miu(O, (d7)tv)
In order

to impose

the transition

from a vector

Vi = 1

if
if

-1 < Vi <
Vi = -1.

if
W

to v one takes
(13)

,i =

- Wi + 1)
1i=(d7)tw-Wi+Vi
1i=rnin(0,(d7)tw-wi-l)

In t.he experiment

max(0,(d7)tw

of fig. 2 these

and À2 = 0.3. For the perturbed
all patterns

=

if

u,

if

-l<vi<
Vi=-1.

if

1

two steps

are alternated

patterns

30% of the pixels were reversed.

with noise level up to 30 % were classified

for all stored
correctly.

patterns
After

with

>'1 =

1.1

convergence
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..

Figure

3: Edge extraction

ininitial

5.3

.......

..

........

with network

(14) : input

and state

transitions

from an arbitrary

state.

Example:

edge extraction

In [9J the model (10) was used for several image processing tasks such as edge extraction
noise removal. The so-called cellular neural network introduced
there is basically model
with the neurons
some specified
consist

arranged

in a 2-dimensional

neighbourhood,

of a constant

vector 8 plus a linear

x[k

+

and only connected

example.

will be made to determine

to the neurons

in

vector c is assumed

to

F.u of the input

transformation

IJ = J(x[kJ

The input

u to the network:

- Dx[kJ - F.u - 8).

of F and D were chosen from the analogy

In [9J the coefficients
attempt

array,

as in the previous

the weights in an adaptive

and

(10)

(14)
with digital filters.

way, by applying

Here an

the relaxation

algorithm.
The mode of operation is different from the previous example. Operation
of the
network will consist in applying an input pattern u to the network and keeping it fixed until
the network converges.
The offset 8 will be chosen as 8i = 0.5, i = 1 ... n, and also D will
be fixed as D = 0.51" with I" the identity matrix.
to a unique equilibrium
for all possible input vectors

This choice of D ensures convergence
u, as shown in [lOJ. The network will

be trained to display the edge of the picture presented
at the input.
Neurons are again
arranged in a 15 X 20 array, and are only connected to components of the input within a 3 X 3
neighbourhood.
algorithm,

The matrix

F can then be determined

every time an input

pattern

Fk+1 = Fk
with

where

6

V

is the equilibrium

=

by applying

equilibrium

the relaxation

are specified:

~/,.vt
vtv

+ untu + 8;)
+ utltu + 8i
+ Untu + 8;)

corresponding

to input

/'i

/'i

_

= <flv
min(O, <flv

/'i = max(O, dlv

adaptively

and the corresponding

(15)

= 1

if

Vi

if
if

-1
Vi

<

Vi

<

1

= -1.

u.

Conclusion

The relaxation
of specifications

algorithm

for linear inequalities

in the adaptive

training

provides

of different

a systematic

types of neural

way to include
networks.

a variety

Further

work

88

will focus on acceleration
ation

scheme,

exploiting
subgradient

of the convergence

Robustness

and convergence

the relationship

and on the use of variants

with relaxation

methods

to the basic relax-

will undoubtedly

of these methods
for systems

benefit

of linear equations

from

and with

optimization.
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CONCATENATEDCODES-ASURVEYOFRECENTDEVELOPMENTS

T.Ericson"

Within the field of coding theory the term "concatenation"

usually refers to

the idea of combining two codes in such a way that the codewords of one (the
inner) code are regarded

as symbols in the other (outer) code. The idea is so

simple that it cannot possibly be avoided, and indeed, there are many examples
of code constructions
concatenations

which in retrospect

can naturally

be characterized

as

although the inventors didn't really think in such terms at the

time they developed their ideas. The surprising thing is that such a simple idea
- concatenation - inherits
The first

such a multitude of possibilities.

one to realize

this,

and the man

who introduced

the term

"concatenation" for this kind of combination of codes, was Dave Forney. In his
doctorial thesis - published in book form by
fundamental

aspects on concatenation

time no realistic

possibilities

the work remained
situation
have

were already outlined. However, at that

for practical implementation

an unexplored

unimaginably

the

possibilities

complex

is perhaps

the

signal

were at hand, and

possibility for quite some time. Today the

is very much different. Various technologies

opened

example

MrT press in 1966, [1] - most of the

for practical
processing.

compact

- in particular

implementation

In coding the most

disc units,

in which

VLSI -

of hitherto
remarkable

actually

a kind of

concatenation technique is employed for quite advanced error control.
These
techniques

new

technologies

in general

have

caused

a renewed

and the idea of concatenation

interest

in particular.

* The author is with the University of Linköping, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
S-581 83 Linköping, Sweden

in

coding

The main
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interest

is maybe directed

towards implementation

aspects,

but also purely

theoretical questions are subject to renewed consideration.
Since a few years back the coding theory group in Linköping
concentrated

its efforts on various aspects of code concatenation.

talk is intended

as a survey

of recent

results

obtained

has largely
The present

in this group and

elsewhere. The following issues will be discussed.

1. DECODING PRINCIPLES
Decoding is always a major problem when implementing
concatenated
under

codes the main idea is one originally

the name

of Generalized

minimum

large codes. For

developed by Forney

distance

decoding,

[2]

and later

developed by Blokh-Zyablov [3], [4], Zinoviev-Zyablov [5], [6], Ericson [7] and
others.

We will discuss

particular

the relation

between

we will mention the application

the various

ideas,

and

in

to the area of soft decoding, where

the relation to the celebrated algorithm by Chase [8] will be considered.

Il. OPTIMAL CODES
Many of the best codes known today have actually been obtained using the
idea

of concatenation,

originally

were obtained

concatenation

and in several

other

cases,

where

with other methods, alternative

have been found. For instance

the

best

codes

constructions

using

the Golay code can actually

be

obtained using a Reed-Solomon code as outer code and a trivial distance - onecode as inner code.

Ill.
Exponential
distance

bounds

ASYMPTOTIC BOUNDS

error bounds were found already
have

been

derived

by Forney [1], and various

by Blokh-Zyablov

[3]. More recently
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generalized

Varshamov-Gilbert

lower

bounds

and

Elias-Basalygo

upper

bounds have been obtained by Ericson and Pedersen [9], [Lû].
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In search of a human visual quality criterion

for image data

corn pression
B. Macq, P. Delogne •

Abstract
Transmi .. ion of digital picture;..,
characterized by the big amount of data and the high correlation of the .ources.
This is the reason why decorrelaiwe picture coding.., generally processed
before any digital picture tran.m"'sion.
In order to reach acceptable bit rat es, an information
limitation
is, furthermore,
unavoidable.
The compr es sion ratio of the coding schem« ... fixed by
an economical trade-oiJ between the codec comple:Lity and the transmission
costs. Th.., optimum
i. obviously also fixed by the picture quality to be reached. Presently,
one of the main problem
in image data compression
i. the search for a human vi.ual quality criterion.
Human visual quality criterions for digital TV pictures will be described.
These quality
criterions have to be directly related with the CCIR ezpert quality notes for subjectvue tests.
It is shown, thereafter, how to use such quality criterion.,
in order to optimize
transform
coding schemes quantization
(which..,
the information
limitation).
Temporal eiJects are not examined in this .tudy.

1

Introduction

A human visual quality criterion is determined from the difference between the processed pictures
and the original pictures and the original pictures contents itself. The quality is computed by a
model simulating the human observer appreciation. The quality criterion can be juged acceptable
if the computed quality of processed pictures is close to the quality determined by real human
observers.
One could envisage to compute the quality of processed pictures on the basis of a Human Visual
System (HVS) model. The HVS is a very complicated system for which, at the present time, there is
not any complete model. Nevertheless, neurophysiologists and psychophysicians have significantly
made increase our understanding of the HVS. A certain number of parameters and characteristics
of this system are now widely admitted. Their study has also revealed many complexities of the
system.
The most common approach for deriving a quality criterion is to measure the quality obtained for
specific impairments choosen on the basis of the HVS knowledge. Cumulative mod-Is are thereafter
used for picture quality prediction in the general case.
Relevant quality criterions that predict the observers
rate reduction schemes considerably easier.

appreciations

make the task of designing bit

"The following text presents research result. realised in the framework of the Actions of the Department
of Science
Policy Programming,
Prime Minister'.
Office, Belgium. The sc ien rific responsability
is assumed by its authors.
The
authors
are with the Laboratoire
de Tëlëcommurucat
ione, Université
Catholique
de Louvain,
Place du Levant, 3,
B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve,
Belgium, Tel. +32-10-472300.
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Qualily

Impalrmenl

~

Excellent

~

Imperceprible

..

Good

..

Perceprible, but not annoying

S

Fair

~

Slightly

2

Poor

2

Annoying

Bad

Very Annoying

Table

2

Quality

The

quality

has drawn

In the Allnatt's

Five grade

defined

by subjective

concerning

observers,

IS

lIJ,

approach
d, (e.g.

'also described

a weighted

SNR)

dM and G are specific

the basis of specific
Allnatt

grading

scales

in the

CCIR

allows

the quality

five-grade

quality

and

and viewing

conditions

to the impairment

subjective

formula
of several

405 Recommendation,
prediction

an objective

by the logistic

im-

function

5
1+

The

The

criterion

measure,

combination

tests.

used.

Q=
where

scale

500.

Quality

pairment

picture

up specifications

in Recommendation

3

TV

scale is generally

The CCIR

1.

definition

of a coded

impairment

annoying

(;6)

(1)

G

dimension

investigated

and must

be estimated

on

tests.

has been

recognised

impairments

Allnatt

as sucessfull
proposed

for unidimensional
the extension

impairments.

of equation

For the

(J)

5

(2)

Q-----~~
Allnatt

has

suggested

that

have subjectively

similar

determine

additivity

wheter

combinations
multidimensional

this

effects.

of impairment
impairments

kind

1+

"N-l (...1L)G,
L_ik~O

dieM

of additivity

may

Although

intuition

will hold is to carry
dimensions.
space

When

may

not

hold

guide

out

subjective

there

is not

into a "perceptual

space"

when

decision,
tests

additivity,

impairment
the

which

only

dimensions
formal

examines

way

one has to transform

with independent

to

all possible

components.

the
The
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"perceptual" dimension may be lower than the number of impairments measured (see Lupker and
Hearty [2], Goodman and Pearson [3J and Linde, Marmolin and Nyberg [4]).

4

Impairments

measures

Two classes of impairements measures are presently under study.
The first class, the primary impairments measures, are concerning the pre-processing HVS functions, i.e. the eye and the visual cortex first stages. The two moet important parameters are
• the frequency weighting:

the high frequency noise is less visible than the low frequency noise

• the masking : masking is the reduction of visibility by spatial or temporal nonuniformity of
the background.
A lot of work has been done on quality criterion computed on the basis of a weighted or weighted
and masked SNR (Mannos and Sakrisson [5], Sakrisson [6], Limb [7], Lukas and Budrikis [8]).
The. advantages of such criterions are their simplicity and their fitting for orthogonal transform
and predictive schemes optimisation. Their drawback is their poor performances for low quality
pictures.
The second class, the secondary impairments measures, are concerning the structuration and segmentation HVS functions. Quality criterion computed on the basis of such measures, are for
exemple (Miyahara [9]), a combined function (like equation (2)) of the noise along contours, the
noise in texture and the noise autocorrelation.
The advantage of such criterions is that they are
closer to the HVS behaviour and that they are suitable for a wide range of quality prediction. The
study of such criterions infers a new class of alogorithms closer to the HVS behaviour (see Kunt et
al. [10]).
The quality criterion presented here, is based on a weighted SNR, i.e. a first class impairment
measure.

5

Frequency weighted

SNR

Over the years, a lot of weighting curves for random noise have been proposed. These curves have
been developped for specific applications.
For TV pictures, the only weighting curve widely admitted is the CCIR 451-2 recommendation
(report 959-2, note 2), for random wideband noise affecting the quality of analog television transmission. In this recommendation the noise power is expressed as the integral along the video
frequency Iv, expressed in MHz, of the noise spectral density weighted by a function expressing the
eye sensitivity.
1

(PN)w
wbere 'YNS(!v)

=

10 """

(3)

Wv(Jv)ws(f<·)d!v

is the one-sided noise spectral density as a function of tbe video frequency.

The weighting functions Wv(!v)
'This curve is derived
luminance
compos ant .

from

are

1

recommendation

relative

to monochrome

TV and

i. therefore

diredly

applying

to
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• for the luminance

:
(4)

• for the colour differences :
(5)
It is generally assumed that these weighting functions apply for any additive noise whatsoever
spectral distribution.

its

The weighted noise power allows the definition of a weighted Signal to Noise Ratio (S N Rw). The
quality-S N Rw relationship is given in the CC IR 959 Report:
5
Q = 1 + (SN R.v/37.5)

(6)

7

The main problem is that this curve has been designed for the analog unidimensional signal obtained
after scanning TV. TV picture coding introduces two dimensional noise which power spectral
density IN (IJ, u) is a function of the vertical IJ and the horizontal u frequencies. Therfore, one has
to determine the two dimensional weighting function W (u, IJ) equivalent to W (fu). The equivalence
is assumed by the conservation equation:

(7)
The solution of this problem, developped in appendix is (u and IJ are expressed in cycles per degree)

• for the luminance:
WIJti
( ,)
• for the chrominances

=

NI

2 * 4.1 * 0.482/

( 1+

IJ2 + U 2 )
(4.1 * 0.482)2

-3/2

(8)

:
NI

W(IJ,ti)=O.06252*4.1*0.482/

( 1+

IJ2 + ti 2
(4.1*0.482)2

)

-3/2

(9)

where NI is the number of lines per picture height.

6

Weighted

quantization

noise power for orthogonal

transforms

When an orthogonal transform is used, the picture is divided into subpictures or blocks to which
the orthogonal transform is applied. The transform coefficients are quantized befor-t entropy coding
and tránsmission.
It is clear that a quantization error affecting a high-order coefficient produces
high-frequency noise. If the spectral quantization noise density is denoted 'lN (u, ,.) one can define
a weigthed noise power by integrating the product, N ( ti, IJ)W (ti, IJ).
For the computation

of

,N (ti, IJ) the following assumptions

are required :

• uncorrelation

of the quantization

noise and the transform

coefficients ;

• uncorrelation

of the quantization

noise between the successive blocks;
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• random position of the blocks (i.e. : the blocking effects are not taken into account) ;
• the position of the observer must be fixed to have an univocal relation between the cycles
per degree and the cycles per picture height : the standard distances are 6 and 4 times the
picture height.
The expression of

"YN(U,tI)

can be derived from these assumptions:

(10)
The weighted noise power is then given by :
(PN)",

= ~

L:ll~JL:;~JI::u::.I~v::.W(u,

ti)

qrl

IHn1,n,(U,

tI)12

0'~I,n2dv du

(11)
• (rl, r2) are the vertical and horizontal sizes of the sampling mesh
• (NI, N2) give the size of the blocks;
• the summation
•

O'~J

,n,

is over the orders of the tr ansforrn coefficients;

is the variance of the quantization

error of the (nI, n2)th transform

coefficient;

• H n, ,n, ( ti, ti) is the two-dimensional

Fourier Transform of the basis function hn,
ing to the (nI, n2)th transform coefficient.

Wn"n, can be viewed as the weighting factor of the (nl,n2)th
basis function and ~
visibility factor. The parameters for Wn"n, computation are:

,n,

correspond-

is its

• the observer distance from the picture
• the sampling characteristics.

7

Optimised

transform

coding schemes

If the (nb n2)th transform coefficient is quantized with a step equal to qn"n" O'~"n, can be
approximated by q~I,n,/12 and the weighted noise power can be expressed by
N,-IN,-I

(PN)w =

L L Wn"n,

2

qn;;,

(12)

"1::::0 "2=0

It can be shown that the optimum quantization is obtained for the equality of the elements of this
sum. This can be achieved by multiplying the tr ansforrn coefficients by their corr ospond ing
~
visibility factor and quantizing each of them with the sarne step:

(13)
On the other hand, this weighting of the transferm coefficients can be viewed as a modification of
the amplitude of the basis functions of the transform:
(14)
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The new transform 80 obtained is defined as a perceptual transform. Each basis function of a
perceptual transform has the sarne visibility whatever the order of the corresponding transform
coefficient.
(15)
1Nl X N2 Transforml-+Iv.: •.n2 :=lIn •.n2~1
Perceptual Transferm Definition

8

Conclusions

Improvements of transform coding schemes optimised on the basis of a visual quality criterion
instead of a simple SNR will be showed at the conference.
The criterion used, a weighted SNR, is very rough and a search for more complete quality
criterions has still to be done. It is clear that in the future the coding shemes will be closer to the
human behaviour.

Appendix
A

2-D extension

of CCIR frequency

weigthing

curves

To solve the conservation equation 0 we must have an unique correspondance between (v, ti) and
Jv which is obviously not the case. Therefore we have derived the expression applying to to a
white noise in the vertical and temporal directions and we have supposed that this expression is
valid for the general case of a colored noise.
Such a white noise corresponds to a noise added on the video signal: it is indeed sensible to
suppose in this case that the noise is uncorrelated between two lines or between two fields. For
such a noise the relation between the video frequency Jv in Mhz and the horizontal spatial
frequency in cycles/picture height ti is
The CC IR recommendation 451-2 (see note 2 of report 959-2) describes the effect of an additive
random noise (colored or white) on the video signal. unique and is determined by the active line
duration TI (52 t's in the case of monochrome TV), and the observer distance' from the screen (6
times the hieght, H, for this CCIR Recommendation)
• for Jv MHz there is 52 s Jv cycles/line;
• there is ~2arctg

(W)

= 12.7 degrees per line;

• the relation between [» and

ti

is therfore :

ti(cycles/degree)

52
= -fv(MHz)
12.7

(16)

= 4.lJv(MHz)

density of the scanned noise IN (v, ti). The relation between these
two expressions has been studied by Huang [11)). Denoting NI the number of acti ve lines, it can
be shown that:
-

IN s (tv) is the power spectral

(17)
This last expression and the assumpt.ion of isotropy of the eye allows to rewrite the equation

1~
o

W(tvhNS(-)

ti

dti

=
4.1 4.1

!U~4'!V~..
-U~ ..

-v~..

W(~)

1

1

--'Ns(-)dvdti
2N14.1

ti
4.1

0 :
(18)
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If we assume that the spectral noise density is null outside the band (- Vma:<, V",a:<) we obtain the
expression :

__!_W(v'1I2+u2)dll

W(~)=!co
4.1

-co

(19)

NI

The equation 0 defines W(~)
as the inverse Abel transform [12J of WU\).
determines uniquely the 2-D spatial weighting curves in cycles per degree :

This

• for the luminance :
N
(11,1.1)
= h4.hO.4821

Will

2

2

+1.1
( 1 + (4.h0.482)2

) -3/2

(20)

• for the chrominances :
W 11U
(, )

= 0.0625

N
I
2*4.1*°.4821

(

1

2

2

11 + U
+(4.1*0.482)2

) -3/2

(21)

For an observer at a distance of H from the screen these curves can be expressed for 11and u in
cycles per picture height:
• for the luminance:
W(II,U)

= __ --::-:::7N~I7=;;__-_/ (1
2 * 4.1 a.ctg 1 12 0.482
arctg

2

+
(4.1

1 2

2

11 + 1.1
)
1 12 0.482)2

a.dg

arctg

-3/2

(22)

1 2

• for the chrominanees :

W(v,u)

= 0.0625

NI
2

1

12

* 4.1.,:a,--rc:..;.t,9'i+.iTr'r0.482
arctg 1 2

1

(

1+

112+1.12
------,---777:-::-:---arctg 1
arctg 1 2

(4.1

)-3/2

12 0.482)2

(23)
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ESTIMATION OF THE VELOCITY OF CONTOURS IN A MOVING IMAGE BY
MINIMIZATION OF THE CHANGE OF THE VELOCITY FIELD IN A HIERARCHICAL
SPATIO-TEMPORAL IMAGE MODEL
J.A.M. Stuifbergen *
Abstract.
In
previous
publications
[1,2J
several
3D-signal
representations
for
moving
2D
images
have
been
proposed.
Combination of the output of spatio-temporal filters of these
models provides only the component of the motion in the direction
perpendicular to the orientation of moving edges in the image. To
be able to make a reliable estimation of the real velocity in the
image constrained by this perpendicular velocity field Hildreth E.C.
(1983) introduced a functional which can be considered as the amount
of (spatial) velocity changes of the edges in an image. Minimizing
this functional provides a velocity field, which is unique in a
mathematical sense. As an estimate for the real velocity field the
solution strongly depends on a well performed split and merge of the
(moving) zerocrossings related to the perpendicular velocity field .
.In this contribution some aspects of the functional will be
considered in relation to the 3D signal representation of the image.

1. INTRODUCTION
In 1983 E. Hildreth [3] introduced a method to estimate the velocity of
contours in an image. The only constraints obtained from the image are
the measurements

of the perpendicular components of the velocity on the

contours and the orientation of the contours. The method is based on the
following principle:
If within a characteristic

time interval

(for example

the interframe

time of a video sequence) the changes in an image are mainly caused by
the

projection

of

a

relatively

slowly

deforming,

freely

moving

(translation and rotation) 3D object then the instanteneous 2D velocity
field of this object will be smooth.
We will consider

the velocity

field in the (x,y) plane

of a freely

moving, non deforming curve. We take the rotation axis through the origin
of the coordinate

system. The velocity

field can be

described by

the

following equation (1):
wnz[-y(s),x(s)]

T

+

(1)

*University

of Twente, Department of Electrical Engineering, P.O.Box 217,
7500 AE Enschede, the Netherlands.
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Yl(s): rotation about an axis parallel to the image plane (x,y).
Y (s):
perpendicular to the image plane.
2
Y (s): translation parallel to the image plane.
3
angular velocity.
w
x(s)

[x(s), yes), z(s))T position vector of the curve.

!l

[n , n , n )T unit vector.
x
y
z

We see from equation (1) that if
IdI/dsl

I[x'(s), y'(s), z'(s))TI »

=

(2)

IdI/D I

D: distance of the observer to the object.
than

the

change

of

the

velocity

along

the

curve

will

be

smooth.

Surnrnerisingthe foregoing argumentation we can state:
If the projected velocity

field in an image is mainly

caused by

objects which have a relatively smooth surface the velocity

3D

field will

vary smoothly as far as it belongs to one and the same object.

2. A MEASURE

FOR THE VARIATION

OF AN INSTANTENEOUS

VELOCITY

FIELD

We consider the following functional:
(3)

s: positionparameter on the curve.
T

V ~ [V (s,t), V (s,t))
x
y
C: (projection of) a curve in the (x,y) plane.
The minimum of ~c with respect to Vx and V provides two equations:
y

avx/as av~as

Cl

(4a)

c

(4b)

cl' c2

IR

E

2

The measured

perpendicular

component of the real velocity

forms

the

only constraint to the solution of Y:
.1

<:!_,

1!

> ~

<. ,.>:

.i.
v

inner product.

j_

u

unit normal vector in a point of the curve.

v

measured normal velocity.

-j_

(5)
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If the curve C has at least two points in which the orientations differ
then this optimization problem has a unique mathematical solution [3].
For a discrete signal representation (3)

and (5)

can be written as:
(6)

~d

V

xi

cos ai + V

(7)

sin a. - v. - 0
Yi
l.
l.

ai: orientation of the curve in point (xi'Yi)'
In

this

contribution

we

pay

optimization problem in which (7)

no

attention

to

a

variant

of

this

is only approximately fulfilled [3].

We start with the smallest number of points of the curve C to see what
kind of motion can be described exactly by min(~d) and equation (7).
For N~2 we find after some calculations:
2
~
~
2[1+cot al]Vx -2[1+cot alcota2]Vx ~2cotal[vlsecal-v2seca2]
1

-2[1+cotalcota2]V

2

2

~

(8a)

~

(8b)

+2[1+cot a2]Vx2~2cotQ2[v2secQ2-vlsecal]

xl

a

>"br,

kE71.

It should be stressed that it is not possible to find the real velocity
in the image in a unique way by only using the components

.L
v ..

Suppose

1.

that the motion of curve C is translation.
If Ql~a2

(C

is a straight

line) it follows from (8a) and

there is no unique solution for V
unique

solution.

For

the

xl
normal velocities

If al.-o2
and

the

(8b) that

then there is a
orientations

the

following equation holds:
(9)

cos

In the case of translation ~ is the angle between the x-axis and the real
velocity.
Using (9) to solve (8a) and (8b) we find that for all ~ V

xl

~V

x2

and by

means of (7) that V

~V . The angle of y=(V
,V ) with the x-axis is ~.
Yl Y2
xl Yl
Conclusion: for a translating arbitrary curved contour we need the normal

velocity v

~

in two points of the contour for which the orientations are

different to derive this translation velocity from min(~d)'
By a simple example it can be shown that two points of a curve are not

sufficient to estimate the rotation of the curve in a unique way by means
of min(~d) (See fig. I).
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6

-Fig. 2

Fig.

A

pure

translation

variation)
We

although

define

different
node

of
the

a point

the

curve

curve

curve

of

orientations

of

the

will

found

by

min(4'd)

[minimum

is in rotation.

a contour

that

as a node.

Even

(point

be

0)

min(4'd)

connects
if we

still

two

straight

take

as

provides

a

parts

third

with

point

a

translation

way

of choosing

the
as

A

L

solution

(vO~O).

In this
points

causes

In the
varies

it may

seem

of rotation

linearly

along

to

find

equation

In the
subsequent

the

the particular

to provide
it is not

a
real

the translation
difficult

straight

line.

velocity

by

as a solution.

to show

But

means

this
of

these

that

is

the

the

velocity

exactly

minimum

what

of

is

4'd! (See

4a and 4b).

example

velocity

that only

the algorithm

case

required
also

case

of

points

fig.

1 this

on the curve

distribution
points

along

Also

three

Now

let us

consider

would

The

dotted

lines

condition

so min(4'd) is not

fulfilled
able

for

every

to provide

two

the real

the curve.

have

given

the following

are

is not

the

loci

of

the wrong
curve
the

velocity

distribution.

in rotation

endpoints

(See

of

the

fig.

2).

normal

velocity

l_

vectors

along

the curve

(also v

varies

linearly

along

a straight

line).
l_

By

taking

does

not

4 points
vary

as depicted

linearly

so

in fig.
min(4'd)

2 we

see

still

that

doesn't

between

2 and

3 v

provide

the

right

solution.
From
node

by linear

provides
We
and

1 and

the

take °5-0

1

6:

2 we can

find

the normal

extrapolation
normal

velocity

and °6-0 ,
4

(point
in the

velocity

in the

5). We do the
"upper

Now we should

part"

realize

same
of

that

"lower
with
the

part"
4 and

node

(9) holds

of the
3 which

(point

6).

for point

5
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.i,

Vs
For

j_

the

set

from which
V

of points

we can

These

x6

(a6-~) - v6 cos

cos

two

(Bb) 1 by

and

Together

find

{1,S,6,4}
after

equations

min(~d)

some

are

provides

manipulations

of

4 equations
for V

two equations

(Ba) en

exactly

a set

(Bb)

if we

replace

and

Xs

(Ba)

in

2 by 6.

Sand

with

(10)

(aS-~)

(10)

we

that

see

the

solution

of

V

leads

to

for

the

X

s

and V

Now

-V

lower

straight

condition
normal

the

of

the

upper

velocities

curve

,V

contour

straight

1 and

in

) serves

as a boundary

condition

yS

s

X

part

for

(V

Y6

yS

4

part

they

(V

and
of

x6

,V)
Y6

the

serves

contour.

provide

the

in

case

real

as

a

Together

velocities

boundary
with

the

along

the

C.

The

solution

linearly

distribution
points

shows

in time

along

The

principle
which

fig.

the

of

the

even

still

The

6) stay

solution

consists

the

3) min(~d)

contour.

(S and

of the node

contour

that

(see

can

curve

deforms

real velocity

constraint

is

that

during

number

the, two

the motion.

be generalized

of an arbitrary

the
the

only

together

that

can provide

straight

forward

to a

parts

(see

(N) of straight

fig.4).

---dJ

y

l
Fig.

As

long

as

Fig.

3

the

N

parts

during

the motion

motion

of the contour.

We

divide

consists
We

the

From

contour

can

state

the

that

of all

in N-l

foregoing

errors

will

the

~i

be

the

provides

of two connected

minimization

motion

min(~d)

of

contour
the exact

elementary

straight

stay

parts

minimization

(i - 1, ... ,N-l)

it is clear

that

generated

if the

connected

velocity

parts

which
of

is

and

for every

(every

differ
~

4

straight
arbitrary

elementary

part

in orientation).
equivalent

with

the

simultaneously.
in the
spatial

case

of the

sampling

above
rate

mentioned

is not

high
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enough (less than 2 point for each straight part.)

3. COMPUTATIONAL

RESULTS

In this section we consider a few situations in which we don't use the
required input for the algorithm to find the exact solution.
Fig.

Sea):

No

extrapolation

is

carried

out

to

find

the

normal

velocities in both nodes of the curve.
Fig.

S(b):

In

the nodes

of

the

curve

we

have

taken

the

averaged

orientation and normal velocity.
Both results are qualitatively in agreement with the real velocity of
the curve (pure rotation).
Fig. S(c): In each straight part of the curve we have just one sample.
Fig. Sed): Again one sample for each part but now taken at the nodes of
the curve (averaged orientation and normal velocity).
In both cases errors become severe although the solution in fig. S(c)
is in better agreement with the real velocity than it is in fig. S (d) .
Note that the solution in fig. S(c) is translatory-like.
In a hierarchical model
bandpasses . Although
smoothed

in

[1) the number of samples decreases in lower

fluctuations

lower bandpasses

of

in the curvature of the contour
a hierarchical

model

it

seems

are
that

matching of parts of contours of high curvature must be carried out to
get a reliable estimate of the real velocity by min(~d)

(splitting the

curve at points of high curvature!). In a hierarchical model velocity is
"frozen" in lower bandpasses, so these bandpass images are better suited
for matching

operations

between

subsequent

images for points

of high

curvature.
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Fig.

Fig.

S(c)

Fig.

Sea)

Fig.

Sed)

S(b)

For all figures: The true and computed velocity fields are superimposed.
The

dotted

min(4)d)'

lines

are

the

velocities

calculated

by
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THE USE OF SVD-BASED TECHNIQUES
SIGNAL SEPARATION
Dirk

Callaerts

and

Joos

Vandewalle
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Abstract
In this contribution it is shown that the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), a numerically reliable matrix decomposition technique known from linear algebra, provides
a unifying framework and a numerically robust approach for the formulation and compu tation of new concepts, for use in signal separation problems. Two applications are
considered: the extraction of the fetal electrocardiogram (FECG) from potential signals
recorded by electrodes on the maternal skin and the enhancement of SIN-ratio in speech
signals disturbed by stationary noise and recorded by more than one microphone.

1

Introduction

Many

detection,

measured

control

signals

that

and estimation

problems

start

from a set of captured,

reflect a kind of "global perception"

is often a superposition

of many different

influences,

of a situation.

characterized

recorded

or

This "percept.ion"

by signals.

Some of these

signals are desired, as they contain useful information,
while others are undesired,
since they
dist.urbe the percept.ion of desired signals in one way or another.
Where the global perception
holds

the information

observe

to be developed
observation

phenomena

that eliminate

the undesired

try to find the optimal

techniques

occuring
In that

individually,

of the desired phenomenon.

in this paper,
filtering

of many

one specific phenomenon

influences

simultaneously,
and obtain

The two SVD-based

linear combination

it is often

case signal separation

the best possible

techniques,

ofthe

recorded

the aim

techniques

to

have

lndiv idual

that will be presented
signals, because

simple

are not always suitable.

Since in multichannel

signal processing

applications

the set of recorded

signals

is oft.en

found as a linear combination
of some original signals, called "source" signals, and corrupted
by addi tive noise, the model of a recorded signal mi( t) can be expressed as

m;(t)

=

Sj(t) + n;(t)

Ltij

for

(I)

i = I, ... ,p

j=J

wit.h p the number
transfer coefficients
measurement
point.

*

ESAT,

of measured
tij

Department

Kard, Mercierlaan

signals and r the t.otal number

in the model essentially

of Electrical

Engineering,

94, 3030 Heverlee,

Belgium.

depend

of source signals involved.

on the signal transfer

K.U. Leuven

The

from source

to

llO

Example

FECG extract.ion

1 :

During pregnancy it is impossible to record the Iet.al electrocardiogram (FECG) by an invasive
method since the fetal body is inaccessible. In this case, observations (pot.ential signals) have
to be taken from electrodes put on the maternal abdomen. These observations are however a
superposition of the desired phenomenon (the electrical activity of the fetal heart) and some
undesired phenomena (the electrical activity of the maternal heart, maternal muscle activity,
net-int.erference (50 Hz), respiration, ... ) (see Figure 1). In order to obtain a separate fetal
heart signal, signal separation teclrniques have to be developed.

:;~tEff±fH
o

123

4

5

6

Figure 1: Potenrial signal (6 seconds) recorded on the maternal abdomen and containing bot.h
MECG and FECG

Example

2 :

Speech-to-noise-ratio enhancement

In applications such as mobile telephone or cockpit conversations, speech (t.he desired signal)
is corrupted by stationary noise (the undesired signal), e.g. the motor running at constant
rotation speed. It is the aim to suppress as much as possible the noise and to enhance the
signal level. For this example a set. of signals is obtained by using multiple microphones,
arranged in some array structure. However, a specific problem occurs here: the delays, that
exist bet.ween the different microphone signals, have to be compensated.

2

Signal separation

based on the SVD of the data matrix

111

The first t.echnique that will be presented here is based on t.he oriented energy distribution of
the dat.amatrix M: It will be shown further that the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
of M provides a unifying framework to formulate and compute this mathemat lcal concept.
Each p X q matrix M can be considered as a sequence of vectors (its columns rn.,:) in a p
dimensional space RP. The energy Ee [M] of matrix M in the direction of unit vector e in
RP is then defined as : ([4], [9])
q

e; [M] =

L (et

m;)2 = liet MI12

(2)

i~l

with

11·11the

Euclidean norm. Furthermore, the SVD of M is given by [6]
(forp<q)

(3)

in which U and V are orthogonal matrices and ~ is a real pseudo-diagonal matrix, t.hat.
contains the so called nonnegative singular values ai of M: It has been proven [4] that this

III

SVD provides p orthogonal directions (the colunms Uiof U) in RP for which the oriented
energy of M is extremal. Indeed
Eu,[M]

al

lIu~MI12

Ve

(4)

P

P

I:

Ee[M]

I:iiUi
i:::;_l

,. ,

(5)

")'20'2

i=l

Suppose p signals are recorded as the superposition of three phenomena Pu (undesired), Pd
(desired) and Po (of minor importance), such that the desired signals are certainly stronger
present in the recordings than the signals of minor importance. Furthermore, pu signals
(with Pu 2: 2:, where x is the dimension of the undesired source) that pick up the undesired
phenomenon individually are added to the set of p recorded signals. After sampling and
digitizing the extended signal set, a data matrix M with p + Pu rows and q columns is
constructed. The SVD of M provides p + pu orthogonal directions of extremal oriented
energy ([2], [9], [10]) : the fust x colunms of U correspond to energies of the undesired
phenomenon, while the following y columns of U are the directions of extremal energies for
the desired phenomenon (y is the dimension of the desired signal source). Projection of
t.he given vector sequence (the columns of M) onto those y directions results in signals that
contain no contribution from the undesired phenomenon anymore.
Fetal ECG extraction

Exarnp le 1 :

We will illust.rat.e this signal separation principle for the separation of the cutaneously recorded
maternal and fetal electrocardiogram ([3], [8], [10]). Figure 1 shows a typical signal, recorded
at the maternal abdomen:
the fetal ECG is clearly visible, but the main problem is the
much stronger and undesired maternal ECG that is inevitably present in cutaneous potential
signals. Since it has been verified that, sufficiently far from the adult heart, at least t.hree
independent. signals describe adequately its electrical activity, three extra signals, that pick up
the maternal ECG only (close to the mother's heart) are added. The SVD of the resulting data
matr ix provides three directions of extremal oriented energy corresponding with the maternal
heart, while the fourth column of U contains the coefficients in the linear combination of the
four recorded signals, that results in an MECG-free fetal signal (see Figure 2).

':::~w~~~
o
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2

3

4

5

6

Figure 2: The resultant MECG-free fetal signal after applying the fust signal separation
technique.
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3

Signal separation
tervals

based on the GSVD of selected

data

In-

In some signal processing applications it occurs that, over a specific time interval, the unde-

sired phenomenon contributes more in the recorded signals than the desired ones. E.g. in
the pulse-like ECG signals the maternal QRS-peaks often appear in between two fetal QRSpeaks (see Figure 1) and in the speech application, noise dominates if speech is absent (see
Figure 5). In that case we can construct from the datamatrix M a matrix Ap,k as a sequence
of such intervals. This matrix A then contains mainly contributions from the undesired phenomenon only, while the datamatrix M contains influences from both desired and undesired
phenomena. For this case a new mathematical concept can be defined: the energy ratio of
matrix M to A, called the oriented signal-to-signal ratio Re [111, AJ in the direction of unit
vector e E RP, is defined as : ([3J, [4])

lIetMW

Ee[MJ
Ee[AJ

Re [M,AJ

liet AI12

(6)

In recent work, a link has been proven between this concept and the Generalized SVD (GSVD)
of matrices M and A, given by

x-t

M

DM

uÄ1

X-t DA U~

A

(ï)

with UM and UA orthogonal matrices and DM and D A pseudo-diagonal matrices. The elements of the set a(1I1,A) = (t'_!_, ... ,~),
with TA = rank(A) and f.1i (0;) the diagonal
Cl}

Q1"A

elements of DM (D A)' are referred to as the generalized singular values of 111 and A.
The GSVD of the matrix pair (M, A) now provides TA non-orthogonal directions (the columns
x, of X) in !RP for which the oriented signal (in lII)-to-signal (in A) ratio is extrernal, since
([3J, [4])
for

e

= 11::11

(8)

Projection of the recorded signals in M onto some of these directions x, results in an el.irnination of the undesired signals.
Ex arnp le 1 :

Fetal ECG extraction

Suppose. p signals are recorded at the maternal abdomen, containing both MECG and FECG
(see Figure 3, where p = 4). After arranging these signals in a p X q data matrix M, a matrix
A is constructed as a sequence of several maternal QRS·int.ervals, not coinciding with fetal
complexes. The coefficients in the linear combination of the recorded signals are found as the
columns of the matrix X in the GSVD of (M, A). Figure 4 shows the signal obtained from
combining the 4 recorded signals by using the fust column of X.

'OO[lJIfl
-so:[JJTI
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Figure 3: On the left four potential
signals (6 seconds), recorded
maternal abdomen, are shown (data matrix M), while on the right
A, containing only maternal QRS-peaks, is shown

simultaneouslyon
the
the constructed
matrix

:JttH#rh~
o

J

2

3

Figure 4: The resultant signal after combining
cients found by the GSVD-based technique

Example

2 :

At the moment

Speech-to-noise-ratio

4

the four recorded

by stationary

6

signals linearly

with coeffi-

enhancement

we are doing tests on speech signals, recorded

tems, and corrupted

5

using multiple

noise. We consider here an example

microphone

sys-

with two microphones.

In order to compensate the unknown delays that exist between those two signals, one of the
two signals is delayed several times over a number of samples and then added as an extra row
of AI. From this extended
is absent
results

version of data matrix

and only noise is present,

in an enhancement

and arranged

of the speech-to-noise

M, some intervals are selected, where speech
in a new matrix E. The GSVD of i M; E)
ratio of about

a factor 2 (see Figure

5).
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Figure 5: The first signal (1 second, sample freq. = 20 kHz) is recorded by one of the two
microphones
and contains pure noise in the initial part. The second signal is the result after
applying

4

the signal separation

technique

to a set of recorded

and delayed

speech

signals

An on-line adaptive algorithm for SVD in signal processing

Alt.hough the classical methods for computing the SVD of a matrix are robust and numerically
reliable, t.hey implcment an off-line computational
strategy,
Therefore they are not suited for
signal processing applications,
where real-time processing is often desired, such that
techniques are required. In order to perrnit a real-time signal separation,
an adaptive

on-line
on-line

algorithm has been designed to compute the SVD ([1J, [2]). This algorithm updates the SVD
of the data matrix each time a new column is added. After arranging the computational
work
in a special way, this algorithm

5

can also be used for the GSVD-based

method

[3].

Conclusion

In this contribut ion the use of the (Generalized)
processing

and specifically

are not only excellent
energy,

oriented

reliable

and elegant

separation
extraction

for signal separation

tools in formulating

signal-to-signal
solutions

ratio),

and describing

Value

signal processing

in this

paper,

and

Decomposition

is advocated.

concepts

useful in efficiently

problems.
applied

for signal

The SVD and GSVD

new geometrical

they are also extremely

for many

techniques
are presented
and speech enhancement.

Singular

purposes

(oriented
computing

Two SVD-based

to the problems

signal

of FECG
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A maximum-likelihood detector for a class IV
partial response magnetic recording system
R.J. van der Vleuten

and K.A.

Schouhamer

Immink*

The use of a maximum-likelihood detector for a class IV partial response magnetic recording
system is discussed. In the case of additive white Gaussian noise this detector has a 3 dB better
performance than the conventional threshold detector. An implementation of the Viterbi algorithm has been made in TTL logic. A 7-bit analog-to-digital converter is used to digitize the
ternary partial response waveform. The detector can be used for bit rates up to 60 Mbit]s.
The performance has been measured on a 20 Mbit]s experimental digital-video magnetic recording system. In two experiments, reductions of the bit error rate by a factor of 2.9 and 9.3
were achieved, compared with a conventional threshold detector.

Int roduc tion
Partial response detection techniques with transfer function I - D or I - D' respectively,
have been described or proposed for use in experimental digital recording systems [I], [2J, [3],
[4J. Essentially, the channel waveform extends over a small number of symbol inter vals, in
a well-defined manner, thus causing an increase of the number of amplitude levels (usually
three) at the discrimination
point.
For detection, conventionally,
a threshold detector is
used. The application of the Viterbi algorithm to digital magnetic recording systems was
suggested by K obayashi [5], and the practical feasibility of a Viterbi detector was demonstrated by Wood and Petersen [2J. Because there is no good model for the noise on the
magnetic recording channel, and because it is well known that the performance of partial
response systems may suffer from amplitude variations of the retrieved signal, practical verification of the performance of the detector is necessary.

Class IV partial response and Viterbi detection
In a high-density digital recorder non-return-to-zero
(NRZ) pulses are used to record the
information
on the tape. While for low bit rates the magnetic recording channel (MRC)
essentially acts as a differentiator,
this approximation
is no longer valid for high bit rates,
because intersymbol interference (lSI) occurs.
Normally, in systems with IS I, an equalizer is used to reduce the ISI at the detection instants.
/\ different approach is partial response equalization.
/\ particularly appropriate
response
for the MRC is class IV partial response [6J, also denoted as I - D' [7J. 1- D', where D is
the delay operator, is the transfer function of the time-discrete filter that can be used to
generate a class IV response. This filter and the class IV spectrum are shown in Figure I.

x, - x,_,

After sampling the partial response signal, a time-discrete signal y. =
is obtained
(XI is the input signal to the digital filter). It is not difficult to see that y, for odd k's is
completely independent ofy, for even k's. This means the data can be partitioned into two
streams y'" = x; - x'
having, essentially, a I - D response. All possible output sequences
y',. can be represented as paths through a trellis (see Figure 2), whose nodes represent the
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The detection algorithm is based on the same trellis. For each branch a cost-function is defined, which is equal to the squared difference between the ideal value and the value actually
received from the noisy channel.
Then the well-known Viterbi algorithm [8) is applied in
order to find the cheapest path through the trellis. If the channel noise is additive, white, and
Gaussian, the path found is the maximum-likelihood
path [91. In that particular case the
Viterbi detector, at high signal-to-noise
ratios, performs J dIJ better than the conventional
threshold detector, as was developed by K obayashi [51.
As seen in Figure 2, the detector has only
implementation
of the Viterbi algorithm is
quantization
of the partial response signal,
be made using less than 40 IC's from the
verter).

two states. This means that a strongly simplified
possible [2]. A n implementation,
which uses 7-hit
and is suitable for bit rates up to 60 Mbit/s, can
rAST-TTL
series (not including the AfD con-

Description of the experimental

system

The Mini Helical scan system (MIl) is an experimental digital-video recording system, based
on small-sized recording mechanics.
Multispecd playback mode is realized by tilting the
scanner axis. The recording bit rate is 20 Mb/s. The MIl system uses a small-diameter drum
with a small wrap angle, which leads to smalloverall dimcnsions ofthe mechanics and simple
tape threading.
Another feature is the short track length, which enables the application of
very narrow tracks without the need of a dynamic track following system.
The practical realization is as follows. On the basis of a drum diameter of JO mm, a wrap
angle of 96°, and a tape width of 8 mm, an experimental Mil deck with a good accessibility
of the scanner has been constructed.
The tape path has heen optirnized for a smooth and
accurate running of the tape, which together with the short track length of 24 mm leads to
a track linearity within + /- I !lm. To achieve a continuous signal. four heads are placed
on the rotating drum, at 9<Y angles; azimuth recording is used to minimize crosstalk.
The
connection of the four rotating heads to the stationary part of the scanner is realized through
the use of a fourfold co-axial tr ansforrner.
The main parameters of the experimental MIl
system are listed in Table I.
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Trellis

k+l

I.

Main

k+3

k+4

diagram

Drum diameter
Speed of revolution
Head speed
Wrap angle
Effective wrap angle
Tape width
Tape
Track width
Track pitch
Track length
Track angle
Tut of scanner disc
Recording bit rate
Recording wavelength
One field in
Tape speed
Playing time
Table

k+2

parameters

30mm

75 rps
7 mis
96°
90"
8mm

metal powder
261lm
28 pm
23.5 mm
15.3"
+ 1- 0.25"
20 Mbls
0.7 pm

6 tracks
32 rnrn/s

1 hour (8mm cassette)
of the experimental

MB

system

The block diagram of the recording channel is given in Figure 3. Prior to recording, the
data are precoded to prevent error propagation
at the detector I1 J. During playback, the
outputs of the four preamplifiers are multiplexed to obtain a continuous signal. Only one
equalizer is used for all four heads. As a consequence, the differences between the heads must
be small for an optimum channel performance.
The equalizer corrects the phase and frequency responses of the recording channel in such a way that a 1 - D response is available
at the output.
Then pulse detection is done, and the result forwarded to a PLL for clock
recovery. For data detection a cosine filter (I + D) is inserted after the equalizer, to enhance
the signal-to-noise ratio. Thus a class IV partial response system is obtained.
The block diagram of the detector is shown in Figure 4. In fact, we opted for two detectors,
a conventional threshold detector and the Viterbi detector, which enables us to simultaneously monitor their performance.
The I - D2 Viterbi detector consists of two independent
1 - D Viterbi detectors, used in ping-pang.
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Experiments and results
The performance

of a detector

for the MRC is measured

in terms of the bit error rate (HER).

Two experiments were performed. In the first experiment, the system was optimally adjusted
to achieve the smallest possible HER. For the threshold detector a fiER of 1.9xlO-' was
measured. The Vitcrbi detector achieved a reduction of this HER by a factor of 2.9, resulting
in a 15~K. at 6.hxIO-S. In the second experiment, a tracking error was introduced, which increased the HER to 1.9x 10' for the threshold detector and 2.0x I0-' for the Viterbi detector;
a reduction by a factor of 9.3.
Although the HER does provide a measure for the performance of the detector, under several
conditions, it does not tell us how or why it works. In an attempt to better understand the
operatien of the detector, the error staristics were investigated. One of the characteristics
examined was the occurrence of error bursts, where a burst is defined as a sequence of correctly and incorrectly detected bits, having at most N correct bits between two incorrect ones.
Taking N = 10 and comparing the two experiments, it could be observed that in the first
experiment 65%, and in the second experiment 83% of the errors made by the threshold
detector were single errors. This, qualitatively, explains the higher performance of the Viterbi
detector in the second experiment.
A second characteristic examined was the time between errors, or , in other words, the number of correct bits between two incorrect ones, which is directly related with the BER: the
average number of correct bits between two incorrect ones equals IÎHER.
Counting the
frequency of the occurrence of each number of correct bits and normalizing the area under
the curve renders the probability density function (PDF). For a certain, constant bit error
probability (binary symmetric channel model), the errors at the output of the threshold detector have a binomial distributton
and the number of correct bits between errors is geometrically distributed. The PDf7, plotted on a logarithmic scale, is a straight line, ofwhich
the slope depends linearlyon
the BER.
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The POF for the errors at the output of the Viterbi detector can be approximated
by two
straight lines. The errors do not occur independently,
but in so-called "error events". The
time between error events is geometrically
distributed,
which explains one of the straight
lines.
was developed by Kobayashi [5), a typical error event causes two errors and the
probability of the occurrence of the second error of an event, after the first one has occurred,
is 1/2 at each step. Therefore, the time between the errors in an event is also geometrically
distr ibuted, which explains the second line.

"S

The PD I"s that were measured are shown in Figure 5 for the first experiment,
and
Figure 6 for the second experiment.
The predicted line for the threshold detector, and the
two lines for the Viterbi detector can roughly be identified. The curves are not straight, which
means that the DER is not constant, since each different slope of the curve corresponds to
a different DER. It can be observed that, in the first experiment, there are two lines in the
curve for the threshold detector too, which means that in this experiment error bursts, during
which the B ER equals 1/2, occurred relatively more often than in the second experiment.
This observation was also made from the analysis of the error bursts.
On the basis of the measured error statistics, it is not possible to give a good quantitative
explanation for the performance
of the Viterbi detector. The sole method to give a better
explanation is to measure the characteristics
of the channel noise, i.e. noise power and correlation.

Conclusions
Measurements have shown that the Viterbi detector has a better performance than the conventional threshold detector.
The robustness against tracking errors, combined with the
higher performance,
may enable the system designer to use a smaller track width, which
means that the playing time can be increased, without loss of picture quality.
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On the prediction of the optimal exposure
timing from ECG data in
Digital Subtraction Angiography (DSA)
C.H. Slump'

Abstract
Subtraction artefacts deteriorate the image quality of DSA exams of arteries
on and in the neighbourhood of the heart due to the periodic motion caused
by the contracting heart and the propagation of the blood pressure.
A way
to avoid the artefacts is to trigger the X-ray exposures when the heart is at
maximum rest, i.e. at end-diastole, the moment of maximum filling just before
the contraction.
This requires the prediction of the moment of diastole. The
prediction is achieved by applying a (standard) Kalman filter, with refinements
for rythm deviations, to the R-peaks from the ECG signal. The results of this
approach are discussed.

1

Introduction

In radiology angiography is a standard diagnostic procedure for cardiovascular diseases which aims at the examination of blood vessels. As blood and human tissue
both consist for the greater part of water, the resulting contrast in X-ray images
is negligible. The X-ray visualization of vessels is achieved with the injection of an
iodine contrast agent into the vessel. In Digital Subtraction Angiography (DSA) the
X-ray exposures are detected by an image intensifier - television chain. The video
signal is digitized and consecutive images are stored on a digital disk and displayed
on a monitor. The (logarithmic) subtraction of the anatomical background (i.e. bone
structures) greatly improves the conspicuity of the vessels. For the subtraction of the
background structure a so called "mask" image is acquired before the arrival of the
contrast material. For a general reference on DSA including application results, do
consult Kruger et al. [1], an excellent overview on an engineering level of the physical
principles and the technical design of DSA is given by Verhoeven [2,3J.
The electronic processing of the (subtracted) data enables a. o. contrast enhancement
which results in small amounts of contrast material that can be visualized. However,
patient movements are enhanced as well and this may introduce subtraction artefacts
which deteriorate the image quality. DSA exams of arteries in the neighbourhood
of the heart such as aortic arch, carotids and abdomen, mayalso be impaired due
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to movements related to the cardiac cycle. A way in which the latter subtraction
artefacts are minimized is to trigger the X-ray exposures at end-diastole, the moment
of maximum filling just before the contraction. Knowledge about the mechanical state
(phase) in the cardiac cycle can be obtained by monitoring the electrical activity of
the heart, i.e. the ECG signal. The contraction of the left ventricle coincides with
the so-called R-peak of the ECG signal. Most equipment for monitoring the patient 's
ECG do provide the R-peak as trigger output for electrical stimulation of the heart.
This R-peak related signal is the data on which the prediction of the moment of the
next R-peak is based. The X-ray exposures are triggered at a variable offset before the
moment of the predicted R-peak. This phase offset depends on the propagation delay
of the blood-pressure wave and the location of the part of the patients circulation to
be imaged. Fig. 1 indicates the ECG data acquisition. The normal heart-rate range

QRS
detection

physiological data system

/\
Figure 1: ECG acquisition and the trigger reference signal provided by the physiological data system.

for adults is from 60-120 beats/min. Consequently, the R-R intervals vary from 1.0 0.5 s. Children may have a much higher rate and also in many cardiovascular cases,
likely to occur in coincidence with angiography, the deviation from normal values can
be substantial. In this contribut ion we assume an image acquisition rate of 1 image
/ R-R interval at a user defined phase offset.
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2

Design requirements

for ECG exposure

triggering

The following criteria are considered to be important for ECG exposure triggering:
1. The contrast material to be injected is toxic and therefore the total amount of
it is limited. The absence of ECG trigger signals may not prevent the exposures
to be made. If during a run the ECG trigger signal disappears (whatever the
cause) the exposures have to continue at the current intervals.
2. The user specifies in the appropriate acquisition protocol the relative phase of
the cardiac cycle where the exposure should start or the phase is determined
by an expert system.
3. Exposure triggering with phase values not equal to zero requires the prediction
of the forthcoming R-peak. Due to the stochastic fluctuations of the basic
heartrythm a statistical optimal prediction algorithm has to be implemented
to fulfil this task.
4. This algorithm should require no manual intervention or input.
5. Acceptable trigger estimates should be available as quickly as possible as there
is no time for a statistical analysis of the patient 's heart beat.
6. The prediction algorithm should be sufficiently versatile to cope with sudden
changes in the ECG pattern. These changes are likely to occur because of
• the injection of contrast material
• the patient 's heart condition and his nervous state
• the fact that the patient is told when to breathe.
7. The algorithm must be robust to cope with very fluctuating
spurious data and unexpected heartbeats should be detected.

ECG patterns;

8. The prediction algorithm should require little processor time and memory.
The above criteria for the statistical prediction filter can be optimally met by a
discrete recursive Kalman filter as described in many textbooks about digital signal
processing, see e.g. Bozic [4].
The algorithm is described in greater detail in the next section. The functional
environment of the Kalman prediction filter within the diagnostic system is depicted
in fig. 2. In box I of fig. 2 the ECG trigger signal from the physiological measuring
system generates an interrupt of a (80186) microprocessor. The associated interrupt
process reads the system clock (10 ms counts). The time instant at which the i-th
R-peak is detected is denoted by ti. In box II the Kalman prediction filter generates
an estimated time instant ii+1 for the fortcoming i + I-th R-peak. Depending on the
phase in the cardiac cycle selected by the user, the system delays and the detected
pattern deviations, box III decides about the handling of deviating ECG patterns
and synchronizes the exposure requests to the X-ray generator with the TV frame
pulses. For performance evaluation ti and ii+1 together with the statistics mean and
variance are recorded.
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Figure 2: ECG exposure triggering, for details do consult the text.

If injected contrast material reaches the myocard two reactions typically occur, extrasystoles and/ or Premature Ventricular Contractions (PVC's). These deviations of the
basic heartrythm are depicted in fig. 3.

3

The ECG prediction

algorithm

This section describes the algorithm which estimates the time instant of the coming Rpeak ii+1 based on the measurements t1, t2, ... , ti representing previous heart beats.
It is outside the scope of this section to justify or derive the Kalman predietor formula,
see a textbook e.g [4J. We follow the notation in the literature, a capital denotes a
matrix, vector quantities are denoted by a bar, the hat symbol denotes estimated
quantities, etc.
In order to apply recursive prediction, several assumptions have to be made. In the
first place we assume that the random signal to be estimated can be modelled as a
first-order recursive process driven by zero-mean white noise. The signal is generated
by a discrete linear system which is characterized by its three state-variables: ;1;,( k) =
(x1(k),
x2(k), x3(k))
with k the discrete parameter 0, 1, 2, 3, .. " The state of the
system evolves in time according to the dynamical equation:

;1;,(k

+ 1) =

A;1;,(k)

+ :!Q(k),

(1 )

where :!Q(k) is a stochastic zero mean, white noise process with covariance matrix:
(2)
where E{} denotes the mathematical expectation operator.
The random process of (1) is an autoregressive process of the first order which is
observed through a sequence of discrete measurements ~(k). The measurements are
assumed to be linearly related to the system's state according to:
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Figure 3: ECG rythm deviations: extra-systole (a), the basic R-R interval is not
changed and Premature Ventricular Contraction (PVC) (b), one R-peak is shifted
forwards, the following one is not affected.

;tt_(k) = C~(k)

+ .li.(k),

(3)

where :l!.(k) is a zero mean white noise process with covariance matrix:

(4)
Furthermore we assume the noise processes to be uncorrelated:
(5)
A predicted value iHI which minimizes the mean-square error given by
E{(ti+l - ii+I)2}, is given by the (one-step) Kalman predietor.
i_(k

+ 11

k) = Ai_(k

1k

-

1) + G(k){Jt(k)

which predicts the state variables at k
GO is given by:
G(k)

= AP(k

1

k -I)CT{CP(k

+ 1 given
1

k -I)CT

- C~(k

1k

-

I)},

(6)

k measurements. The predietor gain

+ R(k)}-I,

(7)
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with

PO
pek

the predicted mean-square error matrix:

+ 11

1k

k) = {A - G(k)C}P(k

- I)AT

+ Q(k).

(8)

The mean square error matrix P is defined as:

pek

k) == E{(i,(k)

J

- ~(k))(i,(k)

- ~(k))T}.

(9)

In our application we have

(10)

We assume that
2

=

R(k)

(Tv

1

= 2'

(11)

and

~

01 0)0

o

0

1

Q(k) =
(

.

(12)

2

The state variables are initialized by the first three measurements
Xl (3)

t3

x2(3)

=

t3 - t2 ,

x3(3)

=

t3 - 2t2

(13)

+ tl

and the predicted mean-square error matrix P is initialized as:

P(3

1

3)

=

P(3)

=

!
(

= Ai.,(3J3)

1

1

(14)

.
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Now we perform a prediction

i.,(3J4)

1 2)

1

step:

,P(4J3)

= AP(3J3)AT

+ Q(k).

(15)

This results in
(16)
the event of the next heart beat at t4 requires a correction step:

i.,(414)

=

i,(4J3)

+ K{]L(4)

- Ci,(41 3)},

(17)
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where K denotes the Kalman gain:
(18)
and the current error covarianee matrix:

P(4

14)

=

P(413)

- KCP(4

1 3).

(19)

After computation of (17), (18), (19) we return to (15) to perform a new prediction
i(5 1 4) and so on.

4

Discussion

and results

A detailed analysis of about three dozen DSA exams with ECG exposure triggering
has revealed that the algorithm is versatile and quickly responds to the changes in
the heartrythm.
Due to the synchronisation of the exposures with the TV frame
pulses (40 ms for 50 Hz, respectively 33.3 ms in 60 Hz countries) together with the
registration of the R-peaks at 10 ms intervals, the variance of the prediction error with
respect to the resulting frame pulse is quite small for acquisition runs without extrasystoles or PVC's. The analysis shows further that the criteria for the detection and
the handling measures of extra-systoles and PVC's are adequate. As the latter events
cannot predicted, not every X-ray exposure will have the timing corresponding to
the requested phase in the cardiac cycle. On the average one exposure per heartbeat
is made, thus optimizing the acquisition of diagnostic information from the toxic
contrast agent.
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TESTING

COMPOSITE

HYPOTHESES

R. Moddemeijer* and E.W. Gröneveldt
Abstract. We consider the estimation of parameters of a
probability density function (pdf)
of the observed vector
variable ~ or rather the selection of one pdf from an a priori
defined set of hypothetical pdf's of ~. It is assumed that the
set consists of two subsets of pdf's f CZ;P) and f CZ;Q), P
and Q are vectors of continuous parame&ers. The te1t of f
versus f
is then a test of composite hypotheses. The optimal
parametefs are p' and Q*, maximizing the expectation of
log foC~;P) and log flC~;Q). The subset in which this maximum
is the largest is the subset to be selected. For a test based
on N observations we replace the expectation by the average;
this average suffers from an N-dependent bias. We discuss its
( over) compensation. We relate it to the Akaike Information
theoretic Criterion (AIC)
and suggest an improved test to
replace the latter.
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generalized maximum

likelihood ratio test, which

Usually

is a likelihood

Q are replaced by their ML-estimates [1).

ratio test in which Pand
in statistical

detection and estimation

it is assumed

that one of the hypotheses is true. We shall assume that the true
pdf

is

g(Z) which

mayor

may

not be

a member

of

the

set

of

hypothetical pdf's; if g(Z) is not a member we search for its best
representation within the set.
Throughout

our

analysis

we

assume

that

statistically

N

independent observations of Z are available.
A more detailed treatment is in the thesis of the first author
[2] ..

2. The acceptability of a representation.

Assuming N independent observations 21,22""

,2

N

we find for the

likelihood of the pdf fo(Z;P):
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the ALL tends with probability 1 towards its expectation

the Mean Log-Likelihood ( MLL ):

(3)

The stochastic variable log fo(~;P) is the single observation loglikelihood of fo(Z;P). Its expectation is the MLL and we shall use
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(4)

with H

is the entropy of ;?;.If g(z) is not a member of the set

( fo(Z;P) } this maximum will not be reached. We denote the vector
P

for which

the maximum

within

the set

is reached

by

P*. The

difference
MLL - C - H

(5)

z

is negative; it is the representation
its

absolute

value

is

the

C R- ) bias of the MLL and

Kullback-Leibler

information

of

discrimination [3].
Similarly Q* is the vector Q for which E{ log f1(;?;;Q)} reaches a
maximum. With our definition of acceptability we will accept the
pdf f CZ;Q*) as the best representation if
1

(6)

otherwise we accept foCZ;P*).

3. ALL as an estimate of MLL.
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E{ log fa(Z_;P)1,
- the conventional log-likelihood function is proportional

to the

ALL-function in case of statistically independent pairs of samples,
- the observations Z

n

need not be statistically independent for a

reasonable estimate,
A

- the estimates E{ log fa(Zn;P) 1 for different P need not be based
on the same set of observations; this occurs frequently in the case
of time-delay estimation.

4. Maximizing

the ALL-function.

We ought to find the maximum of the MLL-function E( log fa(Z_;P) 1
but we cannot do better than find the maximum of the ALL-function
this maximum
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1
+ 2N

·An extension to Fa ( number of degrees of freedom)
leads to a bias ~ Fa/2N.
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5. Testing
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and Van der Meulen [5].
The ALL-method can be used to investigate the mutual dependence
of stochastic variables K and y which then are the elements of ~.
The

pdf

fa

can

histogram-pdf's,
parameters

are

be

the

then f

product

of

two

is a two dimensional

one

dimensional

histogram-pdf.

The

1

the

cell-probabilities

constrained

by

their

sum

which is 1. The test statistic corresponds with the histogram based
mutual information estimator, applied by Moddemeijer [2,6].
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Waiting- Time Approximations for Service Systems with a
Polling Table
N.P. Giannakouros and A. Laloux •

Waiting-time
approximations for service systems with a polling table seem extremely useful since
they enable some form of optimization and moreover they lead to the ability to control the systems
under consideration.
In this paper a special group of priority polling sequences is considered; for
such a group, explicit formulas are derived for the mean waiting times at individual stations. Based
on these explicit formulas, a comparison of the performance of a given station [i.« the priority
station) under different polling sequences is presented.

1

Introduction

We consider a system of multiple queues served by a single server under the exhaustive service
discipline (i.e the server serves a queue until it becomes empty); the server can visit certain queues
more frequently than the other ones according to a polling table. Such queueing systems seem
extremely useful since they open up possibilities of optimization and they also give the ability of
achieving a certain pre-specified performance objective (for eg. the minimum possible waiting time
for a priority station). The existing exact algorithm for the mean waiting times in Baker &£ Rubin
[I] is not satisfactory in the following aspects: it does not enable some form of optimization and it
does not provide any performance comparison between different polling sequences.
The queueing problem studied in this paper is twofold. First, we are concerned with the analysis
of priority polling systems; we give explicit approximated formulas for the mean waiting times at
individu al stations for a given group of polling sequences. Secondly, based on these explicit results
we proceed to the problem of synthesis by comparing or choosing among different polling sequences
based on a certain criterion. This work does not intend to a complete approximate solution for the
problem of service according to a general polling table; instead, we propose an elegant definition of
a special group of polling sequences, with two parameters k , m (i.e the order and the class of the
polling sequence), which enables both performance analysis and system optimization.
Let us now present a more detailed model description. A continuous-time queueing system with N
stations is considered; each station has infinite storage capacity. Messages arrive at the ith station
in a Poisson stream with rate Ài, i = 1,2, ... ,N. The service time distribution at the ith station
follows a general distribution with mean hi and finite second moment h;2l. At each station the
messages are served non-preemptively in an order that does not depend on their service times.
Further let Pi be the utilization of station i, Pi = Àihi and P = L~I P; the total lItilizati0n of the
system.
Polling Strategy
Two different kinds of stations are considered,
"The authors
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normal stations. The priority stations are allowed to be visited more than once per cycle according
to a polling table T = [T(I), T(2), ..., T(l)] where I is the length of the cycle, I ~ N. The element
T(m) denotes the number ofthe station which is to be polled mi" in the cycle. The normal stations
can be visited only once per cycle.
The method used for the analysis of the defined polling system is based on the idea of pstudostations,
see Baker & Rubin [I]. Each pseudostation is defined as a simple entry of the station T(m) in-the
polling table. Thus two pseudostetions m, n correspond to the same station if T(m) = T(n).
Switching proces»
To pass the control from pseudostation m to pseudostation (m + 1) mod I a constant switch-over
time dm is required. The total overhead is then d = 2:;"=1 dm. Note at this point that due to the
priority polling sequence the total system overhead is increased compared with the corresponding
of the nonpriority system. Thus it is always true that d ~ dc, where de is the total system overhead
under the strict cyclic sequence.
Basic definitions and preliminarll results
The cycle time, Cm of a pseudostation m is defined as the period beginning at the time of service
completion of the previous pseudostation corresponding to the sarne station and ending at the time
when pseudostation m has completed its service. The visit time, Vm is the time for which the server
is serving the pseudostation m. Thus, the intervisit time, Im is defined as: Im = Cm - Vm.
Furthermore, the station time, em at a pseudostation m is defined as the time spent passing the
control from the previous pseudostation plus the total service time of the current pseudostation.
Let <I> be an I x I matrix with elements 'Pmn, 1 :::::m, n :::::
I so that 'Pmn equals 1 if messages can
arrive at pseudostation m during the station time of pseudostation nand T(m) ~ T(n). In any
other case 'Pm" = O. Note that matrix <I> is independent of the service discipline used at each
station 1. Based on the above definitions we can get a set of I simultaneous equations for the mean
cycle time of pseudostation m, ECm (see also Giannakouros & Laloux [4]):
(1)
Then, the mean cycle time of the priority system, EC is equal to, (see also Baker & Rubin [1])
EC=--

d
1- p

(2)

(Pseudo )conservation Law
Recently Giannakouros & Laloux [4] and Boxma, Groenendijk & Weststrate [2] independently
derived 8 (pseudo)conservation law for polling systems with a general service order table and with
a mixture of various service disciplines. If in the considered priority system the stations are served
under the exhaustive strategy, both models give the same results. For such a pr i-rr it y system, we
'The matrix <l> i. defined in an analogous
manner
tc> H
ie. restricted
to exhaust
ively served
pseud ost at ions while
can be served under different
service discipline.
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remain.
at this pseudost at ion and it i. served in the next

1-41·
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give the (pseudo)conservation

law as it appears in [41 (i.e as a function of the mean station

time

EIJ;),
N

"~Pi

I d, I-I
"
EWi = c:
d~"" ~PTIK1(k,i)}

i=1

k=1

i=1

I-I

I

~EIJK(k,j)
j=i

'PK1(k,i),K(k,j)

+

N

\ .h(2)

~a, + p"c:
2d i=l'
i=1 2(1 _P "

J?.

A.

(3)

i

p)

where
- EWi is the mean waiting time at station ij
- E9n is the mean value of the station

time at pseudostation

n, n = 1,2, ... ,1 and is given by,

(4)
- K(k,j)
Modeling

= (k

+ j + 1) mod

1 , Kl(k,i)

= (k

+ i)

mod I.

aS8umption8

In the sequel we assume that the stations are served under the exhaustive service discipline. It is
also assumed that the stability condition p < 1 is fulfilled, and that the system is in equilibrium.
Let us now specialize more our priority model by considering a special group of deterministic
priority polling sequences, which refer to systems with one priority station and are parameterized
by two integer variables k, m, i.e the order and the class of the polling sequence respectively. The
order k of a polling sequence is equal to the total number of times per cycle the priority station is
polled just after itself (eg. For the polling sequence {1,1,2,1,1,1,3,1,1,4},
k = 4)j k ~ 0. Our
analysis will be restricted to polling sequences for which the number m of normal stations polled
between two non-consecutive polls of the priority station is always the same. Let us call this number
m, the class of the priority polling sequence (eg. For the polling sequence {I, 1,2,3, 1, ] , ],4, 5},
m = 2); I :; m:::: (N - 1) if N ~ 2 and m =
if N = 1.

°

Examples

For N = 3, k = 0, m = 2, we have the strict cycle sequence, {1,2,3}, while for k = 0, m = 1 we get
the star polling sequence {1,2,1,3}. If k = 1, m = 2, we have the first order cyclic sequence {1,1,2,3}j
for k = 1, m = 1 we can get two star polling sequences of first order {1,1,2,1,3}, {1,2,1,1,3}.
Note that while for k = 0, \/m, m = 1,2, ... , (N - 1) there is only one priority sequence that exists,
for k > we can have more than one priority sequences.

°

2

kth Order Polling

Sequence,

m = 1

For this class of polling sequences the priority station is polled at least once after each low priority
station. The special case where the priority station is polled only once after each normal station
is the zero order star polling sequence. If the priority station is polled k times more than in the
previous case, then we speak of kth order star polling sequence.
Let us now examine the role of the variable k in the performance of the system: we show that star
polling sequences of kth order, k: > 0, cannot reduce message waiting time at the priority station
even for systems where the priority station is responsible for the bulk of the traffic.
Assume that the station with index i = 1 is the priority station. The kth order star polling sequence
allows us to write for the variance of the intervisit time of a pseudostation m which corresponds to
the priority station,
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I

Var[lmIT(m)=d

=

I:'PmA:Var [V

(5)

k]

.1:=1

where VA: is the visit time at pseudostation

k,

It can be shown (see for example Takagi [6]) in the case of the exhaustive service discipline that,

Var[Vi]

).ih(2)

= ('1 -

As in Bux & Truong [4] it mayalso

EG
Pi

)2

p2

+ (1 - ')2
Var[!;]
Pi

i = 2, ...,N

(6)

be shown that the second moment of the inter visit time, Eli2)

and the second moment of the cyele time, EGk2) are related as follows:
k = 1,2, ... ,1

(7)

Based on PASTA theorem [7] and combining equations (5),(6),(7) we get:
ERG

1

=

2
Eel )
2EC1

=

_1_ {

2EG

L
mIT(m)=1

EG;'(l-

PT(m))'

(1 -

+ ).T(m)hWm)

EGrn.

PT(m))2

where ERG! is the expected time until the next arrival of the server at station 1. The only
unknowns in the above equations are the terms EGl2). In order to evaluate these terms, we use
the conservation law based approximation (see Groenendijk [Sj) which consists of three steps: first
to express the mean waiting times at the stations in EG,!2), i=1,2, ... ,N. For the exhaustive service
discipline, it is true that: EW, =

~~~,i

(1- p;). The second step is to assume that EG,!2) is the sarne

for all the normal stations: EGi(2) = EG(2), i = 2, ..., N. Finally the third step is to substitute
the above expression for the mean waiting times into the (pseudo)conservation law (3) and hence
obtain the following approximation:
(9)

where G L.I:,l is the C(onservation) L(aw) expression given by equation (3) for a kth order polling
sequence with m = 1. By inserting (9) in (8), we finally obtain the approxirnate formula for the
expected time until the next arrival of the server to station 1. To calculate the averag" waiting
time of messages at station 1 we can then use the formula,
(10)

REMARK 1
The restriction of the above approximation

to kth order star polling sequence is obvious due to the
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difficulty in estimating the correlations between V; and Vj. From (5) this is required when one is
considering sequences different from the kth order star polling sequence.
REMARK 2
Baker's &: Rubin's [IJ exact algorithm shows that the priority station which is polled under the
kth order star polling sequence can experience slightly different delays depending on the polling
sequence. This is, of course, loet in our approximation which takes into account the order of the
polling sequence and not the polling sequence itself.
However if the normal stations are symmetric then the approximation for the mean waiting time
of the priority station becomes exact. Furthermore the approximation is exact in the cases where
N = 1, as well as in the case where all the stations (i.e priority and normal) are symmetric.
Finally the mean waiting time of messages at the normal stations can be obtained using the
(pseudo)conservation law. Note that, in the case of k = 1 and N = 2 the results of this paper
reduce to the results by Groenendijk [5J, for the special case of the exhaustive service discipline.
Symmetric Case - Exact Results
Assume that all the normal stations ID the network have the same characteristics.
For ease of
reading we use the subscript n for the normal stations and the subscript p for the priority station.
Where two superscripts are used, the first one indicates the order of the polling sequence while the
second one refers to the class of the polling sequence. If only one superscript is used this is the
class of the polling sequence. Thus, from equations (8), (9), (10) and after some straightforward
calculations, we get:

(11)

where de is the total system overhead under the strict cyclic order.
We now compare the mean waiting time of station 1 when this station is polled under the zero
order star polling sequence with the mean waiting time of this station when it is polled under a kth
order star polling sequence. Let us define Dill1 as follows:
tut t! = EW;,1 - EW~,1
From (11) and (12) we get a simple formula for Dil
p"
1 - p" - Pp

(12)

11,

+ 2PnPp

[CLk,1

-

C LO,I]
(13)

kde(N-l)p~
2(1 - p)(l - pp)

~--~~--~7

2 0

The above results lead to some interesting comments:
The minimum mean waiting time of the priority station under the
sequence is obtained when k = O.

kth

order star polling
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- The difference, Dil 11, increases linearly with k, with the number of the normalstations,
with the mean cycle time in the strict cyclic polling sequence.
- Dil I1
zero.
- Di

3

kth

I I1

=

0 when k

depends on

=
Ài

0, Pn

=

0, or when N

=

I1

1; Dil

approaches

and

zero when de goes to

and hi only via their product Pi, while it is independent

of the h!2).

Order Polling Sequences m = (N - 1)

We define as a kth order polling sequence with m = N - I, the deterministic polling sequence under
which the priority station is polled k + 1 consecutive times before the first normal station. The
limited case where k = 0 is the strict cyclic sequence. AB in the previous section, we show that
the cyclic polling sequences of kth order, k > 0, cannot reduce message waiting time at the priority
station.
Assume that all the stations are again served under the exhaustive service discipline. Then, there is
an obvious extension to the well-known Bux & Truong [3J approxirnation to handle pseudostations
rather than real stations. Using the same arguments as in [4], the variance of the intervisit time
pseudostation m can be approximated by:

(14)
m,k = 1, ..,1
Hence, the delay at a station i is equal to, (see for example Bux & Truong [3])

(I5)
i=I,2,

...,N

&

m=1,2,

... ,1

Equation (14) becomes exact in the cases where all N stations have the same characteristics (i.e
symmetric case), when N=l and when N=2. In the case that k = 0, the approximation reduces
to the approximation by Bux & Truong [3J. Furthermore the above approximation satisfies the
corresponding (pseudo )conservation law.
Let us now define DiIIN-1

in analogous manner to Dill!

in equation (12):
(16)

Assuming that all -the normal stations
(15), (16) it can be shown that

have the same characteristics,

and using equations

(14),

(17)
A comparison between equations (13), (17) leads to the following observations:
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- Dif f1 in equation (13) is proportional to the sum of the squares of the utilizations of the
normal stations while DiffN-1
in equation (17) is proportiona.l to the square ofthe sum of
the utilizations of the normal stations.
- Dif fN-1 ~ Dif f1; the equality is true when N
polling sequences (i.e star and cycle) coincide.

=

2; indeed in this case the two classes of

Based on the above observations we found that in, the case where all the normal stations have
the same characteristics, the following ad hoc formula gives results that are in excellent agreement
with the exact results derived from the algorithm of Baker & Rubin [1] for every class m:
Dif

t"

= (N - 1) m k

(
dc)~~
) ~ 0
2 1 - P 1 - Pp

(18)

. The following corollary is a direct result of equations (13), (17), (18).
Corollary. Consider a priority polling system with N stations; one priority station and (s.i) symmetric normal stations, all served under the exhaustive service discipline.
In auch a system, the
priority station polled under a kth order polling sequence, k ~ 0, suffer« an additional average delay
which is proportional to the order k and to the class m of the polling sequence and is given by
equation (18j.

Conclusions
This paper studied exhaustive service systems under a special group of priority polling sequences
namely the kth order priority polling sequences of class m. For the special case where all the normal
stations are symmetric, we showed that consecutive polls of the priority station cannot minimize
its average waiting time; on the contrary, the average mean waiting time of the priority station
increases linearly with the number of times the station is polled consecutively per cycle.
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A Pro babilistic Decoding Scheme
Johan van Tilburg"

Abstract
A probabilistic decoding algorithm is proposed to decode an arbitrary linear
code. The basic approach is straightforward and well-known. A system of k equations is randomly selected from the k x n generator matrix and the corresponding
bits of the received n-bit codeword. If this system has a solution then it is necessary
to verify whether the obtained solution is unique and gives the correct message. If
the system has no solution or if the obtained solution is not correct, then a new
system of k equations and coresponding codeword bits has to be selected etc. This
basic method is improved to obtain a more efficient probabilistic decoding algorithm.
The decoding method is characterized by a systematic method of checking and by
a random bit swapping procedure. A fast validation is used, which is part of the
algorithm. The method is highly suitable for parallel and pipelined implementation.

1

Introduction

It has been proved by Berlekamp

et al [1] that the general decoding problem for linear
codes and the general problem of finding the weights of a linear code are both NPcomplete. This strongly suggest, but does not rigorously imply, that no general algoritm
for either of these problems which runs in polynomial time exists. In this paper we describe
a probabilistic decoding algorithm to decode an arbitrary linear code, which is highly
suitable for parallel and pipelined implementation.
However since the general decoding
problem for linear codes is NP-complete, one certainly expects that for sufficiently large
code parameters, the minimal effort for this decoding method will become computationally
infeasable.
Let C be a linear rn, k, d] code over CF(2) with code length n, dimension k and
minimum distance d. Let the k x n matrix C be a generator matrix of C and let the
(n - k) x n matrix H be a parity check matrix of C. A k- bit message m is encoded into
an-bit codeword Ç, as follows
Ç,

=

(1)

mC.

Let E be a subset of CF(2t
with the property that the Hamming weight WH(.e_) of the
words g_ E E is less or equal than t = (d - 1)/2. In this case all the received n-bit
'disturbed' codewords r. of the following form

r. = mC
'PTT Research Neher Laboratories,
421, 2260 AK Leidschendam

Dept.

+ g_ = Ç, + g_,

of Applied Mathematics

(2)
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can be correctly decoded into the original message m.
A well-known probabilistic method is to select randomly k of n bits from the received
word r_ in the hope that none of the k selected bits are in error, and based on this
assumption,
to obtain the correct message m. Let Pit be the probability of no error in
the chosen k-bits of r_. Selecting k-bits, which are not in error, does not guarantee that
the corresponding k x k sub-matrix of G is non-singular.
This only holds for maximum
distance separable codes (MDS). A MDS code is defined as a code that has minimum
distance n - k + 1. This condition is equivalent with the condition that every k columns
in G are linearly independent.
From the property that every set of k columns in the
generator matrix of a MDS code is linearly independent
it follows that a codeword is
uniquely determined
by any k elements in the codeword.
In general we will have k
linearly independent
columns with a probability qlt > O.
The amount of work involved in solving k simultaneous equations in k unkown is ka
(e.g. a = 2.8 [3]). Let Vit be the average work factor if k columns are linearly dependent.
Hence, before finding the message m with this method one expects a work factor of

(3)
We can use the Hamming

distance to check whether

the obtained

message

m is

correct.

If the result of the Hamming distance is: dH(r_, mG) :::;t, then m is the original message
m (assumed WH(.~) :::; t). The additional cost to validate each message m is therefore
O(nk).
In the next sections this basic method is improved to obtain a more efficient probabilistic decoding algorithm. The decoding method is characterized by a systematic method of
checking and by a random bit swapping procedure. A fast validation is used, which is part
of the algorithm. The method is highly suitable for parallel and pipelined implementation.

2

Background

A straightforward
approach is based on a brute force distance search; comparing the received word r_ to each code word ç_ = mG. If the Hamming distance result is: dH(r_, ç_) :::; t,
then m is the original message (assumed WH(.~) :S t). However this method has a work
factor of about 0(21t).
Despite the high work factor this approach has the advantage that
there are no additional validation costs, because the validation is part of the decoding
method itself. As suggested by Hin [2], this decoding method can be improved by taking
the constraints imposed by the codeword into account.
For this reason we have to restate the above decoding method in terms of the received word r_ instead of the message m.
Consider

a decomposition

of the generator

matrix

G in the following form
(4)

where

• h is

the k x k identity

• A is a k x (n-k)

matrix;

binary matrix;
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• S is a k x k non-singulier
• P is a n

X

n permuation

binary

matrix;

matrix.

Since every linear code is equivalent to a systematic code, this decomposition
possible. In general the i-th decomposition will be denoted as

is always

(5)
If we apply a permutation

matrix

Pi to r. = me
r.Pi = fPi

which will be denoted

as 1:.i

= fi + ~i'

+~,then

we obtain

the relation

+ ~Pi,

The function

(6)

FKB(!!<_) is defined as

Hence, FKB(!!<_) selects the first k-bits from a n-bit word

!!<_.

We are now able to prove the next theorem.
1 If Pi+1 is a permutation matrix for which L=me+~

Theorem

with WH(~) St

can be

written as
then

(7)
Proof.

We have

From which it follows that
dH[FKB(L;Pi+1
If wH[FKB(~;Pi+d]

St.

- ~;P;+d[hIAi+l],L;Pi+l]

= 0, then it follows that

S t.

dH[FKB(r.;Pi+d[hIAi+1],L;P;+d
On the other hand, if dH[FKB(r.iPi+l)[hIAi+l],LiPi+d
must be the codeword with whom r.iPi+l corresponds
must be error-free, i.e. wH[FKB(~iPi+l)]
= O.

S t,
to.

then FKB(LiPi+l)[hlA;+l]
Therefore the FKB(r.iPi+l)

o
Observe that this theorem suggests the following decoding method (with validation) in a
more general form. During the initial phase of the decoding method, k bits are randomly
selected (without replacement) from the received word r.. The k selected bits form the set
A and the remaining (n - k)- bits are assigned to set B. Selecting k 'new' bits is replaced
by a permutation
Pi+1 which swaps at most k new bits from set B for k-bits from set A.
The permutation
is only succesful if the corresponding
columns of the generator matrix
are linearly independent
as has been mentioned before. The theorem states that the
obtained solution is unique and gives the correct message m if the distance verification is

e

positive

(assumed

WH(~) St).
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3

General Probabilistic

Decoding Scheme

Let a and j3 be integers.
Define a pointer table which shows the selected locations in
the received word r. Let PH1 be a perrnutation matrix which swaps at most a-columns
from the h part for a-columns in the Ai part of the [hiAi] matrix. Let S be a subset of
GF(2)1e with the property that the Hamming weight WH(~) of the words ~ E S is less or
equal than j3.
The general [a, ,8]-probabilistic

decoding scheme consists of the following 5 steps.

1. initialisation
• decompose
• calculate

generator
r.i

matrix:

G

=

S;[hIA]pl

= r.Pi

• set-up pointer

table

2. checking
• check if there exists an ~ E S such that dH[(FKB(r.;) - ~)[hIAi],r.;]
::; t. If
there exists such an ~ ES, then correct ï: with ~ using the pointer table and
proceed to step 5

3. swappmg
• select a permutation

Pi+1 which fulfils

• PH1 swaps at most a-columns

from the h part for a-columns

in the Ai part

of the [hIAi]llliitliJl
4. up-dating
• transform

[hIAi]Pi+1

into Si+dhIAi+1]

• let r.i+l := r.iPi+l and i := i
• up-date

the pointer

+1

table and proceed to step 2

5. calculate message
• the first k positions

of the pointer table show locations

• select the corresponding columns of the generator
teed linearly independent
• calculate

matrix

in r. without

error

G which are guaran-

the message m

If all words ~ with Hamming weight equal to ,8 are used during one search, then the
decoding scheme is called complete otherwise partial. For a complete [a, ,8]-swap decoding
scheme with a < ,8 all search patterns ~ E S have to be used during the initial round.
However for the subsequent rounds only the search patterns with (,8 - a) ::; WH(~) ::; j3
have to be considered, since there are at least (,8 - a) errors after each a-swap. For a
partial decoding scheme this becomes (,8 - a-I)
::; WH(~) ::; ,8.
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4

Work Factor

Let Wj denotes the average work factor of step j. Since steps 1 and 5 are executed only
once, we can neglect W1 and Ws in view of the on average R(n, k, t) repeated steps 2,
3 and 4. Note that the average number of rounds R(n, k, t) depends on all the possible
initial states.
Selecting a new bits for set A does not guarantee that the corresponding
k x k submatrix of G is non-singular.
As mentioned before this only holds for maximum distance
separable codes. In general we will have k linearly independent
columns with a probability
qk > O. Let VI. be the average work factor if k columns are linearly dependent.
Hence,
before finding the message m with this method one expects a work factor of

(8)
For a = k and f3 = 0 the basic approach mentioned in the introduetion is obtained.
It
is clear that in general this new probabilistic decoding scheme is more efficient than the
basic approach.
Observe that in case DC = 1 with a probability of approximately
one half (qk ~ ~) a
permutation
Pi+1 is found in step 3 which can be used. Moreover the permutation Pi+1
can be generated and validated in a fast and efficient way independent
from the main
algorithm.
Therefore W3 and 11k can be neglected.
In this case the main algorithm has
an average work factor

W

= ," X

The situation with a = 1 is discussed
cation to cryptology.

(W2

+ W4) x

(9)

R(n,k,t).

in detail in [4] and an example

is given with appli-

\
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Information Theory of Shift Register Sequences
DICK E. BOEKEE2

CEES J.A. JANSEN1

Abstract

Streamciphers are treated in an information theoretic manner by modelling
the keystream generator as a probabilistic source. To judge the cryptographic quality of this keystream source, so-called uncertainty profiles are
introduced. These uncertainty profiles clearly illustrate the weakness of the
keystream generator. The conclusion is that keystream generators should
be able to generate an ensemble of sequences, from which a particular one
is chosen at random, governed by a secret key. The initial phase, however, should be chosen at random, but should not be regarded as secret key
information.

1

Introduction

In 1949 Claude Shannon, the founder of information theory, published his paper "Communication Theory of Secrecy Systems", [Shan 49]. This paper was a first inception
to a mathematical
theory of secrecy systems.
Famous are Shannon's notions of key
equivocation and unicity distance.
In this paper an attempt is made to come to an information theoretic analysis of
cipher systems based on sequences generated by means of feedback shiftregisters.
We
are concerned here with so-called uncertainty
profiles, which are plots showing the
uncertainty e.g. in the next bit of a fixed but in a random phase started sequence of
characters from some alphabet.
Three of these uncertainty
profiles are defined and
their properties shown.
In many streamcipher systems keystream generators are used to obtain very long
random-looking sequences, called pseudo-random
or pseudo-noise sequences, which are
used to add to the message stream to obtain the cryptogram.
Judging the quality of
such sequences has been an interesting problem having received much attention
in
the past.
Well-known in this respect are works of Golomb [Golo 67], Lempel and
Ziv [Lemp 76] and Rueppel [Ruep 84]. Golombs randomness postulates, for instance,
define almost exclusively sequences obtained from a maximum-length
linear feedback
lC.J.A. Jansen
Netherlands.
2D.E. BOEKEE
The Netherlands.

is with

Philips

USFA B.V.,

is with the Technical
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University
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shiftregister and his postulates may be relaxed quite a bit as was shown by Wanders [Wand 88]. Also, the notion of maximum order complexity as introduced by
Jansen [Jans 89] may be regarded as a contribution in this area.
The results presented in this paper heavily rely on the notion of maximum order
complexity and therefore it seems appropriate to mention a few of its properties here.
The maximum order complexity of a given sequence is defined as the length of the
shortest feedback shift register that can generate that sequence, regardless of what the
feedback function would have to be (possibly highly nonlinear). The maximum order
complexity of a sequence is equal to the length plus one of the longest subsequence in
the sequence, which occurs at least twice with different successor characters.
One of the most interesting classes of sequences is formed by the so called DeBruijn
sequences ([DeBr 46]). In a DeBruijn sequence of order n each n-tuple occurs exactly
once. Therefore each (n - j)-tuple, D < j < n, occurs exactly ai times, where a is
the cardinality of the character alphabet. It turns out that DeBruijn sequences can be
viewed at as "perfect" in the context of this paper.

2

The Character Uncertainty Profile

Consider the following model of a keystream generator (KG). A given sequence g_ =
(aa, al,' .. , ap_doo,
ai EA, where A is some finite alphabet, is started in an arbitrary
unknown phase to emit successive characters. So the first character is aa+i> followed
by al+h etc. where the indices are taken modulo p. The initial phase i is a uniformly
distributed random variable with probability Pr[i = i] = lip, for all iE [D,p - 1]. It
can be seen that the KG forms a stationary and ergodic source, which we will denote by
(z). Following Gallager [Gall 68], the average amount of information which is contained
in the first L characters of the keystream, i.e. the entropy of the keystream source (z)
is denoted by H(ZI, Z2, ... , Zd. Using the chainrule of entropy, [Gall 68, pg. 22], this
can be written as:
H(Zl, ... ,Zd=
H(Zl)

+ H(Z2IZ1) + H(ZsIZJ,

Z2)

+ ... + H(ZLIZJ,

... , ZL-d.

(1)

In (1) the conditional entropy H(ZLIZl,""
ZL-d plays a fundamental role; it is
in fact the uncertainty in the next character of the keystream, given all the previous
characters. Consequently, we have the following definition:
Definition 1 The sequence of successive conditional entropies
H(ZNIZl,""
ZN-d, N 2': 1, of the stationary ergodie kesjstrearn source (z)
the Character Uncertainty Profile (CUP) of (z), denoted by CU P( (z)).

IS

called

The entropy of (z) is of importance for the quality of a cipher system. Consider
Figure 1, which shows a streamcipher system in which the cryptotext characters ei are
related to the plaintext characters Pi and the keystream characters z, by: ei = Pi EBz,
and Pi = ei e z., where EBand e denote some additive mixing function and its inverse
respectively. The average amount of information about the plaintext a cryptanalyst is
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with secret initial phase.

from the cryptotext
is equal to the mutual information
between
... , Cd.
This mutual information,
however, satisfies:

Pand

C, I(PI, ... , PL; CI,

H(CI, ... , CL) - H(CI, ... , CLIPl,
H(Cl,

•••

,

Cd - H(ZI,""

...

,

PL)
(2)

ZL).

This result follows from the relation between Ci, Pi and Zi, and the fact that the
character alphabets all have the same cardinalities.
If the keystream characters
are independent
and identically
distributed
random
variables with uniform probability
distribution,
so will the cryptotext
characters
be
and hence I(P; C) = O. In this case the CUP will show a "straight line" , i.e. the CUP
will be a sequence of constants (their values depending on the base of the logarithm
in the entropy).
The CUP has some interesting properties:
Theorem

1

1. The CUP is monotonically
characters.

non-mcreasmg

2. The CUP is zero after c(g<) characters,
complexity of the sequence lf.

with increasing

where

cC,,)

number of observed

denotes the maxImum

order

3. If lf is a DeBruijn sequence of order n, its CUP is constant for the first n - 1
values and zero thereafter.
From Theorem

1-3 and equation

in the sense that they maintain

(2) it follows that

I(PL; Cd

=

0 until L

DeBruijn

=

n

sequences

are optimal

+ 1.

Example
1 Consider the binary DeBruijn sequence lf = (1111010110000100)00
of order 4, and the sequence J!. = (1111010100001100)00
of period 16, and maximum order
complexity c(J!.) = 5. By straightforward
calculation one can obtain the CUP's of both
sequences:

CUP({Z))

(1,1,1,1,0,0,

,0)

CUP({y))

(1,1,I,LLO,

,O)

These sequences are used to 'encrypt'
a binary symmetric
memoryless source (i.e. a
source that emits O's and l's with equal probability
independent
of the preceding bits)
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by means of modulo 2 addition. In this case the mutual information
sequences denoted by I( (z)) and I( (y)) increases with L as follows:

I( (z))
I( (y))

3

0,0,0,0,1,2,3,4,

.

0,0,0,~, 1,2, 3,4,

.

I(P; C) for both

The Phase Uncertainty Profile

Consider again the keystream generator model introduced in the previous section. The
random initial phase in which the sequence is started may be regarded as (part of)
the secret key K of the cipher system; a situation often described in literature,
see
e.g. [Sieg 83]. A well designed keystream generator will maintain as high as possible
an uncertainty
in this key K, even after having emitted many keystream characters.
This is what Shannon calls the "acid test", see [Shan 49, pg. 710]. The latter situation
arises in a known or chosen plaintext attack. Here, the interest lies in the equivocation
of key, given successive keystream characters, H(KIZh""
ZL), or the average amount
of information about the key a cryptanalyst
is able to extract from the keystream,
I(K; ZI,.'"
Zd = H(K) - H(KIZI, ... , Zd. Evidently, the ideal situation here is
that I(K; ZI,.'"
Zd = for L as large as possible.
To cope with the situation described above, we introduce the following definition:

°

2 Let K denote the initial random phase of the stationary ergodic keystream
source (z). The sequence of successive conditional entropies H(KIZI, ... , ZL), L 2: 0,
is called the Phase Uncertainty Profile (PUP) of (z), denoted by PU P( (z)).

Definition

The role of the PUP can be seen, loosely speaking,
as a quality measure
cryptanalysis
of the secret key rather than of the plaintext as with the CUP.
The following properties apply to the PUP:
Theorem

for the

2

1. The PUP decreases monotonically with increasing number of observed characters
until c(.~) characters have been observed, after which the PUP is zero.
2. The equality H(KIZI,

... , Ze-I)

=

H(ZeIZI,""

Ze-d holds, where c

=

c(~).

3. The PUP of a De Bruijn sequence of order n, decreases linearly from n to 0 for
values of L from 1 to n.
The CUP and the PUP are clearly closely related. However, it is the behaviour of
the PUP from which it can be concluded that it is not wise to use the initial phase of
a keystream generator as a key in a streamcipher
system.

4

Obtaining High Equivocation of Key

In this section we consider a new model of a keystream generator, different from the
one used in the previous two sections. Given is an ensemble Z of periodic sequences
~, 1 :S i :S E, with periods Pi and maximum order complexities c.. Governed by some
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secret key a sequence is chosen, for all time, at random with probability
1/ E and then
the sequence is started in a random phase with probability
l/p., emitting successive
characters.
Unlike the previous KG model the source described here is not ergodic (it is, however, stationary).
This source is a typical example of a composite source as described
e.g. by Viterbi and Omura [Vite 79, pp. 527-534]. For stationary
non-ergodie sources
the notion of entropy may be applied as well, providing that the averages taken are
ensemble averages. So analogously to Definition 1 the CUP of an ensemble of sequences
can be defined, which obviously does not have all the same properties as mentioned in
Theorem 1. However, we will not do so, but rather focus on the equivocation
of key.
Let s denote the random variable indicating the sequence that is chosen; hence s
takes on values from [1,
Then the following elementary equations are evident:

El.

H(S)

+ H(Zl"'"

H(Zl"'"

ZN)

ZNIS)

+ H(SIZ1,""

ZN)'

We have that H(S, Zl, ... , ZN) 2: H(S), as the choice of sequence in general does
not uniquely determine the sequence of outcomes Z1>'" ,ZN' Here, the conditional entropy H(SIZ1>""
ZN) plays the same role as H(KIZ1"'"
ZN) in the previous section.
Consequently the following definition is relevant:

Definition 3 Let S denote the initial random choice of the particular sequence from
the ensemble Z. The sequence of successive conditional entropies H( S IZ1, ... , ZN),
N 2: 0, of the stationary non-ergodic keystream source (z) is called the Sequence Uncertainty Profile (SUP) of (z), denoted by SUP((z)).
Suppose SU P( (z)) is zero after exactly l characters.
Consequently,
there must be
exactly one sequence in the ensemble Z which has the l characters
as a subsequence,
but for less than l characters
there exist two or more sequences having the same
subsequence.
This suggests a complexity definition analogous to that of maximum
order complexity, but for an ensemble of sequences rather than for a single sequence.

Definition 4 The maximum order complexity of an ensemble Z of sequences s, =
(O'O,"O'l""",O'p;_l,.)OO, denoted by CE: (Z), is defined as the shortest length l, such that
any subsequence of length l uniquely identifies each of the sequences ~. EZ.
The Sequence Uncertainty

Profile has the following properties:

Theorem 3
1. The SUP is monotonically

non-increasing

with increasing

number

of observed

characters.
2. The SUP is zero after

CE:

(Z) characters have been observed.

3. The SUP of an ensemble containing all DeBruijn sequences of order n is constant
for the first n values, monotonically decreasing thereafter and zero after an - 2
characters at minimum, where a denotes the alphabet cardinality.
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Figure 2: CUP and SUP of the ensemble of all DeBruijn sequences of order 4.
From the behaviour of the SUP it may be concluded that the KG model presented
in this section is much in favor of the model used in the previous sections. In fact it
. is demonstrated here that one should have the ability to choose from a large family
of sequences by means of a secret key. Moreover, small differences between individual
sequences within the family guarantee that the equivocation of key does not decrease
rapidly with the number of successive keystream characters which have become known.
Example 2 The ensemble of all 16 binary DeBruijn sequences of order 4 has CUP
and SUP as depicted in Figure 2.

5

Conclusions

In this paper streamcipher systems were treated in an intormation theoretic manner.
To this end, a probabilistic source model of a keystream generator was introduced.
This keystream source uses a fixed periodic sequence g which is started in a random
secret phase, the key of the cipher system, to emit successive characters. To judge the
cryptographic quality of this keystream source, so-called uncertainty profiles were defined, viz. the character- and the phase uncertainty profiles, abbreviated CUP and PUP
respectively. The CUP shows the behaviour of the uncertainty in the next keystream
character, given all previous ones. The PUP, in fact, is the progression of the equivocation of key, given a number of past successive keystream characters. It was shown
that both uncertainty profiles reach zero after exactly c(g) characters, the maximum
order complexity of the sequence, which is definitely a drawback of this type of cipher
system.
Alternatively a more complicated source model of a keystream generator was introduced. In this model the keystream source first chooses at random one sequence
from an ensemble of fixed periodic sequences, this random choice being the secret key
of the cipher system. Then the chosen sequence is started in a random phase to emit
successive characters. For this source model the sequence uncertainty profile (SUP)
was introduced. This SUP has the same role as the PUP for the first model, i.e. key
equivocation progression. Also, this SUP was shown to give rise to a new complexity
definition for an ensemble of sequences rather than for individual sequences.
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Figure 3: Key multiplicity with a FSR based keystream generator.
From the behaviour of the various uncertainty profiles it clearly follows that the
second model is superior to the first one. The results of this paper justify the use of
a keystream generator as depicted in Figure 3, in which either K; or K2 or both are
(part of) the secret key, but the initial phase is not.
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lWO SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE ON THE EFFIClENCY OF
TIIE CHECK COMPUTATIONS IN TIIE BANKING-SYSTEM IN BELGIUM
Stevens Patriek ..
Choosing m=97 as modulus for the computation of the check digits in an account
number of a Belgian bank-account, it was assumed that m had to be selectedfrom the
set of primes. We show that this restrictive assumption is incorrect by introducing
m=93 as a more efficient modulus than the current m=97. The advantage of using
m=93 appears in the capacity of detecting two altered digits.
We also present a slight modification of the check system, yet more reducing the
probability of an undetectable error pattern.
This paper may be of practical interest for bankings in those countries where a
national standard structure of account numbers does not yet exist, but where its
establishment is given serious consideration to.

1

Introduetion

The current structure of account numbers of bank-accounts in Belgium dates back
from 1969, when the Association of Banks decided to uniform these numbers at a national
level.
Each number since consists oftwelve digits: a9 ag a7 - li6 as <14 a3 a2 al ao - Cl Co.
9

Throughout this paper, we denote: N

= L aj 10i
j;o

I

C

L cp

=

lap.

p;o

The check digits Cl and Coare computed by reducing N modulo 97, i.e. :
N

= c (mod

97) , 0 ~ c ~ 96.

The purpose of the check digits is to detect errors which may be caused by human
interference in the bank transactions, such as reading, writing or copying the account
numbers. When j digits are altered, we say that an error pattern of weight j has occurred. The
most likely event is the occurrence of no errors at all in a number.
In order to measure the efficiency of a check system, it is useful to dispose of a
frequency-distribution of nonzero error patterns; we assume that the following statements are
significant:
o error patterns of weight 1 have a probability of almost 90%
o error patterns of weight 2 have a probability of 10%, subdivisible in
7% probability of interchanging two digits
3% probability of altering (though not interchanging) two digits
o error patterns of weight 3 or more have a probability of less than 1%
Because of their dominant frequency within the class of nonzero error patterns, it is obvious
that error patterns of weight 1 must absolutely be detected.
It is desirable that error patterns of weight 2 are detected as much as possible; this will be the
criterion to distinguish between distinct check systems.

* The

author is at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Toegepaste Wetenschappen, Pleinlaan 2,
1050 Brussel.
This paper is accepted for publication in the European Journal on Operational Research.
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Error patterns of weight 3 or more are generally called distortions. It is hardly feasible to
study them systematically and their occurrence is so very unlikely that we will no longer take
them into consideration.
Inquiring after the motives of using m=97 as check modulus, the proper institutions,
such as banks and Public Records Office, report the following arguments:
o when it was agreed to use a two-digit modulus, m=97 was chosen being the
largest prime less than 100, in order to avoid zero-divisors in congruences
o the most frequent error patterns, namely those of weight 1 and the interchanges of
weight 2, are detected by the modulo 97 - check system
We conclude that neither nonprime moduli nor alterations of weight 2 were ever involved in
the conception of the current check system. For these reasons, we argue in favour of an
original and complete study, considering many integers as potential moduli, thereby
examining their capacities of detecting as many as possible error patterns of weight 1 and 2
in general.

2

Choice

of the

modulus:

preliminary

selection

We will henceforth pay attention to the single and double error-detecting capacity of
any integer m : 50 < m < 100 as potential check modulus. It is not difficult to see that every
integer which is not coprime to 10, has to be removed from the set of good candidates for m;
the remaining moduli detect any error of weight one.
U sing the same notations as in section 1, we state that an account number consists of
integers Nand c such that: N = c (mod m) , 0 ~ c ~ m-i.
As errors may possibly corrupt the number, we denote its received version at the input of the
check mode by a'9 a'g a'7 - a'6 a'5 a4 a'3 a'2 a'l a'o - C'l c'o , setting:
9

N' =

L a'i

1

10i

C' =

i=O

L cp

lOP.

p=o

It is clear that an unknown error pattern remains undetected when:

N-N' = c-c' (mod m)

; the less solutions this congruence admits, the better check

modulus m is. Therefore, we will discuss this proper congruence in the different cases of
error patterns of weight two.
First considering the transposition of any two digits (ai.aj) or (ai,cp) or (CO,Cl) , and
denoting their difference by a (1 ~ I a I ~ 9) , it is clear that this kind of double error is not
detected by the modulo m-control when a.(lOU±l) = 0 (mod m) , 1 ~ u ~ 9. This implies
that the integers 51,57,63,73,77,81,91,99

must be rejected as potential moduli. The

remaining set M = {53, 59,61,67,69,71,79,83,87,89,

93;97} contains moduli which

are all capable of detecting any single error or the transposition of any two digits. In the next
section, we will examine their capacities of detecting two altered digits.
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3 Choice

of

the

modulus:

definitive

selection

Case al altering digits ai and aj (0 s: ij ~ 9 ; i;r j )
N-N' = (ai - a'i )10i + (aj - aJ )lrn ; set k = ai - a'[ , h = aj - a'j .
The error is not detected when:
k 10i + h lOi = 0 (mod m) , with 1 s 1kl ,lh 1 s 9 ; 0

s ij s 9

i ;t j

mEM.

Without loss of generality we assume that i> j , h > O.
In the Appendix we list the solutions of the congruences:
more important integers m=93 and m=97.
We observe that V m E M, the congruence:

k 10i + h = 0 (mod m) for the

k 10i + h = 0 (mod m) is equivalent to the

(lO-i) congruences: k lOu+i + h IO" = 0 (mod m) , 0 ~ u ~ 9-i.
Moreover, each solution with serial number y, represented by the triple (i,k,h)y, actually
admits (l0-1 k 1).(lO-h) possibilities for the couple (ai, ao) so that these very two digits can
indeed be corrupted simultaneously by two errors with values k and h. As an example we
consider k=-2 and h=6 , satisfying the congruence 102 k + h = 0 (mod 97). An error with
value k=-2 can occur iff ai E {9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2} and an error with value h=6 can occur iff

ao

E

{O, 1,2,3 }.

Hence, to each solution (i.k.hj-, we attach a weight Wm,y= Il(i,k,h) , where the weight
function 11is defined as follows:
l~i,lkl,h~9

Il(i,k,h) = (l0-i).(10-1 k 1).(lO-h)
Wecount

Tm{à)

=

I.Wm,y and we compute

T ~
Pm{à)

=

~

, where n = 100.45.18.9

is

y

the product of the number of possibilities for respectively
the couples (ai,aj) and (i,j) and the values of k and h
P m~ is the probability that two alterations of digits ai and aj are not detected by the modulo
m-control. For all m E M, the values Tm~ and Pm~ are listed in table 1.
If we use this parameter Pm~ as a criterion for the efficiency of m as check modulus, then

m=93 is proven to be a better modulus than m=97.
In order to complete the study we also consider the following cases:

Case bI altering digits

Co

and

CJ

This is always detected.

Case cl altering digits ai and Cp (0 ~i ~9 ; 0 ~p ~ 1 )
In this paragraph we introduce the hypothesis that cp and ai are independent,

which is

actually not true. We are very well aware that our results are only absolutely exact on
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condition that all digits of an account number would be mutually independent. We conjecture
that the hypothesis does not influence the relative significanee of the results.

cll i = p (2 instances)
The congruence:
,VmE
M.

k lOP = h lOP (mod m) , p = 0 or p = 1, yields 9 solutions k=h=I,2, ... ,9

To each solution (p.h.h); we attach a weight wm,y = 2.(10-h)2
wecount

Tm~l) =

I. Wm,y = 570 and we compute Pm~l)

T (Cl)
m
100.2.18.9

= 1,759 %,

"Y

being the probability that two alterations of type cl are not detected by the modulo m-control.
This type of undetectable double error constitutes an inherent weakness of the current check
system and will be remedied by the modification that we will present in the next section.
c2/ i ~ P (18 instances)
The solutions of the congruences: k IOi = h lOP (mod m) , m=93,97 can be found in the
Appendix. To each individual solution we attach a weight Wm,y= (10-1 k 1).(lO-h) ; we
T (a)
count Tm(a) = I.Wm,y and we compute Pm(a) = 100.18.18.9
' being the probability
"Y

that two alterations of type c2 are not detected by the modulo m-control. For all m
values Tm(a) and Pm(a) are listed in table 1.

E

M, the

We finally compute Pm, being the probability that two alterations of any two digits
are not detected by the modulo m-control, ever under the assumption that all digits of an
account number are mutually independent:
Pm =
For all m
Table
m
53
59
61
67
69
71
79
83
87
89
93
97

E

45 P m(3) + 2 Pm (cl) +
65

18 Pm

(a)

T m~ + T m(cl) + T m(<2)
100.65.18.9

M, the value of Pm is listed in table 1.

1
T m~
2697
3219
2275
2905
2585
2070
1549
1890
2275
1466
1309
1391

Pm~(%)
0,370
0,442
0,312
0,398
0,355
0,284
0,212
0,259
0,312
0,201
0,180
0,191

T

(a)

m

1097
1264
918
1012
954
923
568
690
833
784
471
494

Pm~)(%)

Pm (%)

T m*

Pm*(%)

0,376
0,433
0,315
0,347
0,327
0,317
0,195
0,237
0,286
0,269
0,162
0,169

0,414
0,480
0,357
0,426
0,390
0,338
0,255
0,299
0,349
0,268
0,223
0,233

4004
4631
3322
4124
3677
3159
2321
2651
3201
2338
1877
2282

0,374
0,433
0,311
0,386
0,344
0,295
0,217
0,248
0,299
0,219
0,176
0,213
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Conclusions

o considering

Pm~ as decisive criterion for the choice of the modulus, m=93 is proven to be

the optimal modulus, thus also better than the current modulus m=97 ;
Pm as decisive criterion for the choice of the modulus, everything points to it

o considering

that m=93 is the optimal modulus.
We notice that P93~ < P97~ ,

P93 < P97 ,

P97@J - P93~ '" P97 - P93. Although

the

advantage of approximately 0, I 0/00 is very small, it leads us nevertheless to the statement that
m=93 is likely to be a better modulus than m=97, related to the check system in Belgian
banking.

4 Additional

improvement

on

the

We suggest the following modification

check

system

of the check system:

to the lO-digit

number N, a 2-digit number b is added such that the entire l Z-digit number B = lOO N +b
is a multiple of the check modulus m, i.e.:
11

B=2.bi10i

=

ioox-s

=O(modm)

i;Q

Altering two digits bi and bj (0 ~ j < i ~ 11), and setting k = bi - b'i , h = bj - bj , such an
error pattern is not detected when: k 10i + h lQj = 0 (mod m).
The solutions of these congruences can be found in the Appendix.
Proceeding analogously to the foregoing section, we attach to each solution (i.k.hj-,
a weight wm*,r= v(i,k,h) , where the weight function v is defined as follows:
v(i,k,h)
We count Tm*

=

(12-i).(10-1 kl ).(lO-h)

L Wm *,r and we compute Pm*

T *

n~ ,wheren'=

100.66.18.9

isthe

t
product of the number of possibilities for respectively the
couples (bi,bj) and (ij) and the values of k and h
P m* is the probability that two alterations of any two digits bi and bj are not detected by the
modulo m-control, again under the hypothetical assumption that all digits bi are mutually
independent. For all m
table 1.

E

M, the values Tm*and Pm*are listed in the last two columns of
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Observations

1/ P m* < Pm, implying that the modified system is more efficient than the current system.
2/ P93* < P97* , meaning that m=93 is again a better modulus than m=97 to be used in the
modified system
Conclusion
We assert that error detection in Belgian bank-account numbers would prove to be optimal
when the 10-digit number N and the 2-digit number b (0
condition:

100 N +b = 0 (mod 93). Otherwise stated:

$

b

$

92) would fulfil the

an acount number, considered as a

single 12-digit integer, should be a multiple of m=93. From a practical point of view,
however, the advantage is too insignificant to argue in favour of an adaptation of the current
system, which has been settling itself for almost two decades.

5

Practical

importance

A uniform structure of bank-account numbers, such as it exists in Belgium, has not
yet been established in most other countries till now. It is however very likely that they are
considering to do so, regarding the interesting applications that become feasible, such as
fluent transactions

between distinct banks and standardized

electronic

banking. It is

worthwhile noticing that even the two competitive automatic payment systems in Belgium
have recently merged into one national system.
Moreover, the intended standardization within the European Community towards 1992, is a
recent argument that reveals the interest of this paper. Related

to

banking, it is imaginable

that all EC members will agree upon applying the same structure for their bank-account
numbers, in order to facilitate financial transactions on an intemationallevel.
The aim of this paper is to contribute to the establishment of a check system with maximum
error-detection capacity, possibly founded upon the Belgian system, though not in its current
feature.
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Appendix
This table contains the solutions of the congruence:
1 s I k I , h ~ 9 ; 1 s i s 11 ; m = 93, 97

k

io + h = 0

m=97

m=93
k

h

k

h

1

9

3

9

7

2

-1

7

-1

3

-2

6

-3

9

3

7

-1

9

7

1

7

6

7

5

-8

5

-9

5

9

6

5

8

-5

8

-6

6

9

3

-4
-8

2

4

-2

5

5

-4

6

-3

7

8
9

-6

3

-3

10

-7

4

-2

11

-5

2

5

-4

2

-6

3

-8

4

-1

5

(mod m) , with
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T - Sl exor IDK

and sends it to the user.

- The user decrypts

the image decryption

key IDK by

IDK - Sl exor T

- Both the KMC and the user use the second part of the string S
to update

the ID of the user.

This strategy
distribute

permits

the use of any public
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such as the telephone,

de cryp r.i.o
n keys.
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